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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Latest Despatches From the Opens Next Monday Night Cement Dust Committee
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
—Meet Mr. Jiminez—Can
Says It Wants Facts and Gangsters As Well As Bootleggers Have Foothold Here
advance; single copies three cents.
Scene of Pickerel Fishing
Advertising rates based upon clrcula-1
tion and very reasonable.
You
Pronounce
It?
Not
Hostile Feelings
Declares C,vlc LeagUe Head
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Operations
The Rockland Gazette was established ;
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab- '
The Food Fair and Bazaar to be i Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
i
. .
,,
, . ,
„
lished and consolidated with- the Gazette I The pickerel stories published in
8rcatest Pr°b,emu confront- less they are taught the facts,
ln 1882. The Free Press was established : Thp C!nnripr.r»a7ettp bavp CTPatlv in- held under the ausnices of the Rock- ! As ^e purpose of the cement dust ,
cier me auspices 01 me rock
.
,
£ppmq nnt tn be clear- ing the forces ol the churches of 1 threugh ignorance and lack of under
in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to I 1 ne courier uazelie nave greatly
the Tribune. These papers consolidated tensified the interest In that SDorC, land Veteran Firemen will start with . understood by all a short expla- America today in the fight for na- standing they will, wipe out the 18th
March 17, 1897.
, , , ,

North National Bank

— ....
- . natj0n may be helpful
tional prohibition is the problem of Amendment, and send us back again
a“ bang Monday night when
the first
To answer the questions is not to the education of that Breat body of to the old days, to the old fight,
25 women to enter the hall will be
given souvenirs. Popularity votes for go on record as opposed to the ce- I yQunS People, growing up today in all the sacrifices and suffering of the
ment'company. The last thing the this country who have no compre- last 150 years lost through inability
“Miss Knox County” will be given at committee of inquiry would desire h*ns*0*\u thePr°blems t?aLbro\^J I * understand.
the door. Kirk’s Orchestra will play is to line up the people of the coun- j a^?“L2hL ,?doJ?9.?n
18,„
Mr- Smith went on to say that
for the fair throughout the week. ty in two mutually hostile, groups, Amendment,
Rev. Frederick W. j there was no great demand from
The doors open at 7 o'clock.
“for" and “against'’ the industry. I Smith, superintendent of the Chris- S any iarge group of citizens for the
An outstanding_ feature of the fair The company is here; by every evi- 1tian Civic LeaEue- declared last night j repeal of the prohibitory amendwill be the entertainment presented denCe—the opening investment of at a meeting held in the First Bap- mentor law.
"Thesenate lobby
by the Jimenez Mexican Trouba- some millions with later expansion tist Church under the auspices of the committee brought outthe fact
a
dours. Mr. Jimenez may be seen is a prettv convincing witness of in- W.C.T.U.
"There are 40.000 000 year ago at its hearings, that 50 per
around Rockland every day now tention-it is here to stay: and it young Pe°Ple ,n America today, cent of the money spent by the Asso
wearing his enormous Mexican som- ! wouid be a strangely prejudiced per- reaching voting age at the rate of ciation Against the Prohibitory
brero, and anyone meeting him and I <.nn ia~uinix in nlihllccnirit and fpl. 5000 a daV' not one of whom ever saw Amendment came from seven indi
pronouncing his name right will be fow-feelinr wHowould not rejoice in a legallzed saloon' and not °ne °f viduals, and that nearly 90 per cent
presented a free ticket to the fair.
“an^e benefite that it is ’ whom ever came into personal concame out of the pockets of 52 Ameri
Dont be bashful about trying your conferring on the communities.
act with he Problems that the can
................
_____.............................
___
millionaires.
When the assoluck for your free ticket.
,
x
seems jUst as undeniabie j legalized sale of alcohol beverages I ciation was asked why the wealthy
Mr. Jimenez has in his possession that there are certain disadvantages
about.
people of the country was financing
an instrument said to be 1400 years to the innocent bystander in the
“They know nothing of the amount such a fight, it turned out that the
old and there are only two like it in work as at present carried on. These °f. drunkenness, poverty, suffering, reason was well stated in a letter
existence one of which is in the Na have caught us unprepared, for no 1 misery and heartache that was from Pierre Dupont of the famous
tional Museum in Washington. The one about here appearsto have had ^d
^e mouth of open Dupont Co., of Wilmington, Del, to
other is in the Museum of Fine Arts much practical knowledge of the *aloon' and u"U1 *'e be«‘? *
the effect that "if beer and light wine
in Boston. Jimenez made a special subject in advance. And now we feel them ,lhe ,t!'uth' the whole_
were brought back for sale and the
trip to Washington to compare his the need of knowing a great deal about the old situation, we can never workingman paid a tax of three cents
instrument with the one that was more about it. What would be the expect them to be in sympathy with on every glass of beer that he bought,
there and it conforms in every par final effect of the unchecked dust on the movement for which we are the Dupont Co. alone would be re
ticular to the one used by King trees and other vegetation? On the fighting. They have been aggres lieved of paying the United States
David. The instrument is called a farming industry? On the comfort sively taught by those who are op government ten million dollars a
Roman Psaltery, and is very compli and enjoyment of living? t Perhaps posed to prohibition that the 18th year in taxes. Mr. Dupont did not
cated, having 99 strings, each being to
LU some this
wuo Jaat
last consideration „
is Amendment and its adoption was the say,” continued Mr. Smith, “that
double tone. Jimenez received a spe- nenlivihlp but when aDDlied to I beginning of a movement that will ten million dollars would go into his
cial invitation from his native city of ■ summer ' business," it toucan be ultimately result in the setting up of pocket and into the pockets of the
■ 1 translated into terms of dollars and a paternalistic government, that will other stockholders of his company and
Vera Cruz, Mexico, to play •his
Psaltery before President Diaz. He ! Cents). What measures have been dictate the routine of every moment that was what he was interested
have
been
accepted and was highly commended taken in other places to lessen the of the citizen’s life.
„ They
.
.
.
in, but that is the fact in the case.
nuisance? How effective are they? °d 9>a‘d7°'rachyp n v ±
He did not say that it would come
The Psaltery is an old Bible instru- I Ls there any reason other than the stroyed, and that the only hope for out of the mouths of little children
ment and may be seen in the window increased cost why they cannot be America, the only way to save Ameri and off their backs, but that is the
of the Rockland Pharmacy, the appiied here? Just how prohibitive ca, was to destroy the 18th Amend truth, too!”
ment.
headquarters of the popularity con- would that cost be?
Turning to Maine, Mr. Smith said:
“If we are going to meet this “If there is any state that needs to
test.
To all these questions the commit
Mr.
Smith
told
his
There is also in their possession a tee hopes in time to find answers. 1 Pf,°Pafafaa
worry about the enforcement of na
Swiss Occarina, a lyre harp, Chinese Some of these answers must be audience, “we must tell our young tional prohibition more than ainy
people
the
truth.
We
must
show
fiddle, a Jap fiddle, chimes, sleigh sought elsewhere, in the experience
other, that state is the State of
bells and their famous musical saw of communities which have had them the facts about drunkenness, Maine. Since Canada passed her
mill composed of ordinary circular longer dealings with cement plants. its increase under legalized sale, and 1 law forbidding the exportation of
saws of various sizes.
But at the threshold of the inquiry its decrease under prohibition. A | uqUor from Canada to the United
Mrs. Jimenez will occupy a booth it has seemed sensible to put to as Boston judge is [espoMibleJor the | States and the rum runner found
on the floor in which to relate the many people as possible the ques statment that in the first nine years two instead of one government
past, present and future by the tions which can be answered here of national prohibition, there had against him, it has been necessary
method of palmistry, she also assists and nnw We are not askine whether I been 300.000, nearly a third of a mil- for the bootlegger to find another
Mr. Jimenez in his musical acts on a.x. ?°Tx„Y xk! X,atone*,n„t- lion less convictions for drunkenness highway over which to transport his
ancient instruments.
illicit liquor into this country.
* * • •
.n.M you on , W'-'or -to |’“’’“..“J™
"He found that it was not illegal
"We must educate them concern- to export liquor from Canada to
There was heavy voting Thursday snouia
should 11
it be
matter w
of sides? The
ue a naan
the hardship that
and yesterday in the "Miss Knox ?ouSr per^re'xperie^ce u5 to the I l‘quor entailed in the old days. I can the three little French islands off
County" contest. The standing this
the south coast of Labrador, St.
morning is: Miss Putnam, 40500; present?” And if you have noticed bring to them thousands of young Pierre. Miquelon and Little Mique
Miss Heald, 36,050; Miss Mank, 32,- ■ no effects, or find them too trifling people not one of whom ever had a lon. There are one million cases of
METHYL BALM
meal in their lives until the liquor on those three French islands
RAINIER LIME RICKEY 250: Miss Welt, 26.750; Miss Cross, to consider, that too is evidence and square
will bring almost instant relief?
18th Amendment came into effect. I today. It is not illegal to export
25,150; Miss Verge, 14,900.
will
be
gratefully
received.
For
it
is
A
new
sparkling
Fresh
Fruit
Bev

A scientifically compounded ex
show them," said Mr. Smith, liquor from those islands to the
the earnest wish of those who are can
erage—a perfect mixer
“thousands more, who while their United States and the nearest point
ternal application that should be
conducting
the
investigation
to
base
Listen
in
every
Friday
evening
at
SCOUTS
REORGANIZE
fathers earned enough money to sat
in every home. Sold only at
their work not on excited feelings— isfactorily care for their families, upon the coast line of this country
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
to the rum-runner’s base is 2,400
and
least
of
all
on
hard
feelings
Distributed
by
Johnston’s Drug Store
New Officers Now In Charge towards anyone—but on a calm and never knew what it was to have suf miles of coast line of the State of
n PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Rockland Produce Co.
ficient clothing to wear summer or Maine, a coast line which the United
—Summer Camp To Be fair examination of facts.
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
winter, because father and mother States district attorney is credited
Cement Dust Committee.
75 cente
spent the week’s wages in the saloon. with calling ‘a bootlegger's paradise’
Miniature Golf Course
Stressed
•Jtf
I have seen the parents take the very for he could land liquor every night
146-29
SOLD FOR A SONG
clothing that I had bought, with for ten years, each night at a differ
The new officers and directors of
funds placed at my disposal, from the ent spot, and never reduplicate his
the Rockland district. Boy Scouts of
backs of their children and the shoes
America, organized Thursday night. Nine Sailing Vessels Go Un from off their feet and pawn them in landing place.
“Rum runners from Detroit, gang
The old Pine Tree Council no longer
der Hammer At Portland the nearest pawn shop to get enough sters
from Chicago, bootleggers from
exists, Rockland being attached to
money to satisfy the craving for al Boston and New York are turning to
Cumberland Council, Portland, with a
For Fraction of Cost
cohol which had them in its grip; Maine. If we are going to be able to
FLAYING AT SPEAR HALL
1 local part time executive under di
and not until the prohibition amend
rection of Executive Patrick of Port
Nine schooners, built at an esti ment became a reality did they ever meet the problems that they bring,
the citizenry of this state must see to
land. This city is now an entity and mated cost of $2,250,000, were sold at have what they absolutely needed."
it that men who are alert to the situ
does not include jurisdiction over a United States Marshal's auction in
Must Teach Youth
ation and capable of dealing with it
neighboring towns.
Portland Wednesday for $13,225.
“All these things, and more, we are elected and permitted to retain
Ralph C. Lewin is now actively in There appeared to be little doubt
Men, 50c; Ladies, 25c
1 the saddle as local executive and is that the sales would be confirmed. must tell our youth, otherwise we public office, and that the federal
meeting with tnarked success. There While the amount realized fell far are lost, for the reins of government staff, allocated to operate within the
are over 80 Scouts in Rockland at short of meeting the claims against will soon be in their hands, and un confines of the state be enlarged."
Votes for "Miss Knox County” will be Doubled
present in addition to the young the vessels, the purchasers, most of
Over Wednesday Nights
,
i Scouts who are doing foundational whom represented creditors of the “TPI IF TAI 'F^ OF SF A” away," says author Plummer in his
IKUL 1 ALxLO Ur 5LA ‘ foreword." Those were the days, he
work. A considerable stressing of bankrupt New England Maritime
the summer camp at Megunticook is Company, declared that the prices
11 r>
j I recalls, “when sailing ships were
planned this year with full time man were satisfactory, in view of the Col. Plummer Recalls Proud dominant on the ocean," and his
and the erection of an assembly hall. prices commanded by such vessels
Vessels Which Thrilled : views gather fresh momentum
Alpheus L. Whittemore is the new during the past few years.
president succeeding A. C. McLoon.
wonderful memories of those noble
Prices for the four masters, bui’t
Men’s Souls
C. H. Duff is vice president; D. C. during the past 10 or 12 years, ranged
____
sailing ships that were "navigated
Leach, treasurer; L. A. Walker, com from $1000 to $1750, two being sold
Our early Americans depended ™der conditions demanding sleepmissioner and Mr. Lewin secretary. at the latter figure. Edward W.
...
s
...
. .
leSxS courage and resourceful judKThe membership of the district com Swan of New York, one of the upon their slow-going sailing ships men{ for the shipmasters of those
mittee comprises in addition: H. P. creditors, bid highest on four of the to keep them in touch with the Old j days had no man-controlled powergto
They know the value of education and their greatest
Blodgett. A. L. Miles, M. E. Wotton, ships, the Ida S. Dow at $1350, the World, and also to bring them food drive their craft where they willed
joy comes from imparting to their young charges the
Walter S. Rounds, A. L. MacAlary, Doris Hamlin at $1300, the Lucia P. from the sea. They laid the foun- desPite opposing gales and blinding
Walter C. Ladd, Harold L. Karl, John i Dow at $1750 and the Mary Bradford
knowledge of those things which in later years will
,
,xx. ... ,
f°8s; no magic voice of science
M. Richardson, Kennedy Crane, E. L. I pierce at $1750. W. W. Martino of dations of commerce with their anci- whispering t0 them every minute
make their lives richer and happier and of unmeasur
ent
craft.
Square-rigged
vessels,
Toner, James F. Carver, William A. New York bid high on two, $1475 for
where they were. It was their task
able value to the world. They also know the worth
Glover, George W. Gay and Joseph the Ella Pierce Thurlow and $1550 sloops and schooners, were included to face rebellious elements and har
P Blaisdell.
for the Paul E. Thurlow. G. E. in the earliest fleets, and their keels, ness them for service; now winning
of many other things, one of which is the exercise of
Grimmels of New York was high hulls, masts, and all else that went fickle zephyrs by beckoning hands of
thrift, the father of comfort and safety. An analysis
snowy canvas held high in air on
KILLED IN PHILIPPINES
bidder for the Bally Persis Noyes
at $1525 while Nathan W. Thompson, into these ships, were produced by slender spars; now not only defying
of their accounts in the ROCKLAND LOAN AND
Arnold Eastman Bartlett, formerly acting for Paul J. Bertelsen of Bos man-labor. The timbers were hand- angry tempests, but compelling them
BUILDING ASSOCIATION, shows that they are ex
) of Manchester, N. H.. was killed in ton, bid $1525 for the Augusta G. sawed, and plain tools were em- to drive vessels, stripped to close! an auto accident in the Philippines Hilton. The last boat to be auc ployed by these early mechanics and u.mukoufSbillowsrOunXrvedr°and
ercising this virtue.
1 recently. The victim was a son of tioned. off by Deputy U. S. Marshal
, the late Alonzo and Lula (Eastman) Walter S. Keene was the Bradford E. artisans. What marvels they pro- unafraid.”
Bartlett of Union, and had numerous Jones which went for $1000 to Bern- duced in clipper ships, packets, barks,
The opening pages prepare the
| relatives in Knox County, including stem and Jacobson, Inc., local marine and the numerous classes of vessels reader for the thrilling narratives of
1 an aunt, Miss Mary Eastman of this junk dealers.
•hat sailed out for trade, or as priva- Jr“thna’?prOf ,thfe Sea'' embellished
Are patrons of this Institution, and they own at this
by a chapter relating the fascinating
city. Further particulars will apThe Noyes, Ida S. Dow, Hamlin
time
story of a heroine who saved a Cappear.
1 Hilton and Jones are tied up at teers and war ships!
These proud okl vessels thrilled tain and a ship from a mutinous
-----------------Boothbay Harbor, the Paul Thurlow
City Matron Corbett could place ’ and Lucia Dow are at Rockland, the the souls of men, and their memories crew; another chapter about the
100 pairs of larrigans immediately. Ella Pierce Thurlow is at Northwest are preserved in our best American "Dash,” champion Maine privateer of
One little girl walked all the way Harbor and the Mary Bradford literature.
1812-14 days, and a rounded-out
They are depositing on these shares $293.00 each
from Pleasant Gardens last week in Pierce is at Lubec.
variety of additional entertaining
It takes a busy man to write a true tales of “a naval duel,” “an
month, and the cash, or withdrawal value of these
the wet snow in a pair of slippers—
Since the schooners were libelled,
"best
book,"
because
a
busy
man
does
ocean racer,’” “the slaver,” “an ocean
and the soles of these were partly keepers have been on them under
shares today is,
gone. Investigation proved the case order of U. 8. Marshal Stillman E. not bother with this writing stuff prison.” There is a splendid variety
(like
us
fellows
who
get
our
bacon
of adventures that the genius of our
very very worthy. She is ten years Woodman.
and eggs and coffee out of the Job), Shipping Board explains he has writ
ol age trying to keep house for her
unless
he
has
a
real
story
to
tell
WHEN
IN
NEW
YORK
—
You
can
buy
ten because these events of sea life
younger sisters and brother. The copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
mother is aw!?y. “Poor little tike,” i home news, at Hotallng's agency, 308 that is worth the effort. Col. E. C. have produced “a sort of music that
There are many other teachers in this vicinity whom
Plummer,
vice
chairman
of
the
U.
8.
memory still can hear coming softly
says Miss Corbett.
1 West 40th St.
Shipping Board, is the author of a across the voice of many years.’’
we would gladly welcome to the above select com
new
book
called
“
True
Tales
of
the
pany. The requirements are simple. The monthly
Sea." Doubtless he had the book
deposits are $ 1.00 per month per share, and any num
printed because he was, like many YOUR FAVORITE POEM
DON’T FORGET THE
another active man, Just “too busy to
ber of shares, from one to fifty, may be taken. Divi
If I had to live my life again I would
put it off anv longer.”
have made a rule to read some poetry

Rockland, Maine

ALL NEXT WEEK AT SPEAR HALL

Any of These Classes Are
At Your Disposal

$
$
+
♦
❖
*
❖
?
?
*
+
J
J
J

25 cents each week
totaling $1 2.50
plus interest
50 cents each week
totaling $25.00
plus interest
$ 1.00 each week

totaling $50.00
plus interest

♦
*
J
*
♦
♦
+

$2.0 Oeach week

totaling $•! 00.00
plus interest
$5.00 each week
totaling $250.00
plus interest

\

Rockland Savings Bank i
J

Rockland, Me.
*1*

*5* *3* *5* *5*

4* »!•

*5* •♦* <* ^ ^* ^ ^* ^*

♦I* 4* ❖ ❖❖' •

V/

Don't leaver

>UR INVESTING
TO CHANCE
Few investors, unless they have made in
vesting their sole interest, are qualified to
judge the merits of an investment. The
business of investing money is a highly
specialized profession, requiring years of
experience and constant contact with busi
ness and financial conditions. For this
reason it is always wise to consult your
banker or some reputable investment
house before buying. The officers of this
bank are always glad to give sound coun
sel to prospective investors. Their long
experience, the broad contacts which this
bank has with the investment world, ad
mirably qualify them to act in any ad
visory capacity.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Safety

Service

- | as seen at Cnicitawaukie Lake SunI day when 100 lines were lowered
...! through the ice. There were good
®ne thorn of experience ls ' ••• results all around, the biggest fish
worth a whole wilderness of warn- ♦ coming to Emery Ellis’ line. It
-Lowell.
i™»ii
-’weighed 4% pounds and was 22%
j inches long.
The women folks were busy as well
’ as the men at Crawford’s Lake, where
OLD WARREN BIBLE
_____
[ 23 fishermen engaged in the popular
Has 120 Years To Its Credit—Ton- sP°rt- Parley Merrifield and Eddie
tains Interesting Family Records
Post landed 18 pickerel, one of
_____
‘ which was close to the season’s recEditor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ord- Pred A. Thorndike, Harry W.
In your issue of Dec. 30, was an French and Orrin Smith got 14 nice
article regarding a resident of War- onesren who has a Bible purchased by his
J*m Barter, one of the well known
grandfather, that would be 100 years Chickawaukie Lake “sharks” mainold Jan. 1, 1931. The writer begs to I tained his reputation as a successful
say that Charles Shepard of this ] fisherman.
town owns a Bible purchased by his ; Llewellyn Small and party of four
grandfather the late Jonas C. Davis landed 16 two and three pounders
of Appleton. "Printed and published at Damariscotta. Arthur Fields and
by Mathew Carey, Philadelphia in j Joseph Tolman got 11.
1811, translated by special command ; There were seven groups of fisherof King James 1st of England."
men on North Pond, parties from
The book contains 1046 pages of Springfield and Portland having the
Scripture and 31 pages of Apocrypha, best luck. There were 11 fishers oil
’ index and tables, making 1077 pages in South Pond, with five catches being
reported by Dr. and Mrs. Erwin Mon
all.
In the family record is noted the tague and party and Charles Stod
I birth of Joseph Davis, born in Bed dard.
ford, Mass., March 23, 1737 and i Five fishermen landed 25 pickerel
■ Sarah, his wife, born April 17, 1747. i a^ Duck Puddle, Marion Haskell,
i In the deaths, is recorded that of 5 Charles Duplissea and party caught
Joseph Davis Jan. 13. 1832 and 23• one of which weighed 3% pounds
| STrah his wife, Nov. 3. 1835.
I an<* was 27 inches long.
In the family record of Jonas C.
Sennebec Pond was covered with
' Davis is noted the death of Caroline, fishermen, best results being obfirst wife of Jonas C. Davis, j tained by Mrs. Mary Greenlaw and
Oct. 23, 1828: Susan, (a daughter) j George L. Greenlaw, their 14 fish
March 28, 1836; Rebecca, (a daugh- 1 ranging from 2% to 3% pounds. A
'ter) Nov. 23, 1836. Jonas C. Davis, nice fat salmon was pulled through
himself, died in 1880, aged 94 years.
the ice, but mindful of the law, the
This Bible is leather bound ’ fishermen restored him to his native
11x9x3% inches, and except being yel- I element while the spectators watched
low with age is in as good condition I and wept.
as thouch 20, instead of 120 years of i A hear weighing upward of 400
age
a Reader, j Pounds, shot by Dr. E. W. Hodgkins
of Thomaston, is being mounted at
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can .buy Nye's Garage by Emerald Duplissea
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the of 44 Chestnut street, whose skill as
home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con a taxidermist is demonstrated by his
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 3811a Con
fine collection of birds and animals.
gress St.
Bait, fish and game laws, and
oodles of free advice may be obtained
Why Buffer terturee from Rheu in the bait emporium at Nye’s Ga
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu rage which remains open Saturday
lar Lameneee, Sprains and Bruises nights until 10,30.
whan

—------ ————— -----------••• ••• ••• ••• I

?
❖

You can join any one of them—or
more than one if you so desire

»?• <• 4*

through the ice

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday)

KIRK’S ORCHESTRA-Rockland’s Own!
Saturday Evening, January 17

SCHOOL TEACHERS

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions, Inc. ls a Ma'ne corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock tif Financial
Institutions. Inc. ls owned by Maine capital and the corporation ls
managed by Maine men who have nad long and successful experience
In banklng'and financial operation.

AI the Sign or
.............
Val
StNorth
National
Bank;

North

28 TEACHERS

FOCUSING

293 SHARES

ATTENTION
In striving for success it is necessary to focus atten
tion on a task and hold it there until that task is
jompleted. Know the power of compound interest
by making regular deposits with this Bank..

4% Interest Paid On Savings Accounts

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
New Classes Beginning Now

$14,277.67

dends of 5/2' < Per annum, compounded semi-an
nually have been paid for the past 24 years. At this
rate a share will be worth $203.00 at the expiration
of twelve years. Five shares will be worth $ 101 5.00
and so on. Deposits may be withdrawn at any time
without discount, and the amount will be all de
posits, plus all diviends. While this advertisement
is prepared particularly to interest teachers, we hope
it will appeal to many others, as all are welcomed
with equal enthusiasm.

Day and Evening Sessions
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT

Telephones: Residence 994, or School 990-M
156-2-Ch-3-8

Rockland BK Association

FOOD FAIR AND BAZAAR

A FREE GIFT WILL BE PRESENTED TO THE FIRST TWENTYFIVE LADIES ENTERING THE HALL MONDAY NIGHT

5 Acts Big Time Vaudeville 5
Jimenez Mexican Troubadors
An Imported Troupe Direct from the City of Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Hear them play the Roman psaltery that is over 1400 years old and
the only one being played in public

ALSO THE MUSICAL SAW MILL
ADMISSION, 35 CENTS. DANCING 10 TO 12

MUSIC BY KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
VOTES FOR “MISS KNOX COUNTY" WILL BE GIVEN AT DOOR

Col. Plummer is a Maine product.

He was an editor and publisher at
11 Bath, where some of our greatest
ships were once built and where
every new baby was born with a love
j for the sea coursing through its
veins. These sentimental New Eng
land folks have scattered over all
parts of the nation, but whenever
you see a flagpole with a full-rigged
ship balanced on the top to act as
a weather vane, you may be sure
that an old New England Yankee
has cast his residential anchor near
that spot.
“With such an abundanceii of exnoo^i.,^1.,___ i _ x- ai
i ceedingly modern fiction continuous' ly appearing, it occurred to me that
i some readers might find entertain- ■
j ment in reviewing scenes from that
'real life, now so largely passed

and llste* to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
loss of happiness—Charles Darwin.
BEYOND REC.VLL

There was a time when Death and I
Met face to face together.
I was but young Indeed to die.
And lt was summer weather:
One happy year a wedded wife.
Yet I was slipping out of life.

You knelt beside mp, and I heard.
As from some far-off distance.
A bitter cry that dimly stirred
My soul to make resistance.
You thought me dead; you called my
name.
And back from Death itself I came.

.

. .

But oh! that you had made no sign.—
That i had heard no crying!
For now the yearning voice is mine,
An? lhere ls no replying:

Llfe—an^ you—jlave
—Mary Bradley.

Every-Other-Day
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MRS. A. J. BABBIDGE

THREE-TIMESAWEEK
Rockland. Me.. Jan. 17. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Wuu in oath declares that he Is PressMan In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. 15. 1931. there was printed a total of
6252 copies.
W H. BUTLER,
Notary Public.

Tuesday. Jan. 8, occurred the
death of Mrs. A. J. Babbidge. The
end came suddenly, and many were
shocked and saddened by the news.
Mrs. Babbidge i Annie S. Adams'
was born in Lincolnville Sept. 2°
1859. Her family moved to Boston,
where she attended school. Later
, oho

’TWAS SNUG GAME

High School Notes
$—C”
After Biology Lab.

Rockland High Boys Lose
By Single Point At Scotty
—See What Girls Did

new

Mars' had a little fish.
The Lincoln Academy basketball
It was the fish aroma
That caused the yellow schoolhouse cat
took no,scssion of the lead in
I To follow Marv home. Ah!
[leam l00k Possession oi me lean in

He that overcometh shall inherit
all things; and I will be his God, and finished her schooling, afterward be
coming a teacher. Then she came
he shall be my son.—Rev. 21:7.
to Rockland to make her home with j
At this season of the year when ?,er,s*‘er’Mrs' Cafrie “ZZ ?ec'
..
„
„
.
, 23- 1892. she was married to the late
sidewalks are covered by ice and Alvin j Babbidge of this erty. Two
snow it is not strange that many 1 daughters Bessie and Florence were
pedestrians use the highways, but bom of this union.
it is strange that such a large per- , Mrs’ Babbidgef was a wonf,an of
deep Christian life, and her influence
centage of them continue to defy wijj )inger not onjy jn the fiearis
warnings and walk on the right side of those, near and dear to her in
of the road. So much has been said the family, but in many lives that
in these columns on the subject, that were strengthened by her faith and
example. She was a devoted mother,
it seems futile to repeat it, but in the and while Mr. Babbidge was living
interest of safety we are going to and the daughters were at home,
make another try. Vehicles , of their home was made an attractive
course, must adhere to the right side gathering place for the young peo. ..
.
. ... . .
, Pie. "Sometimes, it seemed like a
of the road, and this being the case girlsone of the
many thoughtless pedestrians wonder group recently remarked. In the
why that rule should not also apply neighborhood, she was a friend to
to them. But the obvious reason is all, and out of an unselfish heart
ministered to the needs of others.
that the pedestrian using the same
Probably there is no place, outside
side of the road docs not observe the of the family, where she will be more
car coming up behind him, whereas if greatly missed than in the Littlehe is walking on the left side of the pr'd Memorial Chuich. She and her
.
. .
.... husband (long a deacon), were de
road the approaching car is m plain . voted ,0 thp WQrk Qf thpir church
view, and he has but to step aside with a whole-souled devotion. Her
and allow it to pass, but he is saved greatest desire was that others might
even that trouble by the average come
a knowledge of this Love,
motorist who kindly turns aside far
sm'day ^f^e'rnooLTffie^irTci-

, the Knox and Lincoln League
Rehearsals for "Peg O' My Heart" Wednesday night at Damariscotta
are well under way
when they tripped up the Rockland
High quintet by the small margin of
When you called 324-W and a one point, the score being 25 to 24.
pleasant voice said, “Mr. Blaisdell is The Rockland High girls kept up
busy just now," the voice was prob their winning pace, however, and had
ably that of Harold Halligan. office little trouble in defeating the Lincoln
girls 41 to 9.
assistant for the week.
An enthusiastic gathering packed
the gymnasium and witnessed a
Miss Hunter's general science game that was anybody's until the
class made use of the stercopticon final whistle blew. There were
attachment of the High School pic plenty of fouls called on both teams
ture machine. Monday in the pre Lincoln having lost three men before
sentation of an illustrated lecture on the game was over, via the foul route,
astronomy.
while Gay of Rockland was also dis
• • • •
qualified in the final period. Three
The public library has always been other Rockland regulars needed only
a good friend and ally of the school one more foul before they would ha'e
and never more so than the past been put out of the game. The
week when Miss Margaret Snow has Rockland team outpointed the Lin
been giving a good bit of her spare coln aggregation on free throws. 10
time to reorganizing the school li- to 9, but the Clunie coached machine
brary catalogue and Miss Hazel Mar- proved to be superior when it came
shall has contributed assistance to making field goals,
equally welcome, if not connected
It was a closely fought battle all
with the librarian's profession.
the way and the largest margin that
suits you best . . . Large steering wheel, with narrow
• • « •
either team had in any part of the
At the 1931 Auto Show, Willys-Overland pre
Happy Days Are Here Again! Last game was four points. The score
rim, fits the hand easily ... At center of wheel, Fin
sents the finest cars in all its 24-year history—cars
Saturday there were 150 personsat' was tied near the end of the final
the skating rink.
period but the Lincoln team worked
ger-Tip Control—one button which operates starter,
distinguished by more than I 00 new points of su
« • • •
; the ball through the Rockland
defense
and
Bates
scored
the
basket
lights and horn . . . Extra safety with new duo-servo
Reports indicate that there will
periority . . . Safety glass is available on all models—
probably be more than 100 students that broke the tie. Haskell was
internal expanding four-wheel brakes . . . Four hy
then fouled by a Rockland man. He
enough so that the pedestrian may ing of classes in missionary instruc- taking part in the winter carnival,
all windows and windshields—at only slight extra
Jan.
31.
All
the
schools
that
sent
!
'"
ade
Bood
his
attempt
for
a
free
draulic
shock eliminators and longer, more flexible
keep on walking. The greatest tion for the children, organized in a
representatives last year are plan- Zr°W and Ll!Z£°n was 'ead ng b'
cost . . . This marks the first time that such vital pro
' danger to the thoughtless pedestrian ( Mission Band.
That work shows ning to participate and some besides. three points. Flanagan shot a bassprings . . . Improved transmissions, quieter in oper
comes in the night time, Ijowever.
£“'age today in the mis
. , . .
ket from the center of the floor
tection
has
been
provided
on
any
cars
at
our
lowest
which has developed
ation . . . Speed between-70 and 80 miles an hour;
. . .. ..
,
| which lowered Lincoln's margin to
Visualize, for instance, a motor car throughout the church,
An mutation from Union to play \ one pojnt
]ocais were unable to
prices . . . The new 58*/4-inch tread, widest of all
Second gear speed as high as 50 . . . And impressive
proceeding to Camden. Out on the She also taught a class of young hockey has led to the organization of j ^re"anOther*TieM goal before the
dark highway he meets another car women lor many years in the Sun-1 a hockey team to represent our i wriistle blew, however, and the game
price savings; on some models, prices are lower as
low-priced
cars,
affords
more
spacious
interiors
.
.
.
and is for the moment half blinded
_™eJarge.Jroup °f !
was Lincoln's.
these young women at the service ( good sport. With the new lights just
The floorwork of Bates and Hag.
much as $700, compared to last year’s simiiar types
Plenty of room for three full-sized men on the wider
by the glare of the headlight
(those ii ho at one time or another , installed at the rink it is now pos- | crgtt was outstanding for Lincoln
. . . These fine cars—a big Six, priced like a four, a
pedestrian who persists in using the have been in her class) hnre
bore testi- sible to play hockey after dark while Knowlton and pianagan showed
rear seat . . . Plenty of head room and leg room. . .
right side of the road is not seen mony to her lasting influence upon Union, you remember, is the home of J up weH for ttle iosers
powerful Eight, a brilliant Knight—introduce new
Plenty of room for six-footers to relax and stretch
„„„ . their lives.
the “iron man" who won such an > The summaw
until -he Camde -b u d car
, The {unera] sprvices wcre held at astonishing number of points at our
Lincoln Academy
beauty, new comfort and new safety to the lowout
their
legs
..
.
The
front
seat
is
adjustable,
and
the
directly upon him. and a kindly dis- Littlefield Memorial Church Sunday, last winter carnival.
’ F
posed Providence alone averts an The large attendance of relatives and
• • •
priced field.
back of the seat may be inclined at the angle that
Haggett, rf ............. 2
0
accident which may easily prove friends attested to the love and
Forty-three members of the senior witham, rf ............ 0
0
fatal There will probably always be Tst®em J*1 fhich the deceased was class have already signed up to go Bates. If .... ''ZZZ 4
1
,
..
. Held. The floral tributes were beau- , to Washington in April.
Elliott, If
4
pedestrians who v.ill continue to tiful. The services were conducted
• • • •
Haskell, c.... ........... 0
3
walk on the right side of the street, by Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the
0
Thc debating teams have been or- Plummer,rg ........... 0
but those who use the left side are church, assisted by Rev. Howard A. ganized. For the "Chain Store" de- Fuller, lg ............... 1
1
apt to live longer.
famu50rmer PaSt°r'
f"end °£ bate they are; Affirmative, William .Woodard,lg ............ 0
0
Willys Six................ $495 to 850
and Walter Staples; negative.,
—
-----------------The deceased is survived by the two Ripley
Stanley <fay and Robert Hussey. J
8
Willys % ton chassis........... 395
Nobody can be blamed for wanting daughters—Mrs. Ralph Norton of For the league debate they are; AffirRockland High
to spend the winter in Florida or Castine ancl.Mrs. Perley Barth t of mative, Thelma Blackington and
P
F
Willys 1 */2 ton chassis......... 595
G
. .
. Rockland. There are five grandchil1
I
negative,Robert
Gay. lg ..................... 0
Califomia, but as far as Maine is dren who were very dear t* her_A1. CarlPhilbrook:
Willys
Eight.......... 995 to 1095
McAlary, rg ............. 0
0
0I
concerned it is nowise necessary, vin J. Norton, and Barbara. Perley Dunton and Alvary Gay.
Willys-Knight...... 1095 to 1195
4
2
and up f. o. b. Toledo
Ellingwood, c .......... 1
The old fashioned winters which old Jr- Arlene and Marion Bartlett; also
Knowlton, rf ............ 2
5
9
residents
sister- Mrs. Gertrude Pritchard hmiiorht
A BrouP srhnnl
of live Francis
sea specimens
i
_
0
0
residents delight
aeiignt to
to talk
tais. about
auout aDDear
appear oneBoston.
ri,
brought tn
to school hv
by Francis Over
Dyer is
is i Lavrosse,
„
lf ig
,
2
attracting considerable attention. Lanagan, n ..........
10i
to have resolved themselves into an
Included are a giant barnacle that
„
occasional period of zero weather
ROSALTHE E. ROKES
10
24 I
looks amusingly like a tiny Plymouth
and then a snow or sleet storm which
Referee.
Wotton.
Time,
4 8's.
Of Rock hen; a nameless creature that
Rosa
1th
e
E.
Rokes,
widow
_
• • • •
leaves uncomfortable footing, but not
.
J
r ,
George W. Rokes. (who died in 1894).! has been dubbed "pink cauliflower;” i
Rockland, Maine
632 Main Street
to have imbibed the wonderful ozone was a nfe-long resident of Appleton and an animal that when relaxed reThe Girls' Game
which comes of a Maine winter, or to and the oldest citizen m that partsembles
---- ---------a sliced
‘-----------tomato.
*" ”This
’1'" """
one *'is
Rockland: Mattson, rf; Elsie HowIt is ard rj. pjdna Howard, lf; Brewer, jc;
have indulged in thc outdoor sports ' 0I’ the town known as Burkettville. sometimes called a sea rose.
made possible by winter is to have
was b°rn “J }Y®st Washington, an actinozoan related to the sea Lawrence, sc; Smith, rg; Snowman,
ig; Billardo, lg.
...
,, ... Get. 29. 1840. and died Jan. 1, at the anemone.
missed sometihng worthwhile from , heme of her son, Andrew, on the
Lincoln Academy: M. Bickford.
one’s life. Whether Maine is im--farm where she had lived for 70 years
Ruth Dondis presided at the regu- rf; Gorham, lf; A. Bickford, lf;
"THF. ROYAL FAMILY”
whom Tofiy had socked and discreet- Fanny's death, the play is ended.
mune, or whether it has something and where, in her declining years she lar
_ _______
J Tuesday
_____ _ __
___ o. The M. Nash, jc: Leadbetter, jc; Erskine.
WITH THE BOWLERS
assembly
morning.
-------ly abandoned. Tony must go to
"There is fun and excitement anc
coming to it, the fact remains that r«-eived faithful and devoted care Chinese play, “The "story of the Wii- sc; Jones, sc: Hiscock. rg: Proi, rg;
A Picture Quite Out Of the Usual To Europe immediately, and, after one a lingering, unfdrgettable spirit ir
and attention.
- to an audi- ------•lg.
low
Plate
”
was
presented
Runas.
The Under Dogs were very much
we are plodding through the winter
Be Shown Monday and Tuesday
night and day of furious passport the playing of Mr. March as Tonyj
Mrs. Rokes was the last survivor ence not a little bewildered, at first.
Score. Rockland 41, Lincoln, 9 on ton Wednesday night when they
-------troubles, he goes. Then he returns, and I recommend it as being one o
in comparative comfort, while
theof the family of six children of An- j by the peculiar setting and oriental Points scored by Mattson, 12; Edna
defeated the Dragons 63 pins, capturAmong the New York reviews of and soon, in the midst of sister the better—the much better—thing!
West, Middle West and South are drew Burkett, who in the period from styie of the introduction but whose Howard. 25; Elsie Howard 6; M ' ing every string. Smith was the only
'The Royal Family," which will be Julia’s thwarted romance and mother ' cf our modern screen."—adv.
blockaded by snowdrifts which would 1835 to 1874 became the most promi- imaginations w’ere more than equal Bickford. 9.
man in the 300-class, and had high
1 presented at Park Theatre next Monhave been a raritv even in
our
cktiz™ jn business and public to the task of visualizing a castle in
....
string, 116. The summary:
We Lose To Colby
. . ,
', ,
thorp ’ affairs in that section of the country, piace of a box and a beautiful wide
Under Dogs—Steves. 281; Norton, day and Tuesday, is the following:
4- 4* 4’ 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4- 4- 4* 4- 4* 4* 4- 4* 4* 4* 4- 4* 4* 4* 4- 4* 4- 4- 4’ 4- 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4’ 4* 4- 4" 4* 4* 4- 4* 4* 4- 4
grandfathers daj. And then there being engaged extensively in lumber- river m piaceof a bamboo pale.
The
Rockland High basketball 290: Smith. 301; McKinney, 291;
"Presumably there is no longer
is always the consolation of knowing ing and farming, and filling many .-Cun See - the heroine, was played team met its second defeat last night
any pojnf [n offering vague and awkthat the sun is daily climbing higher offices of trust and honor, and from by Dorthie Harvie (Yes. really, that's in the local gym when the Delta Goodwin, 280. total, 1443.
Dragons—Lj-nch^ 283; Hinckley, j wafd denjals as to the milieu of that
in the heavens and that spring is whom’ maln'y’ the hamlet derives its how she spells it) who repeated her Upsilon Fraternity of ColbyCollege
°
namp
previous gratifying success in the j won out in the last few minutes of 261; Atwood, 260; Pomeroy, 292; gay, mad drama, "The Royal Family,”
just around the corner.
In her span of 90 years of life she part. Florence Dean as "Chang the play by long shots, cflth the low score Hastings, 284; total, 1380.
That it was conceived and planned
....
\
witnessed the wonderful changes Good" made a charming young lover, i of 14,to 11.
-----------------i with deliberate forethought to serve
To cee the Auto Show and look over new equipment.
The need of drought relief which 4evel?ped' from .the
born and The pupils were delighted with Al- j The teams played on even terms
The Dragons were out of luck
is inst now the Ireh aim of the Red
gU“
pl0”eer days’ l° the i zada North's presentation of the the greater part of the evening with Wednesday night as they also lost to as a gently mocking reflection of
I shall probably buy a left handed monkey wrench
is just now tne nign aim oi tne Kea telephone and radio means of en- drunken mandarin "congrassulating" the visitors having a slight edge on Central Maine, by only 10 pins, to ! the life and manners of the Barry—my shop has everything else in it now!
Cross, is shown by the fact that compassing the globe by the human himself on his success as a match the passing end. Rockland was kept be sure. Elliot hung up a season's
mores there never has been a serioperations are being conducted in voice. And from foot and ox-team maker but who, the dickens was the on thc defense most of the time and rrrnrfl
wlL
n
ms
strina
oi
auu
A
.
fu
♦
record with his string of 145 and
But—if you are going to keep the old bus next
383 counties of 21 states, affecting
,to human flight "above the ;
a ^ige of ex- ^pL‘h?raI
up had high ‘total. Atwood was also
ni.i.t.
clouds." No less was she a„uic pression on his face, he produced a large score. The game was fea
been transferred to the pictures i
season
—have it checked up by someone who knows
The
sumhitting
'em
in
the
eye.
nearly half a million persons. Wlier- of all other featUies of enlightened license” new moon or men-at-arms • tured by the shooting of Fotter, of
which talk , let me report the young
niary;
how.
ever disaster strikes the Red Cross advance and progress.
.
as required and in the interim pulled D. U. while Walt Gay played a stellar
Paramount
leading
man,
Frederic
]
4.
Central
Maine—Elliott. 339; Hayis to be found. Tomorrow it may be Her life was quiet, retiring and in- dreamily on his long opium pipe, defensive game for Rockland.
.
0RO. March, impersonating brother John, ' 4Have your headlights serviced with a Weaver
dustrious,
and
devoted
to
the
best
;
Fir
,
a
n„
thP
information
diffused
In
a
preliminary
game
the
Cam!
ward
'
-91;
Gans, 29b, Merrill, zb_, I gives a performance which is posim ;he Yukon, or it maj! be in RockFinally
--------------- --------„a den
„.n Junior
JuniorVarsity
Varsity
defeated th"
th" Thomas, 304; total, 1492.
focusing
machine.
, . it ic eon,fortincr to know lnterests and wclfare of her home through the audience that "he" w
was
defeated
tively brilliant, the finest character- •••
land, but it is comforting
and ]oved
iOved ones;
ones: aa kind
kind and
and helpful
helnful' Miss
U.ZZ^iZZ
_ ,, of .ithe public nli- Rockland
noeiriandJunior
tnniorvarsity by a 14 to o8 Dragons—Lynch. 295; Hinckley, ization which he, Mr. March, as yet ■ *
connorting to
to know
kioi and
Hazel Marshall
Have your car washed with a Roto Washer.
278; Atwood, 323; Pomeroy, 298; has made, and a reproduction of the
•thatn anized relief is at hand.
And neighbor, she left not anenemy be- j brary staff who had been sent in as score.
Hastings, 288; total, 1482.
The summary:
j a pjnch hitter for that part and also 1 “
that's v y there are no regrets con bind.
; moods and methods of Mr. Barry- ❖
Have your car greased with an Alemite Electric
# # » «
The funeral services in charge of that the pianist who fulfilled all the
Delta Upsilon
more such as not even Charlie Chapnected with whatever financial sacri
Gun.
H. B. Bowes, were conducted by Rev. functions of orchestra for the play
F
Large scores were conspicuous by i lin or A! Parker is capable of essayfice we may make in behalf of the F. F. Fowle, Rockport, and the inter- was none other than Marshall Brad- Harvey, rf ............... G l
0
their absence in Thursday night's mg.
Grease replaced in transmission and rear axle with
Red Cross.
ment was in Miller cemetery with {ord in person.
Fotter, lf ................. 2
# • • •
1
game between the Pirates and Rockassistance of the pall-bearers of her
an
Alemite Flusher.
Fairbrother c ........ 1
1
3 I land Body Shop but it was an inter“Mr. March’s impersonation is, it j
selection — Frank Esancy. Edward
Paulin, rg ................. l
0
2
1
esting
contest,
the
former
winning
Three exec, si papers on boys' Martz, Thalbert Day and E. E. Light. I
seems to me, one of utter perfection, I
Kwick-Way valve equipment that is efficient.
McCane, lg ............... 1
0
2 ! all three strtfigs. E. Nelson was high sensitively drawn, true to life, im
work were pre i d to the Rotary
Relatives and friends from Cam
Your carbon and valve job done in my place is
—
man,
all
around.
The
summary:
Club yesterday i Chairman J. P. den, Rockland. South Paris and other 1
mensely amusing. I need not add
6
14
Kent's committee
C. F. French towns were present and many
Tlie
Pirates
—
Hopkins.
260;
Clarke,
that
since
Mr.
March's
playing
of
the
guaranteed
to go at least 10,000 miles.
Rockland
dealt with jute:
delinquency wreaths of beautiful flowers, from
; 270; Stockford, 286; Woodcock, 266; role of John Barrymore is an accurate
G
F
p ! Shute, 281; total, 1363.
from past ages to present day and friends and neighbors were testi
one, it results in the projection from
McAlary, rg .......... 0
BATTERIES, TIRES, ALCOHOL, TAIL LIGHTS
0
based his arguments i fie fact that monials of love and respect for the
„
Rockland Body Shop—Erickson, out thc screen of a personality at ;
Gay, lg ................... 0
0
AND LENSES
environment and not heredity is deceased, whose passing was “sus
once
preposterous
and
glamorous,
,
5
1
251;
Harjula,
272:
O.
Nelson,
244:
Ellingwood. c ........ 1
3
lagely responsible. Th’. proposition tained and soothed by an unfaltering
9 ! Newbert, 257; E. Nelson, 288; total, lunatic and tremendously vital.
Flanagan, lf .......... 1
0
was warmly endorsed b Warden, trust, like one who wraos the drapery
“Whether ‘The Royal Family,'
THREE TOW CARS HOT ALL THE TIME
4 1312.
Knowlton, rf ........ 2
0
Charles E. Linscott ol the State of his couch about him and lies down :
herein is a faithful adherent to its 1
CALL 121-W
Prison. Allan McAlary told of the to,pleasant dreams.”
footlight parent I shall never know. >
11
The Pirates made it two straight It relates chiefly, in a magnificently I
local Scout situation and in • d the
The immediate relatives are a son. i
j Thursday night by also defeating frenzied series of episodes, how the
continued support of the worthy Andrew; a granddaughter, Mrs. i
Burpee Furniture Co. Shute and peace and dignity of the female j
STRAND THEATRE
movement by thc club He 1 t That Maude Robinson; two nieces Mrs.
Hopkins tied for high string on 109, stars of three generations of the
Scouting was doing much for our Hattie Hoyt and Miss Carrie Mc
“Hell's Angels" is a magnificent pic- but the latter had high totat The Cavendishes, residing somewhere
boys in the absence of a Y.M.C A. Dowell; a nephew, Benjamin Lin- I
and was enthusiastic over the n
ture of daring and adventure which; summary:
near Broadway, were torn asunder by
Rockland
19-33 Spring Street
coin; one grand-nephew, Linwood,
young Scout units here. Joseph Thompson; three grand-nieces, and ]
will be presented Monday. Tuesday
Thc Pirates—Hopkins, 284; Clarke, the arrival from Hollywood of that
Emery took the angle of'the bank,
and Wednesday. The air scenes are i 218; Stockford. 242; Woodcock, 237; terrible brother,
Anthony.
On
ALEMITE OIL
ALEMITE GREASE
ue great-grand-niece.
and the boy, discussing the severil
dramafc episodes to thrill the most Shute, 295; total, 1336.
Anthony's heels were a Polish actress
TEXACO
OIL
projects supported by the banks te
blase audience. Photographed at the , Burpee Furniture Co.—Hanrahari, who had been spurned by Tony and 1
encourage thrift and reasonable
SWAN’S ISLAND
risk of human life, these scenes were ' 249; Campbell, 263; Knowlton, 245; who demanded $25,000 to settle, as 1
economy. Scout Executive Ralph
"shot" thousands o^feet above beau- Sleeper, 242; Beaton. 265; total, 1264. well as an indignant film director ' <• 4* ❖
4*
*♦* ❖
❖❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖❖ ❖
►
Mi- and Mrs. Lew Conary were
Lewin and Prison Commissioner A pica
tiful cloud banks and formations.
,
ly surprised last week when
W Gregory were guests.
It took Howard Hughes four years
........... — —
their daughter, Mrs. Ruby Linscott
to make “Hell's Angels" the way.he
—.......
—
of Poi and, unexpectedly arrived for
thought it should be. At the rate
Do you wish to dispose of your last, a few days' visit,
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
MILE-A-MINUTE
MARTY
______________ —by—
of one million dollars a year. One
year's magazines?
Magazines in
Mrs. Li
Moulden and Mrs. Carpicture—four million dollars. Even
^WHE-e-E-E BUTTHIS WAC-ONCMCo/' r5AY SISTER.-YOU PAS56D
good condition, also phonograph lcton Joy, were in Rockland TuesThis is your oppor
SOT HOW IN THE
Hollywood gasped. To the query
records. are much desired by th? vet- day on a .'.opping expedition,
A DOZ&N SlfrNS SAVINGWORLD COOLD »
-MFiRTY certainly KNEW HIS STUFF
"Was it worth it?” there is a simple
erans at the National Soldiers' Home
Mrs. Edw;.:d fc'cott has arrived
tunity to secure
WHEN HE TOLD METO SOY fAY CAR AT
“SPEED LIMIT RO MILES,
THew when
answer. “Hell’s Angels" needs no
at Togus. Lester Valley reports that home from Pc Hand where she spent
IWASifrOINfr
ballyhoo. It's the kind of a picture
when he was there a few weeks ago the holidays wil.. her daughter, Mrs.
America’s smartest
that is able to stand on its own feet.
he noticed the scarcity of reading > Marie Bates.
quality shoes at a
There seems little doubt, judging
matter. To each of the 28 wards in
Elmer Withee \ .fited his father in
from the reception accorded this pic
the hospital, there is issued daily one Tremont last week. Andrew Watson
reduced price ....
ture in many cities, that "Hell’s
copy of the Kennebec Journal and substituted as freight agent during
Angels" will be enthusiastically re
Portland Press Herald, and a copy Mr. Withee's absence.
ceived by the people of Rockland.
of Colliers each week. There are, Mrs. Lew Conary and Mrs. Charles
The story of "Hell's Angels" is a
about 400 men in the hospital, and Herrick entertained a few friends at
good one. It is swiftly paced and
more than three times that number the home of Mrs. Herrick Wednesday,
dramatic. The dialogue is well above
in the other departments of the The afternoon was pleasantly emaverage. And the air scenes? Well,,
Home. Members of Winslow-Hol- cloved at cards, prizes going to Mrs.
you’ll have to judge for yourself.
brook Post, No. 1 and its auxiliary William Freethy, Mrs. Conary and
The Cast of "Hell's Angels” is head-,
are collecting as many magazines Mrs. Forrest Stanley. Refreshments
ed by Ben Lyon, James Hall and
and records as possible to help meet were served. The guests were all
Jean Harlow, a beautiful blond
this need They may be left at agreed on a repetition of this event in
The only thing in the world we’re jealous df is our reputation for integrity, so we've never given folks cause
haired young actress, making her ini
Legion hall. where they will b 1 the near future.
tial appearance in talking pictures.
Mrs. Charles Burns was called to 310 MAIN ST.
Legion hail. where they will be
to question it.
ROCKLAND All three are well cast and give
packed and forwarded to Togus each! Stonington Tuesday by the death ot
splendid performances.—adv,
^>eek
her brother, William Martin.

WILLYS

cars

A BIG SIX, priced like a four

A POWERFUL EIGHT............

A BRILLIANT KNIGHT ....

Finer Quality

with impressive savings

SAFETY GLASS AVAILABLE IN ALL MODELS IN ALL WINDOWS

$495

Be Thrifty
Buy Quality

E. O. PHILBROOK <3 SON

I am going up to Boston

FLORSHEIM

SHOES

NILO’S

SEE

70?

*8?

L.E. BLACKINGTON

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
DISCUSSION OF

DAYS
ARE
GETTING
LONGER
We bear a lot of talk
about Business De

pression, hard times,

long winter and what
not.

Cheer Up!

There will be a children s matinee
Tuesday at 4 o’clock at the Strand
Theatre showing "Hell's Angels.”

SPIRITUALISM

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Tuesday night, with supper at 6.15.

By

There will be a church meeting in
the Universalist vestry Monday eve
ning at 7.30.

President of the Rockland Spiritualist Society

LOUIS A. WALKER

We are pretty busy

cleansing and reno

vating garments for
people who realize

that

is garment insurance!

How about your gar
ments?

We are looking for

ward to the Biggest

Year yet, and are al-1
ready readjusting our

plant for increased

volume.
We believe in

QUALITY WORK
AND SERVICE TO

OUR CUSTOMERS
Wear

Clean

WHAT IS
LUMBAGO?

Clothes

A.F.L

IN THE

Second Winter i
SERMONETTE

Don't Feel Too Sure
• David Lloyd George in an ad
dress declared that the world was
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
divided into two classes, "those
evening with supper at 6, Mrs. Susie
who are sure of their bread and
7.30 P. M.
Karl, chairman.
keep, and those who are not.”
At Central Maine Building, 447 Main Street
The brilliant speaker may have
| The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
made his point, but in fact, of very
Veterans meets Wednesday evening,
few can it be said today that they
with supper at 6, Mrs. Emma Hall,
are assured of their bread and
I chairman.
Some have regarded the Veteran keep.
Weather forecast for Sunday: Fair
Before the stock market crash
and colder, moderate west and Firemen's Association merely as a
Mrs. Winifred Butler on a week's southwest winds.
sporting organization, but on the a year ago many felt absolutely
j vacation from the store of F. W.
contrary it has been recognized as an sure of their wealth who are to
Woolworth Company left yesterdav
A good program has been arranged auxiliary to the Rockland Fire De day penniless. Astute bankers
to spend the weekend with relatives for next Wednesday night's meeting partment, answering to the call 75. have built their personalities
in Woodfords.
W. S. Pettee is chief of the Rockland through a lifetime into their insti
of the Baptist Men's League.
Fire Department, and C. M. Lawry tutions, to have the control wrest
A well-known business man who
ed from them by great combina
There will be a lecture on Spirit is secretary.
did not wish his name mentioned do
tions of capital in a day’s time.
Twenty-nine members were pres
nated a ton of nut coal to the city ualism, by Louis A. Walker, at 7.30
Many a man has built up a
I matron. This was distributed in Sunday at 447 Main street. Those ent at the January meeting of the
great industry, only to have it
quarter ton lots to deserving families. who attend are invited to take writ Universalist Mission Circle Wednes merged by some rival company by
day at the home of Mrs. Anne Has
ten questions.
the sheer purchasing power of
kell, Ocean street. Mrs. C. E. Rollins, money. Workmen being in con
Miss Adelyn Bushnell has gone to
Kirk’s Orchestra will play at Mrs. G. W. Palmer and Miss Alice tent and comfort are constantly
] Boston where she is being featured at
thrown out of employment by said
the Copley Theatre in “The Rackett,” Spear hall tonight. Double votes for Fuller assisted Mrs. Haskell in serv
I opening next week. Miss Bushnell “Miss Knox County” will be given ing luncheon. A large amount ol happenings. An affluent farmer
sewing
was
accomplished
for
the
Red
,
with
each
admission
ticket.
Dance
sat at ease. His crops were gath
is the only woman in the cast which
Cross until 2.30 when the usual meet- j ered and his barns filled, and he
starts at 8.30 sharp.
numbers 19.
ing took place. The roll call was said, “Soul, thou hast much goods
Ernest W. Munro of Kirk's Orches
Tlie Forty Club will take its en answered by thoughts on the topic laid up for many years; take thine
tra mourns the- loss of his song tertainment straight Monday with an of “Reverence.” Mrs. H. P. Blodgett ease, eat, drink and be merry.”
whistle, which disappeared while he all professional cast including a presented a very interesting paper on But God said, “Thou fool, this
was playing for a dance in Thomas- ; baritone a reader and a costume the Blackmer Home and the Midori night thy soul shall be required of
ton last week. Will the finder kind- I dancer, A new club song will be Kindergarten, illustrated by photo thee, then whose shall those
ly return it?
christened. There will be no speaker. graphs, and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard gave things be?”
an account of the work done at the
The great majority must ever
Dojin House, the social service cen
The Past Officers' Association held
Special revival meetings are being ter of the Mission. Mrs. R. W. Mes pray, “Give us this day our daily
bread.”
W. A. H.
its annual meeting Wednesday- held every night at 7.30 and on Sun
night and elected these officers: day at 2.30 and 7.30 at the Pente ser gave a sketch of the life of Lucien
Blackmer, and Mrs. Raymond Stew
President, Dr. J. A. Richan; vice costal Mission.
Evangelist Earl
The Salvation Army weekend serv
president, Everett C. Butler of Skow Jacques of Fredericton, N. B., is the art read an appreciation of Miss ices will be' as follows: Saturday 8 p.
Catherine Osborne, the first super
hegan: secretary and treasurer, A. H. speaker at each service;
intendent of the home and its house m., free and easy meeting; Sunday.
Newbert.
mother. Two new members were re 10 a. m., Sunday School and Bible
class in home hygiene and care ported—Mrs. J. C. Cunningham and Class; 11, holiness meeting; 6.30
A list of 21 names of children from ofAthe
Young People's Legion; 8, salvation
sick will be organized at the
the Purchase street school has been Red Cross rooms Tuesday night at Mrs. Edith Chetwynd. The next meeting.
meeting
will
be
at
the
girls
’
club
rcom
handed to the city matron. All of 7 o'clock. Anyone wishing to enroll
*
them need footwear, and not a few for these classes will kindly register of the Central Maine Power Company
At the Congregational Church to
Feb.
11,
with
Mrs.
H.
P.
Blodgett
as
bare toes are being nipped by the Tuesday evening as the enrollment
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
hostess.
zero weather. Here's a big oppor is limited.
preach on the subject “Why I Need
tunity for somebody to help.
the Church.” The Church School
WALDOBORO
will convene at the noon hour and
Mrs. Laura Swett is in Newport.
The Jimenez Mexican Troubadors
Late bowling results: In Cement
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Brummitt the Comrades of the Way will meet
League—Repair Gang 2030, Electri will entertain the Forty Club at their
in the vestry at 6 oclock.
cians 1865; Cement Quarry 2082, luncheon next Monday. The Roman came Wednesday from Boston to pass
* * ♦ •
Pack House 2036; In Carr's Alley psaltery, now on exhibition, will be the remainder of the winter at their
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal!
Leagues—Wholesalers, 1415, Forty I PlaVe<l for the first time here to- home on Friendship street.
H. H. Joy of Portland has been in Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Club 1 or 2, 1398; Street Railway 1377 niSht at the RV.F.A. dance. It may
Boiler Makers 1333; Under Dogs 1422, be seen at the Rockland Pharmacy. town this week installing new lines for ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
the New England Telephone Co.
for the second Sunday after
Wholesalers 1417. Dfetails in Tues- (
-------William Brockman has returned Epiphany; Holy Communion at 7.30;
day's issue.
; Captain William H. Wincapaw’s
_____
, motor car caught fire at Munsey’s from Lewiston where ne has been church school at 9.30; morning prayer
and sermon at 10.30; evensong and
Kalloch Class, Chapin Class and Gara«e yesterday afternoon, and was visiting relatives for several weeks.
The annual election of officers was sermon at St. John’s in Thomaston
the Sewing Club of the Congrega- ; Promptly wheeled into the open. The
tional Church have sent to the city fire department was busy for a few held Tuesday evening by Wiwurna at 7 o'clock. Thursday, St. Vincent’s
Day, holy communion at 7.30.
matron comforters, blankets, boys’ minutes extinguishing that blaze and Chapter.
* « » *
The churches of Waldoboro and vi
blouses, girls’ bloomers, pad blank the one which had been started on
cinity will unite with the local
The First Church' of Christ, Scien
ets, etc. The blankets were made the garage floor.
W.C.T.U. in observing the 11th anni tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster ,
from the four bolts of blanket ma
The regular meeting of the Knox versary of National Prohibition Sun streets, holds Sundaj' service at 10.30
terial the Senter Crane Co. donated.
evening at the Baptist Church at and the subject of lesson sermon to- |
Every comforter, quilt and blanket and Lincoln Past Noble Grands Asso- day
i ciation will be held in Rockland next 7 o’clock. Rev. George W. Collins, morrow will be “Life.” Sunday I
has already been distributed.
j Wednesday at Odd Fellows’ hall in pastor, will deliver the address. School is at 11.45. Wednesday eve,g testimony meeting is held at
Charles M. Lawry treasurer of the I conjunction with the Past Grands Everybody is cordially invited to at
.30. A reading room is located at
Maine State Hand Engine League meeting. Supper will be served on tend the service.
Germania
Lodge,
I.O.O.F.,
and
400 Main street and is open week
has recived an invitation from John 1 tbe arrivaI
the guests, visiting
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will at days excepting holidays from 2 to 5
F, Cutter, chairman of the New Eng- members to furnish sweet food,
tend
service
at
the
Methodist
Church
p. m.
land League banquet committee to I
.
. ,, .
,
Sunday morning. Members are re
♦ * • ♦
attend the annual meeting and ban- 1 „The,Tan\deT b^se,ba J team ,of
quested
to
meet
at
Odd
Fellows
hail
quet of the New England League in ' ^nox Coun y Twilight League is getThe Rockland Spiritualist Society
invites the public to a lecture on
Everett, Mass., Jan. 20. “I'd like to i ting an earlV start for the 1931 »»’ at 10 o’clock.
Mrs. W. G. Labe was hostess at thc “Spiritualism” by its president, Louis
go,” says Charles, “but the Food Fair son. A catcher s mitt has been pur
meeting
of
the
Star
Club
Wednesday
chased and will be broken in by Til
A. Walker to be delivered Sundav
committee needs me here.”
Thomas in the Colby games. “We’ll afternoon.
evening at 7.30 in the auditorium of
Cards have been received announc the Central Maine Power Co. build
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Conley, J. F. be right there strong,” Manager
Burgess, Bradford Burgess and F. E. George Thomas told a Courier-Ga ing the marriage of Harris McLain to ing, 447 Main street. The lecture
Mrs. Emma Hardy of Everett, Mass. will be addressed to questions brought
Morrow of Camden have returned zette reporter yesterday.
Dr. T. C. Ashworth is in St. Johns- by the audience. Bring your queehome from the annual meeting of
The public is in a position to bury, Vt„ guest of his brother, George tion about spiritualism written cut
the Maine Association of Optome
trists in Portland. Bradford Burgess understand basketball if it has a Ashworth, and his mother, Mrs. on a slip of paper. There will be no
message bearing.
stopped over night Thursday in Bath clear understanding of the rules, and Thomas Ashworth.
’
« * « »
The Woman's Club met with Mrs.
to visit friends. The convention had to this end the Central Board will Harold
R.
Smith
Tuesday
afternoon.
give
demonstrations
at
the
High
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
many features of interest, including
S. H. Weston presided in the ab versalist Church at 10.30 a. m. will
speeches by authorities in optometry, School gym next Monday night. The Mrs.
demonstrators will be Eddie Roundy sence of the president and vice presi
• •: round table discussions, exhibitions, the Colby coach and Jack Mahan, dent. Mrs. Smith read an interesting have as his topic “Christ’anizing
Civilization.” The quartet will sing
etc., with a dinner dance as a social
the Augusta referee. Nearby schools paper on “The TKisadministration of as an anthem “Hear Not Ye, O
feature.
Justice.” The members present were Israel, (Buck-Deis) and Chester
are invited.
Mrs. W. H. Crowell, Mrs. A. P. Jack- Wyllie, tenor, will sing the solo “The
F. M. Piper of this city and Foster
The Smart Miss is wearing the son, Mrs. M. Isora Lee, Mrs. W. G. Holy City,” Adams. Church school
Jameson of Waldoboro have charge of
Placid Ski. Breeches.
They are Labe. Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke. Mrs. and Knickerbocker Class meet at
na mewing
meeting which
wixxvii will
win be
ur uriu
held cn
at the
laic Lake
....
. t
cify building next Monday at 7.30
the smartest for sport Made S. H. Weston. Miss Grace A. Yorke, noon; junior Y.P.C.U. at 4 p. m. and
n m
tun Maine Poultry T^^rnvo.
Dart and Mrs. Smith. The next meeting senior Y.P.C.U. at 6. The week's
p.
m. hv
by the
Improve ! of heavy worsted, colors navy, Prices
will be Housekeepers' Day and will b - activities include: Church meeting in
mouth
green,
and
bright
blue.
ment Association. Poultry Specialist
Fuller-Cobb-Davis held with Mrs. Jackson at her home the vestry Monday evening at 7.30;
$7.50.
$5.00.
$6.50,
Harry Richardson of the extension
on the North Waldoboro road. Din Chapin Class Tuesday evening with
service and County Agent R. C. —adv.
ner will be served at 1 o’clock.
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett and circle supper
Wentworth will be present. The
There
will
be
a
tournament
at
the
Wednesday at 6.
poultry situation in the State and Hayloft Indoor Golf Course Monday
TENANrSHAKBOR
* * • *
county will be discussed, and as this
The Sunday morning subject at
£f animportantpoultry ^tlon ^f: n«ht_T C3Sh aWardS ‘° thC Wi"’
“The Family Jesus Loved” will be
tho Baptist Church will be “The Per the topic bf the sermon preached bv
the State a large attendance is ex-'ners’ aa'’ ____________
fect Or Normal Boy.” There wil! be
pected.
I Dq yQU like yejlow gOid. I have an anthem by the choir and solo by Rev. L. G. Perry at the Littlefield
Memorial Church at 10.30 a. m. The
Onodorja seven-jewel Elgin at $32.50. First I Mrs. F. W. Barton. Evening service choir will sing “Jesus, Lover of My
The meeting of the Speech Readers showing at TLeon .J.
t
white's
nnn
i
at
7
o'clock,
subject.
“
The
Hvnocrite
White's, opp. i
oclock. subject,
Hypocrite Soul,” J. Lincoln Hall. Sunday
Club
Thursday afternoon
was I Hotel Rockland.-radv.
and the Righteous Man.”
School immediately follows the
marked by its usual interest and en
morning service. B.Y.P.U. comes at
thusiasm. Sentence practice was
6.15, when, the leader, Sherman Lord,
carried out under the direction of
will use as the topic “My Idea of
Mrs. Frank Hewett, while Miss Helen
What a Young Woman' Ought To
Carr had charge of the story and
Be.” Evening service is at 7.15 when
Mrs. Freeman Brown of the game.
Mr. Perry will speak on the subject
On the bulletin board was a notice
Some Important Questions An
that the club had been unanimously
swered.” The choir will sing the
elected to membership in the Ameri
anthem “What Did It Need?” Ga
can Federation of Organizations for
briel, and Mrs. Raymond Hoche will
the Hard of Hearing. The club now
ing a solo “God Be Merciful To
numbers 40 members, 11 of whom are
Me,” Perclppe.
Midweek prayer
associate members. The next meet
meeting will be held Tuesday evening
ing will be Thursday afternoon. ’
Lumbago is a muscular contrac
at 7.30.
Jan. 22.
♦ • * *
tion accompanied by intense pain
"Christ and My Associates,” will
on movement of the muscles in
The annual parish meeting of St. {
the lower part of the back. It is a
be the subject of the sermon at the
Peter's Episcopal Church was held
very common condition in people developed, any strain in lifting a
10.30 service of the First Baptist
Thursday evening at the parish
of middle age. The spine in this heavy weight or a fall is likely to
Church Sunday morning. The quar
rooms. Reports were given by the'
region is very flexible and has no produce injury to the spine, betet will sing, “Holy Art Thou”
rector. Rev. E. O. Kenyon; parish
ribs to aid in holding it securely, cause thc force is less easily withHandel, and duet, “My Faith Looks
clerk, Carlyle U. Brown; treasurer,!
it depends on ligaments and mus- st00d on the side of the weaker
Up To Thee,’ Lachmer, will be sung
Charles W. Livingston: woman's I
cles for its strength. Yet it is muscles. The effect of such an in
by Mrs. Wentworth and Mrs. Mars
auxiliary, Mrs. Mary Dinsmore; choir
capable of more movement here ju-ry «s that of the body segments
ton. The church school will follow
association, Mrs. Dinsmore: Daugh
than higher up and has more jn the spine is misplaced and that
the morning service. A special
ters of the King, Miss Margaret |
weight to bear.
' always makes smaller the opening
Shipwreck Service” will be conduct
Buttomer; Girls’ Friendly Society,
between that segment and the one
ed by the Christian Endeavorers at
Miss Buttomer; church school, Miss
above
or
below.
The
nerves
pass
The muscles on each side of the
6 o’clock. The people's evening serv
Fern Browne. All reports showed
spine oppose one another to keep out through these openings and
ice at 7.15 will h^ve as one of its
the parish to be on sound footing and
the body erect and the spine supply nerve energ^ to the muscles
ii'atures a lighted cross song service.
the best year that the church had i
straight. Many people have some and tissues in that region. The
The old hymns of the cross will be
enjoyed for many years. The new
particular work which throws more narrowing of that opening comsung by the glow of an illuminated
officers are; Senior warden, Charles
strain upon the muscles on one side presses the nerve which is then unCross with special music by thc quar
Livingston; junior warden, Abram
than on the other. Such is the able to carry on its work of maintet. Mr. MacDonald's sermon sub
Nye; vestrymen, Alton Decrow, C. U.!
case in people who sit sideways at taining the surrounding strucject will be: “Fickle Fellows.” The
Brown. Alexander Browne, Roy
a desk to write for long periods, tures in health.
iiappy prayer and praise meeting
Estes and Lawrence Barbour.
and in numerous cases Where right
comes on Tuesday evening at 7.15,
Chiropractic is the science and
or left-handed people use one side
topic: “A Brayer Meeting Broken Up
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
of the body very much more than art of locating and correcting mis
3y the Officers."
,
will be open Saturday nights here
• . . •
the other. This tends to strength aligned vertebrae to permit nor
after.—adv.
8-tf
en the muscles on one side more mal transmission of nerve energy
"Follow Me" will be the theme of
than on the other. When an un over the nerves for the restoration
Mr. Kenderdine's sermon at Pratt
Special Advance Sale, spring hats,
balanced condition like that has of health.
Memorial Methodist Church at 10.30.
felts combined with straw. Popular
The choir will sing “O Give Thanks
shapes and colors at Vesper A.
Unto the Lord," Sydenham. Sunday
Leach's, 366 Main street. Prices
School meets at 12 and the Epworth
range from $1.98 upward.
8-lt
league at 6 p. m. will discuss the
topic: “Where the Enterprise Comes
CHIROPRACTOR
There will be a tournament at the
Home.” This is the second discussion
Hayloft Indoor Golf Course Mondav
30 High St.
Phone I 163
Rockland, Me.
of “World Enterprises of the
night with cash awards to the win( hurch,” At the evening service at
! ners,—adv,
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Cleansing
Dyeing
Pressing

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS

P.'.ne Three

FOOD PRICES ARE
VERY LOW AND
QUALITY WAS
NEVER BETTER

SALE STARTS SATUR
DAY AND CONTINUES
ONE WEEK
JAN. 17 TO 23

QUAKER OATS

TWO LARGE
PACKAGES

39c

A NEW LOW PRICE ON AN EVERYDAY FOOD

Oven Baked Beans

TALL
CANS
NATIVE RAISED BEANS PACKED BY BLACK & GAY

SAIT
MACKEREL

PURE LARD
COMPOUND

20 Lb. Kit

20 Lb. Tub

$2.25

$2.39

RINSO
Large
Package

19c

3

CIGARETTES

CREAM
TARTAR

LUCKY STRIKE
OLD GOLD

Pound Package

$1.15

39c
LUX

Crab Meat
can 29c

More Big Values

50c

Large
Package

*

21c

EVERYDAY NEEDS

2 cans 25c Flavoring Extracts,
bot. 29c
2 cans 25c
Shredded Wheat, 4 pkgs 38c
can 21c
Seeded Raisins,
3 pkgs 23c
NATIVE SQUASH
Soda Crackers,
2 lb box 29c
2 large full cans, 25c
Gold Dust,
large pkg 23c
The Finest We Have Ever Seen
Milk Macaroni,
3 pkgs 25c
2 jars 29c
Bantam Corn,
2 cans 19c Pure Apple Jelly,
6 Ib tin $1.39
Lux Soap,
3 cakes 21c Corned Beef,

Fancy Wax Beans,
Stringless Beans,
Blueberries,

PILLSBURY’S FLOUR
Slack Salted Pollock
Fancy Pineapple slice™
FANCY OLIVES
Sweet Mixed Pickles
ICE CREAM SALT
Good Brooms free wall holder
FANCY APPLES IN GALLON CANS

bag

82c

lb 9c

LARGE
CAN
QUART
JAR
QUART
JAR
LARGE
PACKAGE

21c
39c
36c
10c
ea 39c
ea 35c

SWISS CHEESE

FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT

Very Fine Quality

AH Perfect Quality, Large Size

Pound 49c

3 for 21c

NAVEL ORANGES

BONELESS HAMS

Fancy Sweet, Large Size

Our Usual Fine Quality at a IL OCp
Reduced Price

Two Dozen 35c

TRY LIVER AND BACON

’

LEAN BEEF

2 lbs 23c FOR PIE
lb 18c FOR BOILING
Ib 29cA TO CORN
Goodwill Soap, 3 lge cakes 18c Sweet Mixed Pickles,

PIG’S LIVER,
LAMB LIVER,
SLICED BACON,

lb 18c
lb 25c

Percy’s Market
7.15 the pastor will preach on “The
Face Of Jesus Christ,” “That One
Face’ as Robert Browning calls it.
The choir will sing "Borne Blessed
Day,” Nevin, and the young people’s
orchstra will play. Those who heard
the orchestra last Sunday evening
will want to hear them^tgain this
week. The mid-week service of
prayer and praise will be held on
Tuesday evening at 7.15. The sub
ject will be “I Say Unto You.” .

UNION

At Seven Tree Grange Wednesday
evening the following officers were
installed by Past Master H. I,. Grin
nell; M., Herbert Hawes; O., Rich
ardson Miller; Lee.. William Hawes;
S.. Philip Morine; A. S„ Carl Cun
ningham; Chap, Mabel Grinnell;
Sec., Ada Merriam; Treat. Wilson
Merriam; O. K.. Henry Hills; Ceres,
lizzie Hawes; Pomona, Sadie Cun
ningham; Flora, Nancy Ayer; L. A.
I S.. Dorothea annon. Visitors were
APPLETON KIDGE
! present from Pioneer. White Gak,
i Evenng Star, Georges Valley and
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody, Mrs. Mi domak Granges. Supper was served
Elizabeth Stanley and Miss Chrystal i after the irtstalation.
Eastern Star circle held its dinner
Stanley were in Rockland Monday.
! and meeting Wednesday in Masonic
Miss Faustina Erown is ill with ton- hall.
silitis.
Pearl Oaks has the bean threshers
Dr. H. H. Plumer of Union was a at work at his farm.
professional caller Tuesday in this
Mrs. Irving B. Hinckley of Springplace.
; field is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Joseph Moody, Norman Perry and Mr.s James Cameron.
Nelson Moody are working in thc
James Griffin has started on the
woods at Burkettville.
: road with his wood sawing outfit.
F. A. Gleason and Fred Kennlston
Several gathered at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert Wednes are harvesting their ice this week at
day evening for a choir rehearsal and , Gleason’s new ice pond.
s.r.g and the time was pleasantly
Mr3. Bessie Well's of Hartford,
jis visiting Mr. and Mrs W A. Ayer. !
pasted.

BORN
CAMERON—At Union. Jan 2. tc Mr. and
Mrs. George Cameron, a son. Lyle
Hazen.

DIEP
ROBERTS—At Vinalhaven. Jan 13. Capt.
Elisha Roberts, aged 78 years, 11
months. 13 days.
HEALD- At Camden Jan. 1C. Mrs. Rose
Heald, aged 69 years
JACKSON—At Weeks Mills. Dec 30. Almetta M . widow of George Jackson.
SPROWL—At Rockland. Jan 15. Annie.
widow of Ferdinand Sprowl. aged 65
years. Funeral Sunday at 2 oclock at
Burpee parlors.

IN MEMOKIAM
In loving memory of Bert Stanley, who
passed away Jau. 19. 1930
Just a year ago God called him.
To that happy peaceful land.
Leaving us to bear deep sorrow.
Why we cannot understand.
In our hearts his memory Ungers,
Sweetly, tender, fond and true.
There Is not a day goes by Dad
That we do not think of you.
Wife Daughter and Son.

1855

1931

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials in Stone

Safeguarding The Pedestrian

|

Keep Ills Possible Presence Always In Mind And Drive Accordingly
NOTWITHSTANDING THE PACT that people walk so little in
these days, everyone is at times a pedestrian and then realizes, in some
degree at least, the danger of injury and death with which the foot
passenger is constantly threatened. Every motorist, who has a spark
of humanity in his mental makeup is constantly oppressed by the deadly
dread that he will do harm to a fellow-creature and is seeking to avoid
that terrifying possibility by the exercise of constant foresight ana
caution. He must have his car slowed down to instant brake control,
when approaching every crossw’alk, marked or unmarked, and be un
remittingly watchful for the jay-walker, especially one who steps into
the street from behind a tree, a parked car or other concealing object.
In daylight driving eternal vigilance must be ot rved, but in night
driving nothing less than super-caution is essential. Winter neces
sarily ncreases the proportion of driving done by artificial light and
augments the danger of striking foot passengers. l.ow visability and
uncertain stopping ability, due to icy roads, combine to create most
hazardous conditions. Blinding snow and sleet storms, obscured wind
shields. blinding headlights and their dazzling reflections from wet road
surfaces, all add to the danger that the pedestrian, especially one clad
In dark clothing, may not be seen until too late to avoid dire conse
quences. Every motorist can contribute his bit toward reducing this
hazard by keeping his car’s headlights glarefree, but up to full illumi
nating power, by installing ’he best kind of windshield wiper, preferably
<>ne which cleans sufficient surface to permit distinct vision well to the
operator’s right and, most important of ail, by keeping the speed of his
car so low as to insure its stopping almost instantly. Under very slip
pery road conditions, no speed faster than a “crawl" is warranted, where
there is foot traffic, if the motorist is earnestly devoted to the cause of
safeguarding the pedestrian.

( LOGGED OIL FILTER

L. E. X. writes: There is ordi-!
,,
narily about 20 lbs. pressure in the
lubricating system of my 1927
--------- engine, with the car at 25
m.p.h, and the engine well warmed,
hut within the last few days the
pressure, under these conditions,
runs as high as 40 lbs. and the

ThF5SuKC
uP
TC 40 LB'
?

Renewal of the filter should bring
«age pressure back to normal but
if it does not do so, you better have
a]] 0„ pipes
,
,he engine lubricat.
ing system blown out to free them
of possible obstructions.
KEI*L.\( ING BROKEN PISTON
F. A. R. writes: The piston has
n in the third cylinder of the
four - cylinder engine in my 1921
---------- car, which has been run
about 30.000 miles. I have the en
gine apart and would like to knew
how to get the new piston to fit
correctly. Please advise me what
’ to do.

gage poijiter strikes the pin at
higher speeds. No change has bee:,
made in the oil. Evidently the
engine gets oil, all right, as it runs
perfectly, but how do. you explain
this rather sudden rise in pressure?
Answer: We fear that we do
Answer: Your car is equipped not fully understand your question.
with an oil filter and if this has not A piston exactly like that originally
been renewed for 10,000 miles or ii .‘tailed in this engine, should fit
in place of the broken one fully
more, it may be that it has bstopped up so that oil no longer as well as it did, but would require
flows through it. If this be the new rings, specially fitted, unless
case, the pump will be pumping the old rings are still usable. After
against an abnormally high re 30,000 miles of service, you may
sistance and the oil pressure will find that it would be a good time
rise, as you describe. If oil does to nave all four cylinders recon
not escape from the test-cock of ditioned and to fit oversize pistons
the filter, when it is opened with and rings all around, thus making
the engine running and the oil the engine practically as good as
warm, flow through the filter or its, new. Perhaps you can set us right,
piping is obstructed and this is as to the exact import of your
causing, the rise in gage readings, I question, by writing us again.

Questions of general interest to the motorist will be answered by
Mr. Clough in this column, space permitting. If an immediate answer is
desired, enclose self-addressed, stamped envelope

Furnace Facts
r\O(TT regulate an anthracite fire
by opening the fire door
Wet the ashes in the ashpit nefore removing.
This eliminates
dust
Never poke an anthracite lire
trom above.
Carry full Ore pot of fuel
It
saves coal and makes the tire ea.— I
ler to regulate.
Keep the ashpit dean.
This
prevents warped and burned out
grates
The water container in a hot air
furnace should he kept filled at
all times, and pans of water—or
patented humidifiers—should be
Kept on the steam and vapor rad
iators to humidify the air.
With steam heaters, always he
sure water shows in the water
gauge It should show half way
between the top and bottom of the
gauge glass Water in the heating
system should be changed at least
every autumn.
With hot water plants, when fire
tr first built, open air valve of
tach radiator until all air escapes
and water flows Repeat occasion
ally tu make sure that do air in-

I received at Christmas a copy of
Thoreau’s “Walden." I have read
this book a number of times, but
never as the owner of a copy before
this one. He starts off this way:
"When I wrote the following pages,
I lived alone, in the woods, a mile
from any neighbor, ln a house which
I had built myself, on the shores of
Walden Pond, in Concord, Massachu
setts. I lived there two years and
: tv o months. In March. 1845, I bor
rowed an axe and went down to the
woods by Walden Pond, and began
tc cut down some trees for timber.”
Probably many of The CourierGazette’s readers are familiar with
this work of Thoreau’s. I doubt if
j a”v of your readers is familiar
with Walden Pond. Many tourists
gt? to Concord, it is one of the show
places, but tourists do not usually
go to the Pond. Both Concord and
i tl e Pond are familiar ground to me.
While Thoreau was alive he was con
sidered Concord's "Prize Nut." Dead,
he Is accounted one of Concord's |
"Great Philosophers."
Thoreau was a Harvard graduate,
but evidently he was no great lover of
the education he received there, for
he writes:
“To my astonishment I was in
formed on leaving college that I had
studied navigation! Why, if I had
taken one turn down the harbor I
should have known more about it.
"Even the poor student studies and
is taught only political economy, while
] that economy of living which is
synonymous with philosophy is not
even sincerely professed in our col
leges." Thoreau's house cost him
| $28.12*4, it was tight shingled and
plastered. 10 feet wide by 15 long,
and 8-foot posts, with a garret and
a closet, a large window on each side.
1 tv.o-trapdoors, one door at the end,
and a brick fireplace.
But what a playground Thoreau
had on and around Walden Pond.
White, Flint's and Sandy Ponds 85
years ago. Listen to what he wrote
about birds: "The Harivansa says,
‘An abode without birds is like a
meat without seasoning.' Such was
not my abode for I found myself sud
denly neighbor to the birds; not by
having imprisoned one, but having
caged myself near them. These bird
neighbors rarely serenade a villager.
The
wood thrush, the veery,
the scarlet tanager, the field sparrow,
the whip-poor-will, and many oth
ers." Thoreau’s house was about a
mile and a half south of Concord
village, and about two miles south of
Concord battleground.
Evidently Thoreau was not a great
friend of this particular editor.
"For a long time I was a reporter
to a journal of no very wide circu
lation, whose editor has never seen
fit to print the bulk of my contribu
tions, and, as is too common with
wi iters, I got only my labor for my
pains."
The Saunterer
N. C. C. No. 2.
Somerville, Mass.

Water should always show in the
gauge glass on the expansion tank,

usuaJly located
room or closet
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While the time has passed for
preserving the summer fruits, there
is still ample opportunity to cut
winter food bills by putting up the
late products of the garden. Re
member. too. that delicious jams
and marmalades whose sugar con
tent will provide needed warmth
and energy during the winter
months, can be prepared all winter
long with the dried fruits such as
prunes and apricots.

.(
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SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache
lor World war veteran, is engaged,
in London, by a man calling him
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
companion. After a short tour the
two put up at the Woodcock inn, on
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally, Mrs. Elpbinstone and Miss
Merchison, and later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are his wife
and daughter, who have long be
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right
nwiia, he tells Holt, is Merchison.
He nad left his wife shortly after
their marriage, before the birth of
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
fails to return to the hotel, and
there is no explanation of his dis
appearance.
CHAPTER IT— Holt meets Miss
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
goes to her cousin’s (Verner Courthope) shooting box, hoping to learn
of Mazaroff’s whereabouts. At Courthope’s is a man named Arm in trade
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
They know nothing of Mazaroff. Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
paper man, Bownas, question Holt.
Mazaroff’s body is is found in "Reiv
er’s den.’’ He has been shot. Tpe
dead man’s lawyer, Crole. with Maythorne, private inquiry agent, ar
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
large sum, and was in the habit or
making a display of them incau
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
anything of value, are found on
Mazaroff’s body.
CHAPTER IIT—Mrs. Elphinstone
scoffs at the idea that "Mazaroff'’
is Merchison, and produces apparent
proofs of his death.
Afciythorne
finds something at the scene of the
murder, and pockets it.
A gun
found near the spot is identified as
the property of Musgrave, landlord
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
stolen from him.
CHAPTER IV—Evidence at the
inquest proves "Mazaroff” was Mer
chison. His will, made a few days
before his death, leaves all his
money, an immense amount, to Holt.
Mazaroff had the will in his posses
sion, and it is missing. A shifUess
character named Parslave is found
to have left Marrasdale moor hur
riedly. From Mazaroff’s papers-4t
is learned that Herman Kloop, then
in London, has been a close friend
of Mazaroff’s in South Africa.

CHAPTER IV. CONTINUED

Suddenly Crole smote the tah’e
at which he was sitting. “Who mu>
dered this man?” he exclaimed,
with emphasis. “That’s the ques
tion 1 Who murdered him, and whv?
He was a man of mystery, evi
dently. And ns I've asked before—
was he murdered as Mazaroff. or as
Merchison? I think we may have
tv go hack—perhaps a iftrttr way,
but it seems to me that the mur
der must be cleared up as a start”
Just then Ma.vthorne came in,
closing the door behind him.
“Gathered anything?" asked Crole.
“Well — something.” answered
Ma.vthorne
“No secret about it,
either. Manners tells me that a
certaifi man named Parslave, Ralph
Parslave, better known as Ratty,
who lives in a cottage on the out
skirts of Birnside, has never been
home since the day of that fair.
He’s a man who lives by himself
and seems to be a sort of odd job
man; occasional drover, game
watcher, rat catcher.”
“Everybody knows Ratty Parslave!” interjected Sheila. "He’s
a local celebrity.”
“Just so," said Maythorne. “Well,
the police have ascertained that he
came in here, in company with other
men, drovers and so on, returning
from the fair, on the evening of
the murder. He was one of the
company to which Mazaroff stood
drinks and cigars. Of course the
' 'ISMttl
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HORIZONTAL (Cont,
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
40-Assumed an
l-Ceauoned with
17-Manner of walking
attitude
spices
19-Makes weaker
42- Minera! spring
C-Tines of a fork
21- Spires of green
43- Within
11- Scver violently
plants
12- Porfidious friend of 44- Type of roof
23-Revolving part of a
46- And (Latin)
Othello
machine
47- Reverbrated
13- Freposition
25-Something that
48- Tumult
15-Rubbers for
gives unusual
50- Effaces
removing pencil
pleasure
51- Disperse
marks
27-Misdeed
VERTICAL
17-Goddess of the earth
22- Deep hole
1- Was lenient
30- At hand
(Gr. Myth.)
2- Pronoun
31- River of
10-Clear of
23- Daughter of a sister 3- Letter of alphabet
central England
4- Gain
21-Chasm
33- Narrow strip of
22- High Turkish ruler 5- Draw off by degrees
woven fabric
6- A fragment
34- Excited
24- Born (Fr.)
7- Father of modern 35- Carols
25-Journey
surgery
37-Approaches
25-One of the Cyclades
8- King of Bashan
40- Piece of window
20-ldle talk
glass
(poss. case)
29- Uscs
41- Drop
30- Rod for beating time 9- Negative reply
10-A vast plain devoid 44-Music (abbr.)
S2-One of the senses
of forest, Siberia 43-The Junc-bug
$5-At any time 14-Record the rate of '7-Enyptian sun-god
36-Japanese coin
43-Topcgraphical
16-A state of being
3ft-Small river-duck
1
Enflinesr (abbr.)
!
seedy
39-Distress signal

“Who Murdered This Man?” He Ex
claimed, With Emphasis.

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
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police have already got a theory—
they think that Parslave, » lio, they
say, has been in what they call
trouble before, saw Mazaroff make
a display—unconsciously—of bis
money. They think he slipped out
of the barroom, perhaps with-no
very definite intention; that chanc
ing to pass the open door of this
private room he saw Musgrave’s
gun hanging,on those hooks, stepped
in, took It down and chared off
with it; that he afterward followed
Mazaroff neross the moor, shot
him dPad, and robhed him; affier
that throwing the gun away where
it was found, and clearing out with
the proceeds of his crime. That,
I say, is the police theory.”
“And what do you think of it?”
asked Wetherhy.
“It's a good theory—from a po
liceman’s point of view,” said Ma.v

Illustrotioni bij
lvwiiv My«r*thorne. "There may be a great
deal in it. But speaking for myself,
I should like to know more about
the dead man’s personal, private
history, recent as well ns past. One
matter in particular needs clearing
up. He told Mr. Holt that he want
ed to see some man here at Mar
rasdale. Who was that man? Did
he see him?”
Nobody, of course, could an
swer that question, and the confer
ence broke up.
We buried Mazaroff—or Merchi
son—that afternoon, very quietly,
and in the evening Webster drove
Crole, Maythorne and myself to
Black Gill Junction, where we
caught the night mail for London.
For Maythorne was unusually keen
on seeing the officials of the Impe
rial Banking Corporation of South
Africa, and on finding out all he
could about Mazaroff in general, and
the receipt for the registered letter
indorsed “BI.. D. I.." in particular.
At half past ten next morning we
were all three closeted with an im
portant personage of the hank, who,
as soon as he knew our business,
became keenly Interested about Ma
zaroff and the circumstances of his
death. I believed he was going to
prove a valuable aid, but as soon
as he saw the receipt and its date
he shook his head.
“Ah!” he said, “The man who
would deal with Mazaroff’s account
and letters, at the date of this re
ceipt, is no longer here. He was
Mr. Armlntrade—he left us six
months since, to become manager
of Courthope's.”
I think it was greatly to my credit
that I controlled my features and
the rest of me when this sudden
announcement was made, neither
staring nor starting at the mention
of Armintrade’s name. Even Crole,
old and hardened man of law that
he was, could not refrain from a
very slight start of surprise. May
thorne. of course, showed no sur
prise; his face, always cheerful and
bright, betrayed nothing.
“I know Courthope's—by reputa
tion," he remarked. “Then—you
yourself can’t tell us anything very
much about Mazaroff?”
“I can tell you what I know,”
replied our informant, evidently
quite willing to talk. “We know
Mazaroff as a very wealthy man
who has extensive dealings in trad
ing affairs, and latterly in diamonds
and other precious stones, in the
East, and In South Africa. He kept
his principal account at onr Cape
Town headquarters, but for years
he has had a smaller account here
ns well. Lately, he transferred his
Cape Town account here; he also
realized all his various properties
and paid the proceeds in here, with
a view to reinvestment in English
securities.”
“Then you hold a considerable
sum of his?” suggested Crole. “We
understand that it is about eight
hundred thousand pounds?”
“About that, I dare say,” assent
ed the manager, almost indifferent
ly. “Rather more, I fancy. Oh,
yes—a wealthy man ! And the will,
you say is lost?”
"Missing temporarily, we hope,”
said Crole. "lint Postlethwaite has
the original draft, in Mazaroff’s own
handwriting, and signed by Maza
roff. Can you tell us anything of
Mazaroff—personally ?”
“Next to nothing," answered the
Manager. “He called here. Just
once, some time after his arrival
in London. I saw him—ln this
very room. He was here five min
utes. He said he was Just going
for a tour of the north of England,
and would look in on his return, a
few weeks hence. And—that’s all.”
A few minutes later we all left.
And once outside the great door of
the bank, Crole gave Maythorne
a sharp glance.
“Urn!’’ he said. "Armintrade!”
“Just so!” said Maythorne. “As
you say—Armintrade!”
“A man might have reasons,
when a man he knows is murdered
under his very nose, for not eotnIng forward to say that he knows
him," obser. -vl Crole. “But—I think,
considering everything, that if I'd
been in Armintrade’s position the
other day, I should have said, ‘I
know this man—he’s so-and-so, and
I'll tell you all I know about him.’
Eh?"
“I'll tell you what I think,” May
thorne said. “Armintrade Is the
man whom Mazaroff wanted to see
at Marrasdale moor! Now then—
did he see him? Holt doesn’t know
—nobody knows—at least, nobody
that we’ve heard of. But—Armin
trade’s the man! Armintrade, ns
we've Just heard, did all Mazaroff’s
business at the bank we've just left
—it was into Armintrade’s hands
that the registered letter of winch
I’ve got the receipt in m.v pocket
would fall. We must have a little
talk with Armintrade, But before
that—” he paused and waved his
hand to a passing taxicab—“before
that we’re going to examine Ma
zaroff’s rooms and belongings at the
Hotel Cecil.”
The three of us were presently
In the rooms wherein I had first
met the dead man. Ma.vthorne
made some discoveries that were of
use, if of no great apparent mo
ment. In an old trunk he found
some schoolbooks: on the flyleaf of
each was written the name Andrew
Merchison, with dates: these he
handed to Crole.
“There’s no doubt whatever that he
was Merchison,” said Crole, turn
ing these things over. "It’s not like
ly that he’d have kept these books
else. • These will come In handy to
show to Mrs. Elphinstone. But 1
wish there were more papers."
Maythorne, however, found some
papers—in a letter case that lay in
a drawer, unlofiked, la MazarvlI'a

writing table. These were letters—
private letters, all, with one ex
ception, written recently from Cape
Town by a Mr. Herman Kloop, who
appeared to be a close personal
friend of Mazaroff. There was next
to nothing about business affairs
in them—they were chiefly filled
with gossip, club gossip, personal
details, and such matters; the sort
of stuff exchanged by old cronies.
But they had this value, observed
Maythorne—he now had a name
and address in Cape Town to which
he could cable for certain informationl about the dead man.
The one letter not written by this
Mr. Herman Kloop was in the same
ease that held the Kloop letters, hut
in an envelope which bore on its
flap the impressed seal of the Im
perial Banking Corporation of South
Africa, with an address of the Lon
don branch. Maythorne immediate
ly drew attention to the postmark
and date: the letter had been post
ed in London on the previous 3rd of
January.
"From Armintrade to Mazaroff,
without .doubt,” said Maythorne.
Then his face fell.
"Written in cipher!’’ he ex
claimed. The sheet of notepaper
was almost filled with writing, hut
to us it was all so much unmean
ing Jargon: we could make neither
head nor tail of it. There were,
however, certain things on the sheet
of paper which were plain enough.
The paper itself was the ordi
nary letter paper of the bank, with
its title and address engraved at
the top of the front page. The let
ter began in understandable Eng
lish—Dear Mr. Mazaroff. And it
ended in plain English—Yours
faithfully, John Armintrade. But
all that went between, a hotch
potch of cabalistic words and fig
ures, was so much double Dutch.
“A cipher!" repeated Maythorne.
“Mazaroff. of course, would have a
key. In his pocketbook, no doubt,
and therefore stolen. Well!—It’s
more evident than ever thnt we
must have a little conversation with
Mr. John Armintrade.”
We left the hotel. Maythorne im
mediately hurried off to the nearest
telegraph offee: he was keen on
cabling to Mr. Herman Kloop for
siuAe highly necessary news of Ma
zaroff. And as it was then well
past noon, Crole and I turned Into
Romano’s for lunch.
“This is a queer business, Holt,”
said Crole as we settled down in a
comfortable and quiet corner. “I
mean—what we’ve found out this
morning. You’ve seen this man Ar
mintrade?"
“For a few minutes only,” I re
plied.
“What sort is he?” he asked.
“You’d have thought that he’d have
come forward and said that he'd
had business dealings with Maza
roff. Instead—not a word!"
“He looks the sort of man who
would probably reply to that that
Mazaroff’s death was no concern of
his,” I suggested. "He gives one
that Impression.”
“Aye, well,” remarked Crole, “we
shall just have to find out a few
tilings—leave it to Maythorne."
I left Crole after lunch and went
home to my rooms in Jermyn street.
I spent a quiet afternoon there, and
a quiet evening, and I went to bed
early. And at nine o’clock next
morning, In came Maythorne.
“Had a cable late last night from
Cape Town," he announced. “Mr.
Herman Kloop is in London—nt the
First Avenue hotel. Come along—
we’ll collect Crole, and interview
Kloop, at once.”
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How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
YOU to find them.

(To Be Continued)

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

HELLO! MISTER!
“Hello, Mr.!” cries little Fred
dy. “How are you today!” If
you want to see why Freddy
didn’t get a reply to his polite in
quiry, take a pencil and join all
the numbered dots together,
starting with dot number one and
ending with dot number thirtyseven.

Permit us to create
a personality in your
printing work . . . such
personality as you would
prefer in the human
salesman that you would
employ.

We plan and print
. . . booklets, inserts,
sales bills, broadsides,
announcements, office
and factory forms and
supply estimates on a
competitive basis.
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“George told me last night he
had given me his heart."
“Well, it's damaged goods. He
told me last week I had broken it."
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ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

Mrs Reta Calderwood entertained
A meeting of the Camden Business
JANUARY 17 TO FEBRUARY 8
the club of which she is a member Men's Association will be held MonWednesday evening at her home at day evening at 7 30 to discuss arQlencove. Cards provided the eve- rangements for its annual ladies’
ning’s entertainment and refresh- night.
LADIES’ DRESSES
GLOVES
HOSE
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of
ments were served.
COLLARS
HANDKERCHIEFS
Regular meeting of Harbor Light j the G.A.R. met last evening. Picnic
Chapter takes place Tuesday evening supper was served at 6 o'clock.
BABIES’ DRESSES
at Masonic hall, preceded by a picnic
Mrs. Guy Cucinotta entertained
SUIT
GOODS
BLANKETS
supper.
j the Twilight Twelve Thursday eve
In a previous issue of this paper in ning.
CHILDREN’S DRESSES, 6 to 14 years
the list of pupils of the sub-primary,
Annual meeting of the members of
HATS REDUCED % PRICE FOR THIS SALE
first and second grades, (Mrs. Wilma j the First Congregational Church will
Rhodes, teacher) who had not been be held next Wednesday evening at
absent for the past term the name of the parish house. Supper will be
Successor to F. S. & C. E. ORDWAY
Roberta Simmons was inadvertently served at 6.30 o’clock.
omitted.
CAMDEN, ME.
The Parent-Teacher Association
W. F. Dillingham is confined to his
meets
at
the
Y.M.C.A.
Feb.
6.
home with an attack of grippe.
Mrs. Glenn Norton entertained the
Ronald F. Billings, principal of
FEED LAMBS PROPERLY
right. Their growth is remarkably
R.G.S., was called to Ellsworth this Friday Reading Club yesterday aftthey require one-fourth more
week on account of the serious ill- , ernoon. Mrs. Jack Kennedy was the Protein Supplement Is Needed If rapid:
feed per 100 pounds live weight than
ness and death of his mother, Mrs. ! reader.
Sheep Are To Please Buyer and steers, but pay higher returns for the
B C Billings. Funeral services will
There will be another Masonic
Consumer
feed. This growth' factor makes
be held Sunday afternoon at her Assembly at the hall next Thursday
protein the backbone of lamb feed
home. Friends in town of Mr. Bil- evening. Music will be furnished by
It’s an old saying that sheep can ing, since wool is practically pure
lings extend their sympathy.
' Dean’s orchestra.
1 live on what is wasted by other live- protein.
Miss Eleanor Porter is visiting her
The next meeting of Knox Temple, | stock on the farm. There may be
Lambs receiving an average hay
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. S. will be held Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Dora Williams entertained the some truth in this statement, but for roughage, should be given all the
Grotton at Waldoboro.
many farmers take it too literally, grain they will eat, corn, barley, and
The meeting of the Trytohelp Club Philathea Class of the Baptist Church and depend on the sheep picking up wheat having mush the same value.
was held Mondav evening at the vesterdaj’ at her home on Union enough to fatten themselves for the Each, however, should be supple
home of Mrs. Edith Overlock with street.
“Those Three French Girls’’ will be market. The profits will come slowly mented with linsepd meal, the pea
Mary Brann as hostess.
when sheep are fattened in this way. size being preferred by many sijeepMrs. Nellie Alexander is at the the attraction at the Comique the
The half-fat lamb is not wanted by ! men. One pound of linseed meal a
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Clark, ( atre tonight. Monday and Tuesday, packers or consumers any more. day should be fed for each three to
Beech street, during the sickness of ! Ronald Colman in “Raffles;" Wed- They want lambs that weigh around five lambs unless clover or alfalfa
Mr. Clark who suffered a severe ill nesday, “The Big Trail."
80 pounds, but they want them fat. hay is fed, then one pound will do
turn last Sunday and is yet in a seri- j
...»
Any farmer who follows the markets for each five to six lambs.
ous condition.
Mrs. Rose Keald
The protein supplement is very im
closely knows that lambs from 90
Mrs. Ethel York left Monday for
pounds down have been bringing portant for sheep, as it produces a
Mrs.
Rose
Heald,
69,
died
Friday
Melrose, Mass., where she will remain j morning at her home on Alden street, the highest prices for some time.
.finish that catches the eye of the
for several weeks.
Lambs grow and fatten at the buyer. Experiments have shown an
'
following
a
short
illness
of
pneuAlbert Rhodes, who has been con- | monia. She was born at Islesboro. same time, making more economical average difference of $1.25 per hun
fined to his home the past week with i SurvivlnK her
,h
sons, John use of feed than older sheep by about dred In selling price, in favor of
an attack of grippe has recovered I
8
Foster
Keald
of
Northport.
George 25 to 30 per cent, if the ration is lambs fed a protein supplement.
sufficiently to resume his duties at
Benton
Heald
of
Philadelphia
and
the office of the Knox Woolen Com
Nathan S. Heald of Norfolk, Virginia,
pany.
also six daughters, Mrs. Alta Warren
• and Mrs. Elsie Collemer of LincolnNotires of the Church
ville, Mrs. Vera Page of Newhall,
Methodist: Morning service at Calif., and Mrs. Agnes Prince, Mrs.
10.30 with sermon by pastor; selec j Lydia Inman and Mrs. Henrietta
tions by adult choir; Sunday School i Martin of Camden. Funeral ar
at 11.45; Epworth League at 6 o’clock, rangements had not been made at
Solveig Heistad , leader; eve/iing ’ this writing.
service at 7, subject "Ye Olde Time---------------Sones," when all the parts will be ' Special Advance Sale spring hats,
taken by young men; subject of the felts combined with traw. Popular
sermon, “Always the Same;" Ladies' shapes and colors at Vesper A.
Aid Wednesday at Lillian Kellar's; Leach’s, 366 Main street. Prices
Thursday evening service at 7 o'clock. ] range from $1.98 upward.
8-11
Baptist: Rev. George F. Currier. |
------------------minister: Morning worship at 10.45
RA7ORVII I F
with anthem by the choir; children’s j
_____
story; sermon, “Is Human Progress
Miss
Ada
Pettingill
who has been
a Delusion?" church school at 12; spending a few weeks
with her
B.Y.P.U. at 6: evening service at 7,
with special feature of the work mother Mrs. Annie Bucklin returned 1
Skowhegan Wednesday to resume
among the Negro race; Negro to
nursing.
Spirituals will be sung by the Men’s
Miss Mabel Oxton is visiting
Chorus; sermon. "Pioneering For the
Soul of a Race;’’ Trytohelp Club friends in Camden for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Butler j
meets Monday evening; Boy Scouts
and Girl Scouts, Tuesday evening; | and children, William and Doris, of I
mid-week prayer meeting and teach the West Meadow road, Rockland,
i were guests Wednesday of Mr. and
er’s study class, Thursday evening.
i Mrs. Dana A. Sherer.
Mrs. Karl Packard, Mrs. F. W.
EAST UNION
Robbins, Mrs. William Clinton and
Mrs. H. M. Watts is in Rockport I Mrs. Jason Packard attended theI
caring for her four grandchildren ! Jolly Twelve Club meeting at Mrs. A.
whose mother, Mrs. Irene Miller, is B. Packard's. Glencove, Thursday
in Knox Hospital where she recently afternoon, with Mrs. Packard and
underwent an operation for appen- Mrs. Fred Leach as hostesses. Mrs.
dicitis.
Jason Packard was the guest of
W. E. Dornan is in Woburn. Mass.,: honor.
where he is the guest of his daugh- ‘ Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs. |
ter Mrs. Edith Bailey and family.
John Ranlett attended the Spanish
There will be an in-between meet- I War Veterans’ Auxiliary banquet
ing of the Farm Bureau Jan. 20, which was sumptuously served by
subject, “Eggs at Any Meal.”
Manley Perry. The State president
Hope Brown entertained the 4-H Mrs. Iva Smith and two flag bearers
Club last Saturday.
of Augusta were present. Mrs.
Jedediah Simmons is boarding in I Smith addressed the party in a de
South Hope with Mr. and Mrs. May- 1 lightful way. She was presented
nard Bowley.
with a casserole from the auxiliary
Mr. and Mrs. W. George Payson 1 ladies. Following the banquet all
and Mr. and Mrs. George Davis were j attended the Spanish War Veterans’
in Bangor recently.
installation at American Legion hall,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Payson and Mr.' which had one of the largest at
and Mrs. B. L. Whitehouse of Rock- . tendances of the season. Ice qream,
land were Sunday visitors of Mr. and cake and coffee were served.
Mrs. A. W. Payson.
Mrs. Emma Wentworth has a new !
Majestic radio.
!
Scho°' N<“es
Grevis Pavson made a business trip
Norma and Arlene Robbins have
to Portland this week.
j registered at the village school makRoland Pavson and Norman Brown ing an enrollment of 23 now.
were in Boston on business last week.
Barbara Castner and Raymond
At Pioneer Grange Tuesday night Gardner were neither absent nor
J. Herbert Gould of Megunticook tardy during the last term.
Grange with his assistants ably inThe pupils are much pleased with
stalled these officers: Master, J. W. a picture of "Old Ironsides," U. S.
Kearly; overseer, Robert Kearly; lec- Frigate Constitution, presented to
turer, Amelia Dornan; steward, Fred them by Supt. Toner.
Raymond Gardner is serving as
Spear; assistant steward, John Dor
nan;
chaplain, Martha Young; janitor during the winter term.
treasurer, George Davis; secretary,
James Dornan; gatekeeper, Charles
NORTH HAVEN
Simmons; Ceres, Alice Davis; Po
mona. Helen LaBlanc; Flora, Ida |
jg very qUjet here at North!
Watts; lady assistant steward, Maud Haven. One can almost hear a pin
Payson; W. George Payson executive i(J
on the Thoroughfare.
committee. At the close of the cere-,
Saturday noon ciarenco
mony the company repaired to the waternian and Leon Stone left for
banquet room where a bountiful sup- an extended trlp to Boston, New
per was m waiting. A program
i York and Norfolk, Va.. returning via
the local Grange was well carried j Washington. They sailed from Bosout, and icniarks by visiting mem- ,on gunda ni h't and New York
bers closed a pleasant and enjoyable Monday the trlp from New York t0
meeting. There were members pres i Norfolk consuming a day and night.
ent from Camden, West Rockport.
Foy Brown left Wednesday noon
South Hope, Union and North War for a business trip to Boston.
ren. Owing to’ his recent illness
Henry Duncan was in Rockland
Lawrence Morton, Pioneer's retiring Wednesday.
master, was unable to be present. .
Lewis Burgess and Mrs. Burgess I
have been visiting in Vinalhaven this
week.
Colds are very prevalent here-I
abouts.
Friends of Miss Isa Beverage will
be glad to learn that her health is
I improving. Mrs. Thomas, a sister
from Melrose, Mass., has been caring
for her.
Jhe ReliablcFomily QTld TA R
Icy roads call for extreme c^re in
Couch syrup compound driving.
Sunday was an inspiring day at J
OVER IOO MILLIOM BOTTLES USED
the church with very good attend- ,
ance, both morning and evening..
The church school had 68 present.
For RHEUMATISM take The young ladies choir sang at the
morning service and the orchestra j
BUXTONS
furnished music for the evening.
The seaplane seems to hover over
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC the island many times a day and j
You will not regret It. For sale at all trips are frequent both from North
leading drug stores. Let us send you Haven and Stonington.
{
a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi
Rev. H. F. Huse is deeply grateful
cine Co.. Abbot Village, Me.
to the guild and church for the
beautiful flowers sent to Boston at j
the time of the funeral of his sister,
Miss Clara I. Huse, whose dPath from
pneumonia came suddenly Dec. 23.
POULTRYMEN
In her visits at North Haven very
ATTENTION!
dear friendships hart been formed and
We Want Your
| she had come to love North Haven i
j and all that concerns its welfare.
LIVE POULTRY
: The pastor is also very grateful for
And Will Pay Highest Market
i remembrances at the Christmas sea-1
Price
cards, the sum of money, and j
ill or write and trucks will call. 1! son,
the fine auto robe given by friends j
COHEN BROS.
of the North East district.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
wArren, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
"WKat VoixWaST’
Reference: Any poultry raiser
In the
108-tf

20% Discount On All Goods

MISS CLEMERETT M. WALDRON

LIBERTY

Page Five
AT GORHAM NORMAL

Miss Marieta Leigher has returned
At a recent meeting of a commit
home from a visit with her cousin
tee composed of various members of
Mrs Beulah Tibbetts in Palermo.
Alton Overlock visited his parents 1 the faculty with Miss Jeanette John
Mr. and Mrs. James Overlock Mon 1 son of Appleton aeting as chairman,
students were selected to represent'
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Rhodes enter the School at various High School i
tained friends Saturday evening at assemblies. The purpose is to pre- I
their home. A delicious lunch was sent to the students the courses
served. Those present were, Mr. and offered at the Normal School, the
Mrs. Ralph Light, Mr. and Mrs. Nel extra curriculum activities etc.
son Calderrvood and little son, Mr. These speakers will talk from 10 to
and Mrs. Aubert Leigher. Mr. and 120 minutes on such subjects as "Why
Mrs. E. A. Leigher and Marieta I Want to be a Teacher,” "A Normal
Leigher, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Cunning School Teaching Course Leasing to
the Degree of B.S.E.”
ham.
• • • «
Mrs. Georgia Bowman visited Mrs.
Inez Leigher Tuesday.
Miss Lois Pike of Westbrook and
A. J. Turner is ill.
Miss Harriet Trask of Rockland
Mrs. Laura Fuller is visiting her members of the faculty conducted ]
daughter Mrs. Maynard Whitaker in the prayer meeting of the Y.W.C.A.
Bangor.
in the Center. The subject was j
Mrs. Inez Leigher recently visited “Knowing the Bible.” Many students
her aunt Mrs. ohn Overlock.
had parts in the presentation of the
topic. The Faculty Study Club,
NORTH WARREN
which consists of all faculty mem
E. J. Kalloch was ill last week.
bers of the Normal School and the
W. L. Gracie and Frederick Lennox Training School, discussed “Creative
were visitors Sunday at Allen Education" at their bi-monthly
Young's, East Union.
meeting held In the Robie Hall
Several White Oak Grange mem- Library. Creative Expression in lltbers attended the installation of of- j erature, Art and Student Governficers at Winslow’s Mills and Waldo 1 ment were some of the different
boro Village Granges.
, phases presented.
Mrs. John Rines and daughter’
Madalene of East Waldoboro visited
The end of January brings to a
Mrs. F. O. Jameson last Saturday.
Mrs. Herbert Hawes and children close the first half of the school
of Union spent last Saturday with year. This means that examinations
are taking place daily and soon many
her parents.
C W. Mank was in North Waldo new subjects will be well under way
when the third quarter begins. Some
boro last week Saturday.
of the seniors are looking forward to
Angry customer (in restaurant): a nine weeks period of practice
“Hi! I’ve just found a tack in my teaching in the practice schools
doughnut!”
under school supervision. Miss Ruth
Waiter: “The ambitious little thing' Miller, of Searsmont, will teach in
It must think it’s a tire,”
grade 5; Miss Christine Greenleaf,

131 ATTENTION FARMERS!

NOW

is the“Get Ready”Season

A season to make repairs—replace parts on your Farm Tools and
Machinery.
Tell us your wants—we’ll fill them! Know our prompt service,
reasonable prices, and 61 years dependability.
Then, too—get our prices on the

NEW FARM EQUIPMENT
you have in mind to buy this season. Our catalog lists over 5000
items. Write for copy
In Season Now—ICE and LUMBER TOOLS—Get Prices
FARM, DAIRY

and

Q E.NDALL
FEDERAL

and

SUPPLIES

POULTRY

5 WHITNEY

TEMPLE STS..

PORTLAND

IN FIGHTING AGAINST

FLU-GRIP
Keep the bowels open and take

BROWN’S RELIEF
or rising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

"The first principle of anarchy fa
to divide with your fellow-man.’’
“Nix. The first principle of an
archy Is to Induce your fellow4nan
to divide with you.”

Combination OfferHOTPOINT Heating Pad and

Red Cedar Chest
$10 value for

*7 ,50
the price of one

C VERY

home should have one of these
durable electric heating pads for emergency use. It is most effective in the
treatment of colds, lumbago, neuralgia,
rheumatism, influenza, toothache and
chills. For these chilly nights it makes a
fine foot-warmer.

This Hotpoint Heating Pad is full size,
12x15 inch, of highest quality. Its soft
eiderdown cover is soothing to touch. A
three-heat switch provides three degrees
of warmth to comfort aches and pains.
Accurate thermostats maintain even heat.
A removable, washable muslin cover is
packed with each pad. It sells regularly
for $7.50.
WITH EVERY SALE—a beautiful treasure chest of genuine
aromatic Tennessee Red Cedar at no extra cost; generous
size, 12x10x2' inches and well made. Glossy varnish finish.
Highly polished brass straps and handles. Solid brass pad
lock and key. The chest can be used for cosmetics. Jewelry,
trinkets, sewing, stationery, cigars, handkerchiefs or treas
ured souvenirs.

Phone our nearest Electric
Shop now and have
yours reserved

Runs
5 hours
for

1 penny
at the “third step” of
your present electric
rate.

Central Maine Power Company

WANT APS5

oar ttorot

MAINE

of Boothbay Harbor in Grade 1; (
Roger Jean, of Jefferson, in the
Junior High School Department of ;
Mathematics.
• • • •
The first publication of "The
Oracle" will appear next week. A
wide circulation is predicted owing
to the fact that subscription for the
rest of the year is only 25 cents and
the paper will appear every two
weeks.

This offer good from January 17-31 only

At any of

SEEDS

THOMASTON

Every-Other Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 17, 1931
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HELPS GENEROUSLY

<>•«»

WARREN

Probate Notices_____
STATE OF MAINE

|n Everybody’s Column
I

Advertisements ln this column not to

To Let
TO LET—Up stairs rent of three fur

Mrs. W. H. Robinson has been ill
OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
_
,,
exceed* three lines Inserted once for 25 nished rooms, electric lights and bath,
Thomaston High basketball teams A Rockland Social Cldb
To all persons interested in either of cents 3 times for 50 cents. Additional at 17 CRESCENT ST. Inquire ou prem
with a grippe cold.
played Camden High teams in Cam
the estates hereinafter named:
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents ises or Tel. 1213-M.____________ 8'10
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, fij^hre^Unc^^Sixwordsjnak^Mhit^
Which s Surely Living Up Frank Rowe substituted at the
den Thursday evening with divided
TO LET—Four furnished rooms at The
in and for the County of Knox, on the
Malcolm
Corner
school
Monday
fore

(By
Florence
Foreman
Ellis
ot
the
Home
Service
Department
of
the
honors. The score: Boys—Thomas
Highlands, with garage, two minutes walk
16th day of December in the vear of our
To
Its
Name
noon
as
the
teacher
Mrs.
Benjamin
to
car line. $15 per month, payable In
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
Central Maine Power Company)
ton 21; Camden, 18. Girls—Thomas
Lost and Found
advance. Apply to H. G. THAYER. 572
Davis was detained at home because
thirty and by adjournment from day to
ton, 25; Camden 33.
day
from
the
16th
day
of
said
Decem

Old County Rd.___________________ 8-10
Few who read in these columns of the illness of Mr. Davis. He is re
ber the following matters having been
The Episcopal Guild treated them- fortnightly reports of the meetings ported to be making good recovery.
presented for the action thereupon here name "Peggy;" last seen Thursday after-1 tpI„ew and all modem, plenty of
inafter indicated it is hereby Ordered:
selves to a very satisfying supper at q{ the jtooevik Club realize thc
Mrs. E. M. Cunningham was hostess
Reward. CALL,: R1inBbinp and fresh air. Furnished and
Lunehcon or Supper Dishes
That notice thereof be given to all noon on Park St. ______________
their parish rooms Wednesday eveat an afternoon bridge Wednesday.
__________
_________ ____________________ ____________
unfurnished. H. H.
persons interested, by causing a copy 1050-J.
ning. The ladies are noted for the amount of worthy work this organi- Two tables were at play and honors
7-9
-Between Standard Oil .plant and . -rock
St. Tel. 1201.
Our breakfasts are are made with a white sauce, I'm of this order to be published three weeks LOST -------------------------quantity and quality of their work zation of few members has accom- went to Mrs. Flora Peabody and to
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a Old County road. Jan. 13. envelope with.-not usually meals to listing the recipe for that,
LET
—
Six
room
apartment,
all
$24
and
name
"F.
J.
COTTON."
Reward.,
TO
----h
published at Rockland in said
In all things requiring skill.
plishcd in the community since it Mrs. Cunningham. Ice cream and
7-9 modern. D. L. McCARTY, Northend
worry about because
White Sauce—2 tbsp. butter, 2 newspaper
County that they may appear at a Pro
•
drug
store.
________
6-8
Mrs. Maynard Williams was hostess was founded the latter part of the cake were served.
in most families they tbsp flour. Melt together and when bate
___ _____
___________
Court____
to be___
held
at said Rockland.
LOST—Between Talbot Ave. and BlaisThe Judy Club met at thc home of
become an institution the flour has absorbed the butte- on the 20th day of January a d. 1931. dell’s coal office, one coal basket. Re- , TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room teneto the Meetinghouse Hill Club Tuesf j<jo6. The club is justifiably
at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be turn to ELMER WARREN, Blaisdell*s ment, $22; 7-room tenement, $23.50.
day evening at her home on Gleason , •
__ ___
" Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson TuesA change of fruit per- add the milk and salt to taste. Cook heard thereon if they see cause.
6-8 Both have gas and electricity. Very
street. Seven members attended, proud of what it has done, and feels
evenjng with seven members
JOSEPH D. DUNCAN, late of Merion. coal office.
haps, but if we have fifteen minutes, or until thick,
loca'^d in good neighborhood.
FOUND—Gray glove on Lindsey St., pleasantly
deceased. Exemplified copy
Miss Martha Burkett, R. N„ who it is not amiss to acquaint the public I present,
bacon and eggs for , Eggs Analina—Cut hard cooked Pennsylvania,
Wednesday. Apply COURIER-GAZETTE Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf
of
the
Will
and
Probate
thereof
together
spent a month with her father at with come of the facts.
Mrs. Charles Erickson and Mrs.
the main dish it's eggs lengthwise, place in center of a with a Petition for Probate of Foreign
7-lt
TO LET-Modern 5-room house on
the home on Fluker street, returned
Through the efforts of Mrs Walter Albert E. MacPhail spent Thursday
usually bacon and platter or shallow baking dish and Will asking that the copy of said Will
Apply ERNEST C.
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss Broadway piace.
Thursdav to White Plains. N. Y.
„ ‘ ° *
t.aLiu rmh vvL n,
tn Waldoboro guests of Mrs. Wilburt
may
be
allowed,
filed
and
recorded
in
eggs—or perhaps it cover with while sauce. Around the Probate Court of Knox County, and that of deposit book numbered 32518. and the , DAVIS.
Mrs. Ella Dunn with Mrs. Georgia H- Butler' the Itoocuk Club was or* Mank.
owner
of
said
book
asks
for
a
duplicate
__
orange juice and toast cage of the dish heap small, whole AA.ww.au
Letters Testamentary
auuvv....^..v...j be
w. issued
avwva«.«a to The I,, Apcord'mrp with the urov’ston of tlie
TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per
Robinson as companion motored to ganized. the first meeting taking
The pupils of the Hinckley Corner
and coffee or coffee string beans "that have been cooked Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia, I gtate Law.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
Portland Thursday.
place at Mrs. Butler's home Nov. 16, school are working hard on an en
BANK. By E D Spear, Treas. Rockland.I Tel. 1080.________________________ 153-tf
and doughnuts. Ever. Dot the top with bits of cheese and without bond.
2*S-8
KATHERINE MATHER, lftte of Rock Maine. Jan. 3, 1931.
Miss Cora Russell is leaving today 1925. There were 10 charter mem- tertainment to be given the last day
though it should, pimento. Place in over under broiler
TO LET—Six room house, 146 Lime
land.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flush
for Newton Center w^here she wdll be
pred c Black, Mrs. for the benefit of the piano fund breakfast doesn't usually vary a unit to brown for 10-15 minutes,
Probate
thereof
asking
that
said
Will
closet.
No children. TEL. 819-W.
A real surprise is in store for those great deal.
the guest of Mrs. Charles Copeland
Tomato Rarebit—2 tbsp. butter, 2 may be proved and allowed and that
Wanted
148-tf
for the remainder of the winter.
Butler, Mrs. R. H. Britt. Mrs. H. P. who attend,.
Our dinners are the same. We feel tbsp. flour, ", cup milk, ", cup Letters Testamentary issue to Gilford
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
Butler, he being the Executor named
WANTED—Burroughs adding machine
A chicken dinner was given Sun we must have one hearty meal each stewed and strained tomatoes,
Mrs. Hattie Allen who went to Nut- Blodgett, Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett,
tsp. B.
in good condition at a reasonable price. and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
ley, N. J., a few weeks ago to visit Mrs. N. A. .Fogg, Mrs. W. C. Noyes, day for Carl Erickson, son of Mr. day. That comes cither at noon or soda. 2 cups finely cut cheese, 2 eggs in said Will with bond.
1-tf
L. COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
MELINDA A. ADAMS, late of Rock Write The Courier-Gazette, care F. W8-10
her daughter. Miss Ina Allen, has re- Mrs. Sumner Perry, Mrs. Albert and Mrs. Charles Erickson, to cele- night. We pretty well know we will slightly beaten, salt, mustard, cay- land.
Will and Petition fcr
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
brate his sixthbirthday.A handhavc a meat or f^h. vegetables, salad enne. Put butter in top of double Probatedeceased.
turned and reopened her house.
Peterson and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie.
WANTED—At once married couple to MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
thereof asking that said Will
Edwin Vose who spent the past six
The first officers were: President, some birthday cake wasa feature a^d dessert. But oh, that other meal boiler. When melted, add flour. may be proved and allowed and that manage farm near Rockland. Good ref- I Tel. 874-W.___________
1-tf
Testamentary
issue
to
Carlotta
erence
required. Tel. 277-W. P. O. BOX I
weeks in Augusta, has returned and ! Mrs. Butler; treasurer, Mrs. Veazie; much in evidence. Besides the im- If we have our dinner at night th^‘ Pour milk ir gradually and as soon Letters
o Burns of Rockland, she being 443.
Adams
8-101 TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
taken rooms with Mrs. Avesta Buck- secretary, Mrs. Crockett. It was yot- mediate relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Al leaves lunch to think about. If din- as mixture thickens, add tomatoes the Executrix named in said Will with
WANTED—Kitchen help for a few1 All modern Improvements. Inquire at
lin.
ed to hold meetings every other Tues- dert McPhail and family were pres- ner is at noon, then supper is to be mixed w’ithsoda; then add cheese, j out bond.
hours each day at PARK STREET CAFE. 12 ELM ST._______________________ 1-tf
Mr. and Mrs. William Bunker have day from 2 to 5 p. m. At this time ent_______________ 8-10
prepared. If there aren’t leftovers it eggs and seasonings to taste. Serve
william hSMITH, late of Thomas- See Mr. Perry.
TO LET—-Apa
Apartment in Bicknell block.
Willard Hall is tending the gas meaus sandwiches and soup or a as soon as cheese has melted, on ton. deceased, win and Petition for
moved from their farm at Willis Cor- Commander Donald B. McMillan, the
WANTED—Position as housekeeper in I Apply
B . B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
Tel. 208.
1-tf
i
j
tnnet
Probate
thereof
asking
that
said
Will
station
for
Benjamin
Davis.
small
family
or
care
of
semi-invalid.
|
Lobster
Co
ner into a furnished apartment in the famous Arctic explorer, and Abie
salad. Because we oet SO aw full
$ •
may be proved and allowed and that
Ice is being harvested at South ured of the same old thing I'm list- Macedoine of Fish—To white sauce Letters"Test ament ary issue to Charlotte MABELLE P. CRONE. Rockport. Tel ——■
Elston Luce house opposite the High j Bromfield. were guests at the home
8611.
8*lt
School building.
of Dr. and Mrs. Fogg, and Mr. Brom- Warren from the Irving Spear pond. ing below three excellent luncheon add white flaked fish, oysters or lob- i M Ailey of Rockland, she being the
Miscellaneous
WANTED--Posit ion as chef or all
n,
i„ «»id win without round
Mrs. Eveline (Young) Snow is to field suggested the Esquimau name The cakes are approximately 15 or supper dishes. With either of the ster. Fill shallow ramekin, sprinkle Executrix
cook. Best of references. Can
bond
move into her house on Green street Tteoevik," meaning "To help gen- laches thick and will weigh about 255 tjlree a gOOCj accompaniment is
JOHN A. LUNT. medium and mag
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY,
with buttered bread crumbs and bake
IIIRAM SMITH, late of Rockland, de- 5 Wadsworth St., Thomaston.
7-tf netic healer. Readings and treatments
where she will have her permanent erously." for the club name. The pounds each
fruit salad. As two of these dishes 20 minutes at 375 deg.
' ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Tuesday
10 a. m. to 6, at 7 Llmerock
Inez
Libby
of
Thomaston
visited
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student St. TEL.from
home. It is pleasing to ^iave one suggestion was favorably received
1 thereof asking that said Will may be preferred
713-M.
152-S-tf
Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or
friends in town Wednesday.
proved and allowed and that Letters
from the old families return to town. and the name adopted.
IF YOUR MODEL T FORD turns over
call
163-M.
7-tf
fall
on
the
ice.
She
is
at
present
Testamentary
issue
to
Ava
Smith
of
The pupils of Malcolm Corn-w sur
Thomas Scott who motored to Bos 'During the 1926-27 season, the
these cold mornings try the Winter
PORT CLYDE
making her home with her son, Fred Rockland, she being the Executrix WANTED—At once to complete a col hard
sold at BENNERS FILLING STA
ton recently completed his journey members devoted their time to sew prised their teacher upon her 1 eturn
named in the Will without bond.
lection one purple and one blue whiskey Oil
„
,
.
Ingerson,
in
Attleboro,
Mass.
TION.
Old County Rd. The result ls
to New York by airship.
be 100 years old or over, almost 343unbelievable.
ing. making 72 aprons and bags, and Wednesday noon by having the
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Simmons were
young folks are enjoying the
Ask those who
CHARLES H DECROW, late of Thom flask.payMust
$50 for either. BOX 431. Rock- have
The State Prison is receiving the 10 spool containers, which they school in order and a class in the in Medomak Tuesday, called by the jce skating and sliding.
used
it.
6*8
aston. deceased. Will and Petition for Will
Probate thereof asking that said Will land. Me_______________________ 7-9
winter quota of inmates from the offered in a sale at the BPW rooms floor with one of the older girls death of her brother.
WATCHES
AND
CLOCKS
repaired by
Donald
Gordon
is
a
guest
of
WA/TED^Oas
stationary
engine,
from
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
S. A. MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St.,
State courts.
April 22, 1927. In January of the substituting as teacher.
Miss Arlene Crouse of Montville is Geovge Robbins.
Letters Testamentary issue to Lulu E. 15 to 20 h p. TEL 277-W. or write Box Rockland. Me. Tei. 1158-W.________ 6*47
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Calderwood visiting her grandfather Clifton
Ulric Chaput jvho was rearrested same year a public bridge party had
7«12
Mr. ancj ^jrs Edward Benner and Decrow of Thomaston, she being the 443. Rockland.
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
Executrix named In* the Will without
upon being released from the State beengiven at the Copper Kettle to„of Union spent Tuesday with Mr. MorseWANTED—Girl for general housework.
,. children were in town calling on bond.
manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
Apply to MRS. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 6 by
Prison at the expiration of a term lor raise money to begin work. During and Mrs- Albert McPhail,
BARTLETT.
Harmony. Maine.
155-11
Ruth Grindle is a guest of Mr. and frjen<js recently.
Talbot Ave. Tel. 1285.
6-8
„
,
_
.
.
,
,
.
CATHERINE
BICKMORE.
late
of
St.
breaking into the postofflee at Greene. 1927 these donations were made:Mrs. Fred Starrett is assisting ia
Mrs. Forrest Davis.
LET Ez A. KNOWLTON file your saws
Mrs. Paul Traugh ana daughter George, deceased. Will and Petition for
WANTED
—
Woman
for
house
work
ln
was sentenced in the U. S. Distric; Salvation Army S5; City Matron. $5; tilc care of Mrs. Martha Miller who
Cecil Lowe has returned to his Ruth have returned from Bremen Probate thereof asking that said Will family of one Call at 157 MIDDLE ST. and repair your furniture at 216 LIMECourt to a year in the State Prison : clothing $6.60; Home for Aged Worn- ls i!1
may be proved and allowed and that
work as bookkeeper at the cold stor
6-tf ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.______________ 1-tf
—Reliable stock of hair goods
and put on probation for two years, en $5: hospital material $13.80: local
A joint installation of East Warren age plant after a vacation of sev where they have been spending sev I-etters Testamentary issue to Fred N.
WANTED--Position
as
housekeeper
by atLADIES
eral
weeks.
Hart of St. George, he being the Execu
the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
The Beta Alpha Club will meet in charity $38. Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr.. and Warren Granges will be held at eral days.
middle
aged
American
widow,
good
home
tor
named
in
the
Will
without
bond.
i
Mail
orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Mrs. Florence Simmons has been
and small pay Best ol references. BOX Tel. 519-J._________________________
the Baptist vestry next Monday eve- and Mrs. Edward Benner joined the Warren Jan. 20.
Florence Conant is working at the passing a fw days in Rockland.
1-tf
ESTATE
LILLIAN
A
HOMER,
late
of
25.
Washington.
Me'.
>
5*10
The
opening
of
the
new
game
golf
ning and a 6 o'clock lunch wifi te ] club at -this time
postoffice during the absence of Miss
Boston, deceased. Petition for Adminis
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Mrs.
Rosa
Munroe
has
been
ill
pool
Wednesday
evening
saw
an
en

served by the refreshment commit
tration asking that Joseph G. Homer of
Buker who is in Biddeford.
STEAMBOAT CO.
from a severe cold.
Boston, or some other suitable person
tee. Mrs. N. F. Andrews. Mrs. Lena
thusiastic lineup with a few substi
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
At
the
first
business
meeting
of
the
be appointed Admr. without bond.
tutes in the teams and quite an audi have returned from Rockland where
Delano, Mrs. William Newbert. Mem
Steamer
leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
PARISIAN BEAUTY
ESTATE FRANK B. MILLER, late of
A, M . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
bers are asked to take a bowl, cup and 1927-28 season these officers were ence in the offing: At table number they have been staying for several
elected:
President
Mrs.
Butler;
vice
Vinalhaven
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Admin

one the teams were Mr. and Mrs.
spoon, also scissors and thimble.
SALON
land about 9.30.
istration asking that Rodney I. Thomp
president. Mrs. Veazie; secretary' Michael Halligan. Mr. and Mrs. Roy weeks with their daughter Mrs. John
There are two comforters to knot.
son of Rockland, or some other suitable
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Thompson.
Complete
Beauty
System
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
be appointed Admr. without
Rev. Benjamin Beatty will remain Mrs. Crockett; treasurer, Mrs. Perry. Norwood. Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nor
Mrs. Maynard Gardner is in Knox Fredericks Permanent Waving and person
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
bond.
over nex{'JSunda?‘at' the Baptist The new wing was added to the Knox wood. Miss Martha Connell. Bliss Hospital
for
a
surgical
operation.
Rewaving
Island about 6.00 P. M.
ESTATE OF NINA P. FEYLER. late of
Church. He is preaching strong ser- HosPltal at
time, and the club Fuller; table number two. Mr. and
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
Friends
of
Mrs.
Ada
Ingerson
arc
67
PARK
STREET
ROCKLAND
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin
members began sewing on articles to Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mr. and Mrs. S.
143-tf
mons. Attend and hear him.
istration asking that Jesse Feyler of
sorry to hear that she has met with
Phone 898
i
stock
the
linen
closets.
During
the
Rockland, or sor?e other suitable person
At the Baptist Church Sunday Rev. . .
.. ...
,
A. Watts. Hilliard Spear. Miss Jose an accident, breaking her hip in a
lSOtf
be
appointc:
’
Almr.
without
bond.
Benjamin Beatty will close his two w‘nt« “ontbs,th SQ
W®S
phine Halligan. and Mr. and Mrs. H.
DENTAL NOTICE
ESTATE L.ARY E. BLUNT, late of
weeks' evangelistic services. At 11 a. Jpto the hospital. 19etherstockings._ D. Sawyer. A. T. Norwood's team de
Thomaston,
deceased.
Petitidn
for
Ad

DR.
J. H. DAMON
m. he will have for his topic “The Su- bandages. 5 dozen pads. 6 ice cap feated the Halligan team 95 to 55 and
ministration asking that Oscar J. Hodg
CHIX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C.
preme Need of the Hour" The young c0?;ers' \ »°ft ™te? b°ttle c°ve„r.' 7 lce the H. D. Sawyer team defeated the
kins of Portland, or some other suitable R BABY
Is back in his office for the winter
I
Reds.
Bred
for
eggs,
type
and
color.
people are urged to attend the eve-!collars' 28 flnlshed strlPs' 40 dlaPers' S. A. Watts team 75 to 71. The score
person be appointed Admr. without
^Chu;;7eddteVstpa^,tfordMarhch "unYii abd wl11 make appointments each day
bond.
6. night
ning service when he will speak on 5 dozen
.
„ward . dressing
,
„ towels,
,
, between the two winners at the
ESTATE MARY E. DOW. late of Wash 15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
from 10 to 2
"The Adventures of Youth."
™bes. 16 protectors 9 dozen towels. play-off stood 22 to 7 in favor of Norington. deceased. Petition for Adminis per hundred Safe arrival guaranteed.
!30TStf
Miss Helen Carr recently enter-'18 . ,'nfan.‘ mSht robe‘>', .14 blnde,,rs'..
tration asking that Clara S. Overlock of F H WYLLIE «fe SON. Thomaston,
wood.
A.
T.
Norwood
got
44
points
Washington, or some other suitable per Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
tained the Sewing Club in honor of; rubber glove cases, and from materia, in live games and Hilliard Spear took
son be appointed Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a.
1-tf
Mrs. Frank D. Elliot whose birthday
second place with 35 points. A. T.
with bond.
i g c R r REDS—Babv chicks from
anniversary occurred on the date of sheets and 3 dozen pads. Christmas Norwood put eleven balls in the
ESTATE SUSAN E. MAXWELL, late of standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
bags for soldiers and sailors in dis
Cushing. Petition for Administration [ \ve use the Jamesway incubator-hatcher,
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
the meeting.
pockets in one play and he also won
with the will annexed, asking that Rod- famous for its healthy, husky chicks,
The Baptist ladies' circle will serve tant stations were also made tiiat the special putter.
ROCKLAND
ney I. Thompson of Rockland, or some ; They make healthy, productive hens. 22c 35 LIMEROCK ST.
season.
supper next Wednesday at 6 o'clock,
The Darning Club. 17 strong, en
other suitable person be appointed each; 5H0, 20c each: 1000 or more 18c
The officers chosen in the fall of joyed
Osteopathic
Physician
Admr.
c.
t
a.
without
bond.
with Mrs. Marie Singer, Miss Eliza
W
KNOX
COUNTY
each.
E.
C.
TEAGUE,
Warren.
Tel.
a New England toiled dinner
5-tf
FRANK B. MILLER, late of Rockland, 13-42.
beth Washburn. Mrs. Edith Kilborn 1928. elected to serve for two years, Thursday night at the home of Mrs.
Telephone 136
MOTOR. SALES
deceased, Numcupative Will and Petition
and Miss Fannie Shaw as housekeep- were: President, Mrs. Veazie; vice E. B. Clark aftern pleasant after
for
Probate
thereof
asking
that
said
Will
president.
Mrs.
Benner;
secretary.
ers.
noon.
may be proved and allowed and that Let
For Sale
ters Testamentary Issue to Frank A.
Capt. Reddington R. Robbins left I Mrs. Noyes; treasurer. Mrs. Perry,
Dinner guests of Mrs. E. B. Clark
LaForest
Crute of Cushing, he being the Executor
New York Friday on his way to a i| Mrs.
lr' E. L. Toner and Mrs.
.
FOR SALE—Potatoes $1 bushel at DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Tuesday were Mrs. S. E. Norwood,
named
in
the
Will
without
bond.
German port, where he will join the I Thurston were taken into member- Mrs. C. Frank Eerry and Mrs. Ro
ESTATE OF ALETHA L. BORNEMAN, house. $1.10 delivered. TEL. 355. 23 Park
Members devoted their »""*
time
8-10
new yacht built there for W. K. VanDentist
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for St . opp. Rockland Garage.
land
Berry
and
son
Willis.
FOR SALE—Portable Singer sewing
License to Sell Real Estate located in
drbilt of New York, replacing the chiefly to sewing for the Red Cross,
The
new
golf
pool
is
free
to
school
machine, practically new. Very reason- 302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Rockland,
and
described
in
said
Petition,
other
work
including
four
patchwork
S
yacht “Ara” on which Capt. Robbins puffs to needy families and four lay- chTildrcI\ thb> ,®atuyd5 a“ern°°nable price. PHONE_704 ____________8-10
filed by Arthur K. Walker. Admr.
Telephone 915-M
and William Hall have served for
Leland
Philbrook's
goods
arrived
ESTATE
OF
MAHALA
L.
VINAL.
late
FOR
SALE-Late
1930.
Series
57.
five
ettes to the city matron for distribu
88tf
several years.
of Vinalhaven. deceased. First and Final passenger Buick sedan. Like new. low
Thursday from Portland.
account filed for allowance by Louise B. | mileage, privately owned. TEL. ThomAt a special meeting of Henry Knox tion. These donations were also
Roland
Starrett
has
entered
the
Folson, and Edith Smith, Exxs.
aston 200.
8-10
Chapter last evening, the Royal Arch made: Milk $42.92; scales for War employ of Georges River Mills.
ESTATE OF WARREN H SMALLEY
FOR SALE—One set Fairbanks plat
degree was conferred upon Lucius ren Street School. $16; clothing $5.90;
C.
T.
Moody
now
has
the
telephone
R. W. TYLER
late
of
Washington,
deceased.
First
and
form scales, double beam. 600 lb. ca
Barker, Hubert Leach and Linnell four dozen cans soup for Purchase —number 10-2.
Final account filed for allowance by pacity. Reconditioned and guaranteed
Street
school
54.85;
city
matron
$10;
Marlon R. Miller. Admx.
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
correct: one nine foot show case, glass
McQuilken. A large delegation was
R. E. Harmon went
fruit $2.50: Christmas bags for
t . to Portland
ESTATE C' ABBY H STRAWBRIDGE. and mirrors, in first-class condition; one
present from Rockland, and 20 mem soldiers
NEW BICKNELL
and sailors 512; local charity Brlda£ mornln8 °n business to return
late of Camden, deceased. Petition to 10-foot panelled counter, one 8’2 foot
bers from Union; the total attend $7 50
Determine Inheritance Tax. filed by panelled counter; one counter platform
Phone 710
P. O. Box 359
Saturday.
scaies
in
first-class
condition.
R.
B.
MAJames
Nowell
of
Winchester.
Mass..
Exr.
ance being 72. The stewards, Ches
GCOD
CLOSED
CARS
—
one
that
looks
as
if
you
. , , ,
Warren High played Union High
135tf
GUNE. 700 Main St., Rockland. Tel.
ESTATE
OF
CHARLES
F
MORTON,
ter Overlock and Henry Bucklin, did
,
..
at hockey Wednesday on the pond
8-10
were the original purchaser—of late model—and
of Camden, final account filed for .al 315-W.
Thc first regular meeting of the ! near the home of charles Robinson.
themselves proud with a fine clam
lowance by Charles A. Perry of Camden,
FOR SALE—The Frank A. Robbins
tew that was discussed as only Royal 1929-30 season was held Nov. 12, Union won, the score 2 to 1. There
thoroughly guaranteed. If you’ve thought about
guardian.
homestead at Simonton’s Corner, con-,
talning
about 1% acres. Just the place
Arch Masons can do such things. Thc with the officers of the preceding will be another match in Union MonESTATE OF LAURA E WADSWORTH,
buying such a car, YOU SHOULD COME HERE
late of Camden, deceased. Petition for for poultry farming. Slightly sloping
work was done in a really beautiful year officiating. It was voted to in j day.
land
with
southern exposure. Also 37 |
Administration asking that C. D. Wads
AT ONCE. The low prices will amaze you.
manner, the new officers led off by crease the dues to $5.20 per year for
worth of Camden, or some other suitable acres of wood land back of Hosmer’s,
WHEN IN NEW YORK-You can buy
each
member.
Relief
sewing
for
the
Pond
Some
timber. Apply R. B. MA-'
High Priest Ralph Carroll, taking
person be appointed Admr. without
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
GUNE. 700 Main St. Tel. 315-W. Rock-I
i bond.
great pride in their work, and are to Red Cross occupied the winter home news, at Hotallpg's agency, 306
land
or
residence
587. Camden.
8-10
1929
SPORT COUPE............................... $350.00
We want all your LIVE POUL
ESTATE MARGARET ULMER, late of
be congratulated on their success. At months with the following items* West 4oth st.
FOR SALE—Eight tons good hay. $10
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
ApTRY. Highest Prices paid. Callw
"helping
generously:'
Window
shades
the special session of the Chapter
NOTICE Of FORECLOSURE
ton:
also
soft
wood.
Right
price
and
quick
■
pointment
of
Trustee,
asking
that
the
1929
TUDOR SEDAN ............................. 300.00
or writa Charles Shane, ears of
Whereas Henry O. Farrow ol Rockport
Thursday evening the R. A. M. de for Home for Aged Women $36.50;
HARRY GOODWIN. Box 55.
Rockland National Bank of Rockland. service
in the County of Knox and State of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
8*10
1 may be appointed trustee in place of Warren, Me.
gree was conferred upon Lionel Wil food $7; milk 552.86; senior class Maine,
by
his
mortgage
deed
dated
the
1929
SPORT ROADSTER..................... 215.00
Frank B. Miller, deceased, filed by Nina
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
Washington trip fund $25; clothing eighteenth day of June. 1925. and re
FOR SALE—One-horse double runner
son.
M.
O'Connell.
your door. References: Any poul
pung, at my farm in West Rockport. In
Services at the Federated Church $2.33; Christmas bags fofr soldiers corded ln Knox County Registry of
ELLEN E. WINSLOW, late of Thom- quire NELSON B. COBB. Fullet-Cobb1S29 Standard Coupe ................................ 285.00
try raiser.
sailors $14.40: 4 dozen cans Deeds book 203 page
. - 12. conveyed to
Sunday . Church school at 9.45 a. m.; and
i
aston
deceased.
Petition
for
Probate
of
Davis?
7-9
snun ano
-mrl marnrnni
Pur-ha'"
banking
corpomacaroni for
ioi
rur^na '} North
ratlon National
ex,5ting Bank,
by lawa and
having
its
Will, and the codicil therewith, asking
morning service at 11, subject, “The scup
FOR
SALE
—
Double
seated
pung
for
1929 l»/2 TON TRUCKS...........................
that the same may be prove 1 and al.. . In
. said
CHARLES SHANE CO.
or two horses, man's fur coat, plow,
Prohibition Issue Today;" evening Street School So.Oo; city matron $1C; place of- -business at -Rockland
: lowed that Letters Testamer .ary issue one
County of Knox certain real estate situ
cultivator with wings, roll-top desk, flat27-tf
service at 7 o'clock, subject, “God. local charity $5.
to
Jessie
Green,
of
North
And
>ver,
Mass.,
1928 CHEVROLET LANDEAU SEDAN 285.00
ln said Rockport, described as fol
desk. EFFIE M. CLARK. 32 Oliver
The club is now embarked on the ated
she being thc Exx. named *n the Will top
Our Shepherd, the first of a short
lows ;—
St. Tel. 329-R.
7-9
without
bond.
1930-31 season, the new officers be
Beginning on the north side of
series on the 23d Psalm.
FOR SALE—Heavy team s»led, like new.
the road leading from Blackington's
Witness, MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
Mrs. Cyrus Maxes is at Knox Hos ing: President, Mrs. Benner; vice
EASY PAYMENTS
Corner
to Camden village on the line
quire. Judge of the Probate Court for Also Toggenburg goats, both sexes.
HOLMES. Back Cove, Waldoboro. 4Je.
pital where she rcct ntly underwent president. Mrs. Thurston; secretary.
of land of Robert Gregory; thence
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
7*9
Mrs. Blodgett; treasurer. Mrs. Peter
Attest:
N 28>a deg W 180 rods to a maple
an operation for appendicitis.
tree; thence N. 15 dcz. E. 32 rods to
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
FOR SALE—Dry wood, long, $10; fitted,
If you are going to purchase a low priced used car
Barbara and Mar:on Maxey are son. Relief sewing is occupying their
stake and stones: thence N. 28'2
$14; junks. $12; soft junks, $8. L. F.
visiting their grandpai its, Mr. and attention at present, and their plans
deg W. 64 rods more or less to stake
this year—come in and look our stock over. RE
TOLMAN Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
6-14
cover a greater list of activities than
and stones at Daniel Packard's cor
Mrs. Isaac Young. Pine street.
Since 1840 this Arm hu
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; junks,
Notices ot Appointment
ner; thence S 87 deg. W. 19 rods to
MEMBER, we are never undersold on a used car.
during any preceding year.
faithfully served tbe families
$12;
wood
fitted
and
under
cover.
$14.
O.
th?
pond;
thence
southerly
by
said
While the members are engaged in | npnd 168 rods to Hiram Gregory
H CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
of Knox County
’
Talented Daughter and ?, other
I. Ch.arlcs L. Veazie. Register of Pro
serious efforts to “help generously."
lme: thence S. 29‘4 deg. E. 85'2 rods
FOR SALE—Double runner pung, two
LADY ATTENDANT
bate
for
the
County
of
Knox,
in
the
State
to
corner
of
wall;
thence
N.
63
deg.
A young woman of Thoma :on par- their work is lightened at intervals
of Maine, hereby certify that in the fol seats, one ton capacity, a bargain. A. P.
Tel. Day 450; 7»1-1
E. 57 rods and 23 links to stake and
4*9
entage who is making good
news by social affairs, in which the “hus
lowing estates the persons were ap GRAY. Warren. Me.
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
stones; thence S. 28’- deg. E. 49
pointed
Administrators
or
Executors
and
FOR
SALE
—
Six
room
house
and
paper work is Miss Sarah C.
on. bands' auxiliary” joins. These in
rods to the aforesaid road; thence N. ,
on the dates hereinafter named:
garage, large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
Phone 333—334
Rockland
52'.2 deg. E. on said road to first I
She began her work when a studi nt in clude picnics, outings, parties, etc.
FRANK B. MILLER, late of Rockland, For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
bounds, containing 83 acres more or
the High School by writing lor :iip Money to carry on the worthy work
Price $1500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
A
IORD
FOR
EVERY
SERVICE
deceased.
December
2nd,
1930,
Rodney
I.
less, the same being a part of lots
156-tf
Watertown Sun. and is now ent Thompson of Rockland, was appointed Tel. 1080.
undertaken by the club is raised in
2. 3, and 34 Fales Survey.
ROCKLAND, ME.
OUR SERVICE FOR EVERY FORD
Special
Admr.
and
qualified
by
filing
Being the same premises described
in research work for daily paper . various ways, dances, bridge parties,
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
bond on that dale.
ln
deed
from
Edward
F.
Clancy
to
also
some
nice
hound
pups.
Now
is
the
among them the Boston Evenin und sales for example.
l.aura E Farrow dated February 15.
WILLIAM R BURNETT, late of Rock time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glen
American, Eoston Transcript. Boston
It is probable that few organiza1916 and recorded in thc Registry
153-tf
land. deceased. December 2nd. 1930. cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
of Deeds for said County of Knox.
Parker Burnett of Rockland, was ap
Globe and other papers and periodi urns of this size accomplish a
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
Vol.
172.
page
387.
pointed
Admr.
and
qualified
by
filing
cals, also writing editorials. Beside
tions in Rockland. A large list of sum
•?r amount of worthy work, and
Meaning and Intending to convey
bond on that date.
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
all the above mentioned work she
. fitting that the community
the same premises conveyed to 1
ADA
S
GARDNER,
late
of
Rockland,
estate.
Come and talk over my list 11
Charles A. Sylvester by Hanson '
furnishes what is known among the ho , tl feel distinct pride in the
deceased. December 16th, 1930. Mattie H. you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
Gregory by deed dated May 1. 1861. I
Barter
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
craft as “dope" for other correspond Ito
375
Main
St.. Tel. 77.
1-tf
Club.
and recorded' In said Knox Registry
Admx. without bond.
ents. She covered the Boston Poul
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
of Deeds, Vol. 10. Page 540.
ANNIE
H.
HART,
late
of
Hope,
de

cottages for sale and rent, attractive
This foreclosure shall not apply to ]
try Show, her articles in the Boston
ceased. December 16th. 1930. Halver A. prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
that part of the above described prem
Evening American on rabbits, pigeons
Hart of Hope, was ^ppainted Admr. shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
ises which was specifically released to
without bond.
and peacocks being illustrated. An
Maine.
1-tf
the said Henry G. Farrow by said Bank.
October 16. 1926 by quit claim deed re
HARRY L. FOLLANSBEE late of Cam
other large event covered by her was
FOR
SALE
—
Gas
range
with
oven,
corded
ln
said
Registry,
book
196.
page
den, deceased. December 16th, 1930, broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
an important convention held in the
463.
Charles C. Wood of Camden, was ap Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
Statier Hotel, Boston. Her work is
And whereas the condition of said
pointed Admr. without bond.
mortgage has been broken, now there
SALE—Two electric motors, 7Va
increasing and she is taking high rank
MINNIE A. CLARK, late of Rockland, h. FOR
Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Foalfore. by reason of the breach of the con
d. and 2 h. p.. ln good shape; also
deceased. December 16th. 1930, Herbert standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
among the research workers.
try Co. you are selling direct to the Slaughter House. You can al
dition thereof said North National Bank
C. Clark of Rockland, was appointed BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
Miss Carleton has a gifted ancestry.
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
ways get more for your Poultry. Vou all know what we have done
Exr. and qualified by filing bond on that
EDWARD F. BERRY
1-tf
She is the daughter of the late Ed
date.
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
Cashier. I
ward D. and Eliza (Levenraleri Car
HELEN McLOON. late of Rockland, de
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
Dated January 15. 1931.
ceased. December 16th. 1930. Anne Mc
leton. The latter is owner of the
STATE OF MAINE
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
Laughlin of Rockland, was appointed
County of Knox. ss.
January 15. 1931. j
Cambridge Tribune and writes all o!
being
so
low.
We
will
be
up
here
the
first
two
days
of
the
week.
Rain
Admx. and qualified by filing bond on
•J It may be a small run or
Personally appeared Edward F. Berry
its editorials. She also covers the
that date.
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
and made oath that he Is cashier of said
An
old
Chinese
Proverb
says,
“
Nine
a
half a million impressions
meetings of the city council and
North National Bank; that he Is duly
HARRIET A. MORTON, late of St.
39 and our Representative will call on you.
n 10 suffer from piles,” but the pain
authorized to execute the foregoing for
George, deceased. December 16th, 1930. ind
other large matters. In Mrs. Carle
itching
of
blind,
protruding
or
.
. . leaflets, folders, broch
and In behalf of said Bank and that the
Leland G. Morion of St. George, was ap .deeding piles usually are alleviated
ton's work she is not restricted to
contents of said notice is true.
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing within a few minutes by soothing,
ures,
catalogues, blotters,
(Seal)
CHARLES T. SMALLEY
eight hours per day but has fre
bond on December 23rd. 1930.
dealing Dr. Nixon’s Chinaroid, forti
g-S-14
Notary Public.
Attest ’
quently to work until midnight. Tins
letterheads,
handbills or
fied
with
a
rare,
imported
Chinese
2-S-8 CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Herb, having amazing power to re
is but a glimpse into the business ac
what
have
you?
. . . What
duce
swollen
tissues.
It
’
s
the
new

tivities of a mother and daughter of
est and fastest acting treatment out.
Thomaston who are bringing honor to
ever the job
You can work and enjoy life right
TIIE DIAMOND BRAND. A
from the start while it continues its
the town which gave them birth.
Lad lew! Ask your Dm

The Cnik
need
THIS WINTER/

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

BURPEE’S

POULTRY
WANTED

FILES TI0USMM

MASSACHUSETTS

HS

“I think we'd agree all right if we
Special Advance Sale, spring hats,
felts combined with straw. Popular were married.".
"Well, if we were like most mar
rhapes and colors nt Vesper A.
Leach's, 366 Main street. Prices ried couples, we would soon agree
range lrom $1 98 upward.
8-lt ' that marriage is a failure."

Stopped almost instantly
■tantly
with one swallow'r of

LIVE POULTRY CO.

60c
60<

THOXINE

CHICHESTER S PILLS
( hl-ehen-ter-s Dlunion
Pills in Red and Go
i boxes, sealed with Bit

Take no other. Buy of your v

REVERE, MASS.

P™ <«•"*• Ask for t in-nniH-TER 9

DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for «&
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable

6-18

SOIDBY WWGlilSIS tVERYWHtRf

healing action. Don’t delay. Act in
time to avoid a dangerous and cost
ly operation. Try Dr. Nixon’s China
roid under our guarantee to satisfy
completely and be worth 100 times
the rinall coat or your money back.
C. II.

Moor & Co., Rockland

—We Do it Right!

The Courier-Gazette

E» <-ry-Other-Day
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Society

I

JLe

have it!

AtWATEB
he

New 1931
IKlEOT

RADIO
with the

Golden Voice
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
ELECTRICIANS
585-7 Main Street
Rockland

The Chummy Club was entertained
by Mrs. Eber J. Davis, Summer street,
Tuesday evening, honors in cards
filing to Mrs. Nathan Witham, and
Mrs Frank Fields, and a guest prize
to Mrs. Harland Hurd.

I

Tel. 721

The Diligent Dames of the Cougregational Church were entertained
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Joseph Emery, Limerock street,
with Mrs. Emery and Miss Margaret
Snow as hostesses.

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient oo all points ol interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

MOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave, S, E.
RATES: (European)
Booklet
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
• on
Double $5.00 to $12.00 dally
Application
,H H. Mass Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

June to
October)

Hotel
Maselynn

Include
VENICE, FLORIDA

Jn i/our vacation plans:
Situated onthe hult of Mexico:

where every out-doorsport and
recreation may be enjoyed...

Tishina: Gulf-River-Bay.
Bathing: SurfintheGulf o( Mexico.
Golf: Turf Tairways; Cross-

Greens; unsurpassed ii Ttorida.

HOTELS

PARKVIEW
AND

SAN MARCO
offer comtort, rest and toad equalto
any in ttorida— Our onn tai ms txil/i all
fresh vegetables.. Eggs. Poultry, also
delicious Struivbcrrics daily.

Trcd J. Tullei: dlanaqtr.

NOW OPEN
—The
j.
1' ?

New

HOTEL

EDISON
“A hotel worthy of its name ”

47th St.,;inf west of Broadway, New York
In the centerof the city's business,shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.

To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well

as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
closets, etc.

1OOO ROOMS
IOOO BATHS
RADIO in

erery room

SINGLE from

*2.50

DOUBLE from M.OO

SUITES from

*7.00

Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquet* a beautiful
ballroom eeating up to
1200 persona ia available
William F. Thomann
Manager

Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

JOINTLY INSTALLED

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Aux
iliary Ready For Another
Year
Members of the Auxiliary of Ralph
Ulmer Camp, United Spanish War

In addition to personal notes regarding i The activities committee of the
Veterans, and special guests held
departures
and arrivals,
this department
Aiixiliirv oi Winslow-Holbrook
especially desires
information
of social ] auxiliary
Winsiow-noiDrooK Post
rosi.
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes ] A.L., is giving a public bridge party Wednesday evening a banquet at the

mal1 or telePhoue wlu be gladly I to be given in Legion hall Monday Park Street Cafe which proved to
an unusually enjoyable affair.
7.30. Mrs. Sarah Griffin and Mrs Guests of honor Included Mrs. Iva M.
Corinne Edwards will be hostesses and Smith of Augusta, department presi
Miss Margaret Nutt is making a reservations may be arranged with dent and her officers, Mrs. Moynihan
fortnight's visit in Bangor, the guest them.
of Augusta, department conductress;
of her sister, Mrs. Ralph Harrington. I
Mrs. Marian Cummings of Augusta,
Mrs. George B. Davis entertained department assistant conductress:
Miss Madlene Rogers was pleas the Thursday Auction Club at picnic Mrs. Agatha Cates of Kents Hill, de
antly, surprised Wednesday evening dinner, with honors won by Mrs. R partment secretary; State guard.
when upon returning from a ride she H. Britt, Mrs. Walter H. Ladd and Mrs. Myra Watts. Other guests were
found several couples at her home, Mrs. John Clayter of Camden.
Messrs. Walter Smith and Charles
waiting to help her celebrate her
Bordeau of Augusta, George Cates of
birthday. Bridge was enjoyed dur
Mrs H. S. Simmons who has been Kents Hill, Commander I. Leslie
ing the evening, prizes going to Law at Knox Hospital for surgical treat Cross, and comrades of Ralph Ulmer
rence Leach, Mrs. Lawrence Leach, ment has returned to her home in Camp. Manley T. Perry, proprietor
Mrs. Lettie Kalloch, and Guy Doug Waldoboro, accompanied by Mrs. of the Cafe, personally superintended
las Lunch was served. Many beau- ! Alice Brown who is caring for her.
the very fine chicken dinner which
tiful gifts were received.
won the approval of all present.
------- A bridge party will be given at
Adjournment was made to attend
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw entertained Grand Army hall Tuesday evening the joint installation of the Auxiliary
the Jolly Six Club Thursday after- under the auspices of Ruth Mayhew and Camp, with Mrs. Smith install
noon at her home at Glencove.
jTent, Mrs. Helen Paladino will act as ing the officers of the former organi
_____
hostess.
zation and George Stewart the latter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nason have
-------The new officers of the Auxiliary
returned from Rockland, Mass., I Mrs. Harry French, Rankin street, are:
where they have been visiting Mr was hostess to the Tango Club at
President, Mrs. Emma Dick; senior
and Mrs. Willard Lewis.
dinner and cards Thursday evening vice president, Mrs. Ella Hyland;
_____
, The men carried off honors in bridge. junior vice president, Mrs. Anne
Miss Catherine Blacl^ entertained
-------Snow; chaplain, Mrs. Julia Huntley:
the G Club Thursday evening at her
The bridge party given by the BPW patriotic instructor, Mrs. Howard
home on Summer street at dinner as Club Thursday evening had three Rackliffe; conductress, Mrs
NJj-s. Lester
a birthday observance. Dainty table tables. Honors were won_by_Mrs. Plummer; assistant conductress, Mrs. |
decorations of pink and white were Olive Sylvester. Mrs. James F. Carvpr Myra Watts; guard Mrs. Albert
used, with favors for the guests as and Dr. Mary Reuter. Mrs A. L. Hastings; assistant guard, Mrs
well as the favors in the birthday Harmon was hostess. Another of Horace Vose; secretary, Mrs. Marian
cake. There were eight guests. this series will be given Thursdav Richards; treasurer, Mrs. Emma
musician, Mrs. Margie
Later in the evening the girls were night at the rooms, with Mrs. Carver Carver:
Thorndike; reporter, Mrs. Marian
joined by several boys after which in charge.
Richards; color bearers, Mrs. Laura
dancing and games were enjoyed.
Thc Junior Harmony Club meets Ranlett, Mrs. Eva Crockett, Mrs. Ella J
Wednesday
evening
at
7
at
the
BPW
Lurvey and Mrs. Maud Mather.
Miss Caroline Littlefield is ill with
grippe at the home of her brother, rooms, when the members will give
The officers of Ralph Ulmer Camp |
Charles W. Littlefield, in Mont items pertaining to the life and are: Commander Irvin Leslie Cross;
works of Victor Herbert.
clair, N. J.
senior vice commander, E. Howard
Crockett; junior vice commander, I
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., entertained Harry A. Mather; adjutant, George
The committee in charge of the
supper to be served tonight by the the members of the executive board t. Stewart; quartermaster, Walter
Ladies' Aid of the Methodist Church, of the Methebesec Club Wednesday e. Weeks; chaplain, Milton S. Dick;
from 5 to 7, is composed of Mrs. A. night at picnic supper. A colo' officer of the day, John S. Ranlett; j
W. Gregory, chairman. Mrs. Harrison scheme of green and white, the club's patriotic instructor. Herbert W.
Dow, Mrs. Esther Dolliver, Miss May colors, was used artistically in the Thorndike; historian, Horace Vose; I
Chase, Mrs. John A. Stevens, Mrs. table appointments, with a favor and inside guard, George Lurvey; outside
Parker Worrey, Mrs. Woodburv limerick for each gu^t. A board guard, James L. B. McManus.
Those
____________
Richards and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine. meeting followed supper.
present were Mrs. Moran, Mrs. Orissa
MRS. MELINDA HALL
_____
Mrs. Perley Damon who has been Merritt, Mrs. Clara Thurston, Mrs
Thursday afternoon occurred the '
at Knox Hospital for surgical treat Thelma Snow. Mrs. Lenora Cooper
ment has returned to her home on Mrs. Theresa Millett and Mrs Nan funeral of the iate Mrs. Melinda .
Higgs.
Gregory Hall, widow of Capt. Leon- I
Broadway.
ard Hall, who was lost at sea more j
The Rounds Mothers Class was enS?e,ar entertained thc than 50 years ago, the officiating '
tertained Thursday evening at the | ,„„u sday C ub at ,unche°n and sew- clergyman being Rev. George H. j
ing.
home of Mrs. Rhama Philbrick,
Welch. The casket was surrounded
Chestnut street, with Mrs. Ralph A.
by many lovely and beautiful flow
Master
Kenneth
H.
Morgan,
son
of
Smith as assisting hostess. This
ers such as she loved in life. Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
Morgan
at
The
very interesting program was pre
Hall had a long and useful
career
-J,. —V- 1it...
UOCLUl VrtlLLl
o t^as be5,n hl since antj Feb. 13 would have attained the
en ted: Readings from the book
Newer Ways with Children," by M.
2' “ gaining favoratfly, although age of 92. She was born in the first
D. O'Shea, Director of Education. stl confined t0 his bed.
frame house built in Camden, in that
University of Wisconsin, by
bv Mrs
Mrs.
... _. . _ _ „
,
part now known as Glencove. She
Mrs. Charles S. Hall who has been was the daughter of Hanson and
Walter S. Rounds and Mrs. E. C. Mo
ran Jr.; article by Bruce Barton a patient at Knox Hospital, has re Mary (Barrows) Gregory.
Her
"Sunken Pillars,” read by Mrs. turned to her home on Odean street. maternal grandfather, Peter BarChauncey Keene; reading of the
rows, who lived in Rockville, was a
The benefit card party given for fet. soldier of the Revolutionary War,
article "A Married Couple Who,
•
Bernard's
Church
Wednesday
eveWould Do It Again." from “The Con
thus making her a real daughter of
greg^io7aiist"Bby“MrsUA. J. Murray !
El”'
MrS' the Revolution, although she never
and Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell; and a ?a' dM C,a.ty' ¥f.s' J°hn. Lanagan joined that organization. She was
humorous article entitled "Martha ‘ d M
John chlsholm in charge, a member of the Eastern Star and
Washington's First Father-in-law,” proved very successful, there being for many years attended its meetings,
read by Mrs. Alice Spear. There 20 tables. Honors were won by Miss enjoying its sociability and its inter
were 18 present. Tea was served by Adelaide Trafton, Miss Phronie esting work. She was an expert in
Johnson. Mrs. Harry Berman. Mrs. doing fine needlework, and she loved
the hostesses.
Donald Perry, Miss Celia Brault, to do the-intricate patterns of what
Supper will be served at the Uni Miss Isabelle Brown, Robert Mc is known as “Mexican work" on
versalist vestry Wednesday night Carty, Mrs. Raymond Duff, MhSt sheets, pillow slips, and other articles,
with this committee in charge: Miss Robert Boyle, Miss Emma Dorgan, her interest never abating in that
Blanche Crandall, chairman, Mrs Miss Vitrici Carini, Mrs. Thomas industry until quite recently. Friends
Ambrose Mills. Mrs. R. W. Messer. Keating. Mrs. Joseph Dondis. Miss and relatives were often recipients of
Mrs. Lillian McRae, Mrs. Susie Davis, Agnes Flanagan, Mrs. Austin Brewer, her handiwork and were greatly
Mrs. Emily Stewart, Miss Maud Miss Margaret Flanagan, Miss Lucy pleased to obtain some of the fruits
Staples, Mrs. W. L. Benner, Mrs. , Ball, Mrs. Nettie Lord; in plain of ‘‘Aunt Melinda's” industry. For
Nettie Stewart, Mrs. Frank Sherer. wh‘st, Mrs. Albert Hayes. Another quite a number of years she made
Miss Annie Conant and Mrs. Delilah j Pal ty “J ^ls popular series will take her home in this city with the late
place Wednesday evening in the grill Mr. and Mrs. Asa P. St. Clair. After
Cunningham.
at 8 o'clock, with Mrs. Donald Perry, their death she went to live with her
Baraca Class meets Thursday eve Mrs. Francis Louraine and Miss nieces, Mrs. Cora Williams and Mrs.
ning in the Methodist vestry. Sup Helen Burns as the committee in Clara Johnson. Then for a few years
she made her home with Mr. and
per at 6 will be served by the men, charge.
with Capt. John A. Stevens in charge.
Mrs. Frank Sherer but for the last
Mrs. Winifred Butler entertained year she had been an inmate of thc
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett will entertain at suPPer and bridge Wednesday eve “Home for Aged Women,” where the
Chapin Class Tuesday evening at her ning, with two tables in play. Honors funeral was held. She 'was the last
were won by Mrs. George W. Palmer of a family of eight children, many
home on Talbot avenue.
_____
and Mrs. A. B. Huntley. Others of whom were prominent in the
Donald, the son of Mr. and Mrs. 'Present were Mrs James Hall. Mrs. affairs of this city and vicinity. Her
R. E. Estes. Summer street, enter- ®ertba
,^Irs' Ffank Clark, retiring and gentle nature made her
tained Monday afternoon as an ob- ! Mrs. Herbert Mullen and Mrs. Karl a favorite with many friends by
servance of 'his 6th birthday. His I French.
whom she will be greatly missed.
Mrs. Hall is survived by several
guests were Josephine and Patricia \
„ „ .
Perry, Jeanne. Joyce and Kent
Mrs- Stan ey Palmeter, of Kents nieces, including the two already
Palmer, Ruth and Mary Wotton. ^li who has been visiting relatives mentioned. They are Mrs. Lizzie
Louise Veazie, Patricia Ellis, Fran- at Matinicus and Vinalhaven. and Crockett, Miss Jennie Packard, and
ces Eldridge, John Flint. Earl Allen. h(er s’st(e7; Mrs- Edwin R>P>ey- Knox Miss Laura Sylvester of this city,
Ronald Berry and Morton Estes j ^ee • this city■. returned yesterday. Mrs. J. E. Savage and Mrs. Katie Mc
Games including a peanut hunt and \ Thc lrlP fr°m Vinalhaven to this city Alister of Brockton, and Mrs. Burton
pinning the tail on the donkey were • was made by plane.
Bailey of Montpelier, Vt. The inter
ment was in the family lot in Achorn
played under the direction of Mrs.
Mrs.
Lydia
Cummings
who
has
cemetery. The bearers were F. L. S.
Lucy M. Lowe. The luncheon tabic
been
spending
several
weeks
with
her
Morse, Edwin Hall. Eugene E. Stod
was festive in pink decorations, hav
ing a prettily decorated birthday cake son, Donald Cummings. North Main dard and Capt. John A. Stevens.
street,
leaves
today
for
Topsfield,
with six candles.
Mass., where she will spend the re
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clark and Miss
The ladies of the Congregational mainder of the winter with her son Viola Wood who have been guests of
Dana.
Mrs. James French, Maverick street,
Church will serve supper Wednesday
for several months, have taken
night at 6 o’clock, with Mrs. E. L.
An
interesting
program
on
“
French
apartments with Mrs. Minnie Miles,
Brown as chairman.
Music" was presented at the meeting 31 Ocean street.
The Methebesec Club will give a of the Rubinstein Club yesterday
At a meeting of members of the
silver tea Tuesday afternoon from afternoon, with Mrs. Hazel Atwood
2.30 to 5 at the girls' club rooms of in charge. French flags loaned for auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer Camp.
the
occasion
by
F.
J.
Simonton
Co.
United Spanish War Veterans, yes
the Central lAaine Power Company
(447 Main street), for the benefit of were displayed in the room. Mrs. terday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
the scholarship aid fund of the State Atwood prefaced her paper on the Albert Hastings, the Sewing Circle
Federation of Women's Clubs. The subject by singing one verse of the was organized, with these officers
social committee composed of Mrs. Marseillaise, and also passed around and committees: Chairman , Mrs.
Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Louise Ingra a beautifully colored picture of the Hastings; secretary and treasurer
ham, Mrs. Alice Karl, Mrs. Addie Grand Opera House in Paris which Mrs. Margie Thorndike; aprons.
Small, Mrs. Anah Gay, Mrs. Ruth was briefly described in thee paper. Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Marian
Richards; quilts, Mrs. Horace Vose
Ellingwood and Mrs. Laura Maxey is The program:
duet—La Muette dl Portlcl. Auber and Mrs. Laura Ranlett. The Circle
in charge of the refreshments, while Plano
Faith G Berry. Miss Mabel F Lamb
the executive board will direct other Mrs
Contralto—My Heart at That Sweet Voice
%^dnesday, Jan. 28, at
from Samson et Delilah .... Salnt-Saens
ln Legion hall.
features. Thc scholarship fund is
Mrs.
Kathleen
Marston
under the direction of Mrs. Florence Plano—Sarabande ................... Ramanrau
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes as councillor
Danforth of Skowhegan. At present,
________
Miss Julia Woodcock
due to the financial depression, there Mezzo-soprano—Je Pleure en Reve. Hoe of the Junior Harmony Club is in
are many more girls in the State 1
Obstination ............... Pontenaiies Portland where she attended Friday
Lorlta Bicknell
needing help to make it possible for 1 Plano—La Mrs
Media Noclie ........... Stow sel the meeting of the councillors of the
Junior Music Clubs of the State Fed
them to continue their education. I
Miss Alcada Hall
The Federation is endeavoring to ' Contralto—Elegte ........... ....... Maaaenet eration of Music Clubs at the home
of Mrs. Guy P. Gannett at Cape
reach a goal of $10,000 to carry on the
Mrys ' Atwood
work. At the present time not quit” i Piano—Second Mazurka ............. Godard Shore. Eighty-nine Junior Music
Ethel Lee Hayden
Clubs of the department were repre
$5000 has been realized. Money is ContraltoMrs.
—Connais Tu la Pays fr n
loaned to girls to attend school or
“Mignon" ................................... Thomas sented, and had a chance to greet
the New Junior State Coiyicillor.
Mrs. Lydia Storer
college, and while there ls no inter
est charged, it is loaned with the
Accompanists for the program were Miss Loulsr H. Armstrong. The
understanding tiiat the sum be re- Mrs. Berry and Mrs. Nettie Averill poetic play "Anton Dvorak." written
paid as soon as the girl Is earning a A rehearsal for the cantata “Slum by Miss Edith Lowell of Gorham
livelihood. Practically all the girls ber Songs of the Madonna" to be pre was presented bv three members of
receiving this benefit work through sented later by the club chorus was the Junior Clubs, with Miss Loretta
the summer vacations as well as tak- held, and Mrs. Berry made an ap Larochelle as pianist, Miss Sylvia
ing on extra duties at college to earn peal for chorus members to attend Rowell as violinist, and Miss Bar
bara Jean Langdon as reader. An
money with which to carry on their rehearsals.
informal tllscussttrtl was held during
education. Tlie fee for Tuesday's tea
-----------------is very small and each member is i At last, Leon J. WhitP has an Ihe early part of Ihe meeting, after
endeavoring to be responsible for two ? electric alarm clock at $7.95. Accur- whicli a brief musical program war
presented, followed by tea.
guests.
1 ate and entirely automatic.—adv.
received
eevening, with playing to begin at be
TELEPHONE ........................ . 770 or 794-W

•

When They've Eangcd
Thc Door on the Crowds . . .
Changed Into Something
Loose and Comfortable . . .

Then's The Time To Meet the Members of
A FAMOUS THEATRICAL FAMILY

“THE ROYAL FAMILY
OF BROADWAY”
You'll recognize thc members of this fa
mous family of actors!
You'll howl with glee at this wild satire
on their private life!
You cat with them—laugh with them—
love with them—even take a bath with
Tony, thc black sheep brother hiding from
a Hollywood scandal! Honestly!
Here’s the Intimate, Eye-Opening Tale
Thats' Never Been Told Before About

“THE ROYAL FAMILY
OF BROADWAY”
Paramount's Hit made from the very
successful stage play by Edna Ferber
and George S. Kaufman.
with

FREDRIC MARCH
INA CLAIRE

MARY BRIAN

Henrietta Crossman, Chas. Starrett

MON.-TUES.
NOW PLAYING
“THE LION AND TIIE LAME"

I War., Marie Teele; Mar., Beulah Roberts was a respected and esteemed
I Drew; Pianist, Agnes Smalley. The citizen, a devoted father, a kind
friend and neighbor. He was born in
' installation will be private.
Sunday evening at Union Church 1 C. E. Boman while on Main street Vinalhaven, son of the late Thaddeus
Rev. P.’ J. Cliliord will speak on Wednesday fell, fracturing a bone in and Charity < Smith i Roberts, the last
"Christ and the Fishermen." All ! one of his arms. He is now confined of a family of 12. For many years
fishermen and lobstermen are invited to his home.
Mr. Roberts was captain of thc
to be present. There Will be selec
schooner Metropolis and in 1884 the
Mrs.
Blanche
Hamilton
Kittredge
is
schooner Harvester was built for his
tions by the male quartet.
taking a six weeks’ course in beauty command, and engaged in coast trad",
Mrs. Carl Burgess and brother, culture in Portland.
freighting, etc., between this place
Benjamin Martin, have returned from
Mrs. Mary L. Arey and daughter, | and Boston for about 30 years, during
Stonington where they were called
Mrs.
Water
Tolman.
returned
Friday
|
which time lie made occasional trips
by the death of their brother.
fiom Brewer where they were called I
There was a roll call Tuesday night by the death of their cousin, Miss ! to New York. His home for many
years was his father's old homestead
at the regular meeting of Ocean
now known as the Hermann estate.
Bound Rebekah Lodge. Poems were Edith Doane.
Besides his son Allston. Mr. Rob
read by members, also letters from ‘ Mrs. Jennie Ingerson of East Cor
absent ones. The quilt to be given inth was guest the past week of Rev erts leaves a granddaughter. Edith
Roberts; niece;. Mrs. John Macauley.
away was awarded to Mrs. Joseph and Mrs. P. J. Clifford.
The following committee met Wed Eoothbay Har or; Mrs. Edward PliilHutchinson. This program was rend
ered, followed by luncheon: Piano nesday night at the home of Mrs. Irv brook of this town;; nephews, T.’.adsolo, Mrs. Ola Ames; piano duet, ing Fifield to make arrangements for deus Roberts and Leon Roberts ot
Beulah Drew and Agnes Smalley; organizing a Village Improvement Boothbay: Austin Roberts, Pittsburgh
sketch, Cora Peterson and Hazel Society: Mrs. Charles Chilles, Mrs. Pa.; Freeman L. Roberts, Vinalhaven;
Dyer; song, Harry Ccombs; song. Ernest Macintosh, Mrs. Oscar Lane, C. S. Roberts, Rockland; Leland Rob
Hazel Roberts; quartet, H. L. Coombs, Mrs. Irving Fifleld, Mrs. Montilleu erts, I. 'aplevood, N. J., and Fred Tol
William Lawry. Thomas Baum, Fred Grindle, Mrs. Benjamin Smith. Mrs. man, T-ort i. He was a Mason in
Chilles; soprano solo, Evelyn Patrick; Charles Webster, Mrs. Alfred Creed. high siand.-t and a member of De
dance, Violet Baum and Gertrude Mrs. A. M. Cassie, Mrs. Everett Libby. Valois Commandery. K. T. A public
Vinal; vocal solo. Fred Cnilles. Miss The next meeting will he Jan. 23 at spirited man. Mr. Roberts wa.s inter
ested in whatever ha'’ to do with the
Gertrude Vinal had just arrived from Mrs. Fifield’s.
welfare of the town and he will be
Hollywood, accompanied by these ac
Mrs. Max Conway will entertain at greatly missed.
tors and actresses: Charlie Chaplin. “63” tonight at her home.
Violet Baum; Zeppo Marx. Cora
Funeral services were held at his
Housekeepers at Union Church cir
Peterson; Harold Lloyd. Dorothy Cas
late home Thu: lay. Rev. P. J. Clif
cle
Thursday
were
Mi
’
s.
Ernest
Mac

sie; Greta Garbo, Nina Ames; Mine
ford, pastor of Union Church, officiat
Dressier, Hilma Webster; Louise Fa intosh, Mrs. Herbert Delano. Mrs ing. The abundance of floral offer
George
Lawry,
Mrs.
Henry
Newbert.
zenda, Eleanor Conway.
ings testified to the love and esteem
• • • •
in which he was he'd Interment
Installation of officers of Marguerite
Capt. Elisha Roberts
was in the family lot at Ocean View
Chapter, O.E.S., will take place next
Monday evening. The new officers
The community was saddened last cemetery, the bearers. Fred Coombs,
are: W. M., Hilma Webster; P., C. L. Tuesday to learn of the death' ot Ralph Clayter. dim on Teele. Irving
Fifield. Frank Has 11 and Robert
Boman; A. M, Cora Peterson; Cond.,
Eleanor Gregory; A. Cond., Madeline Capt. Elisha Roberts, 78, which oc Arey. Those from out of town .o at
Smith; Sec.. Mary L Arey; Treas., curred at his home on Atlantic avenue tend the services were Mrs. Faustina
Lena Davidson; Adah, Elizabeth Ross; I and Granite street, only six day Robe? is. Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Roberts.
Katherine
Ruth, Nellie William .; Esther, Nina I after the death of his wife, makiiv I relt Roberts. Mr
Amts; Martha. Lucille Carver; Electa, ! it doubly hard for their only son All- Coombs of Rockland, and Mr anil
Leola Smith; Chap., Nellie Wilson; : ston, by whom they are survived. Mr. Mrs. Lewis Burgess ot North Haven.

VINALHAVEN
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gram, nor should there have been.
A responsive and well used baritone
that soars readily, excellent diction,
and personality, are Morgan assets.”
Arturo Toscanini is one of the most
regular customers of the trans-At
lantic telephone company. When he
came to New York for his present
season' with the PhilharmonicSymphony. Mrs. Toscanini was not
v ith him. having to remain in Italy
to recover from an accident sustained
in Bayreuth this summer. At least
three times a week, Mr. Toscanini
picks up the receiver in his hotel
room and calls Mrs. Toscanini in
Milan. "Generally reserved to the
point of taciturnity, Toscanini be
comes Latinly voluble when he is on
the wire or the wireless, or whatever
it is. The first three minutes, with
the official charges of $86 pass quick
ly enough, with health news, family
news, and so forth. Then comes the
additional minutes at $12 apiece.
The number ot extra minutes de
pends upon the happenings of th»
week."

•/£?»

p'onv

3.

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

has a large class of piano pupils, That Man' in 'Show-Boat' and
Moanin' Low,' in 'The Little Show,’
and is very busy all the time.’’
* * ♦ •
not to speak of the present hit, ‘Body
An indicated estate of not much and Soul,’ we may be returning
more than $10,000 was left by through tortuous paths to the
Charles K. Harris, who won musical adolescent days of Mr. Harris."
* * ♦ •
renown as the author of “After the
Ball." The song writer who died
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink
Dec. 22 left all of his estate to his is to appear in a concert in Portland
widow, Cora L. Harris. The Boston City hall Jan. 29, on her farewell
Herald says:
tour, being assisted by the Woman's
"Charles K. Harris had the good Choral Society, of which Rupert
fortune to compose in what Sigmund Neily is the director. Mme. Schu
Spaeth calls ‘the golden age' of the mann-Heink celebrated her golden
popular song, the simple, romantic jubilee of song three years ago, and
era of the 90's, when every ditty told sang in Portland at that time.
a tale and pointed a moral, and when
melodies were smooth and pleasant
ATTENTION POULTRYMEN!
to the ear with no insidious syncopa
tion. Those were the days when the
Harry Richardson. Orono, poultry
piano, tastefully decorated with a
crocheted cover, was the center of specialist, will tell poultrymen of
every well-regulated home and songs Knox and Lincoln counties how to
sold by the million.
raise profitable pullets. A series of
“‘After the Ball’ was Mr. Harris’ I meetings on this subject has been
first and greatest triumph. The
poignancy of its tragic theme of arranged for next week by County
faithless love swept all before it. Agent Wentworth. The first will be
When Sousa's Band played it con | held Tuesday at Garrison Hill grange
stantly at the World's Fair in Chi hall. Sheepscott, in charge of Mrs.
cago in 1893. no other song could Charles Hendrickson, poultry leader.
touch it in popularity. Later Mr.
Harris had another stroke of musical Wednesday the meeting will be at
good fortune. The Spanish war hap j Christian Science Church, Damari
pened to break out a few month'- scotta, John Weeks, leader. Mr.
after he wrote that tear-compelling Richardson will attend these meet__ _______
__ ____
ballad “Just
Break the
News to ings, both of which will start at 10.30.
But during the rest of his Thursday a meeting will be held at
Mother
career as a composer and publisher. 1.30 in North Edgecomb at Arthur
he never reached that pinnacle of Paquette's farm; Friday, Nobleboro
success to which ’After the Ball' had at 10.30 Grange hall, O. H. Rollins in
charge; and Saturday at Bunker
rocketed him.
"Mr. Harris was always certain Hill, Alden Hall's farm at 10.30.
that the rtign of jazz was temporary, Stereopticon slides on poultry work
and that the ballad would reassume done in the State will be shown.
its place in the hearts of his country
The young son who had his leg
men. But he was mistaken. There
have been many sentimental waltz fractured in a motor accident was
songs in the last few decades, perhaps told by the doctor that they were
the best of them Irving Berlin’s going to take him to the hospital.
Boy; “Oh, doctor, I don't want to
’Always,' but the great majority have
kept slavishly to the fox-trot tempo ' go io a hospital."
Doctor; “Why, a hospital’s a fine
and their lyrics have usually dis
played a dash of sophistication. place—clean and convenient.';
Boy: "But. doctor, I don't want to
There have been no ‘story-songs' at
all. But with the advent of the go there. I don't want a baby. I
’torch songs' like ’Can't Help Lovin' j want a pup.”

A very interesting musical event is charmed her hearers. Mr. Bibb's
taking place in Portland today, when, pupils are mentioned frequently—
under the auspices of the Rossini giving recitals, appearing in broad
Club, Guy Maier, a versatile and not casts. being awarded church positions
ed pianist, is being presented in the and scholarships, etc.
• •• • •
High School auditorium in a program
any reason for their absence. May which will be enjoyed not only by
Magic Valley of Texas.
In the January issue of Musical
I have searched the valley for a be the Chinese do not like the speed young people, but by people of all Digest are many interesting notes on
Chinaman, and can't find one. And with which the Texans shoot.
ages. Mr. Maier gave “two-piano musical matters of the day. For in
that is strange, for there are plenty
programs" quite a number of years stance, George W. Chadwick, director
of them in Mexico. I get quite a kick
It is interesting to listen to an edu ago with Lee Pattison, and those two for 33 years of the New England
out of a chat with a Chinese as I cated Chinese talk on religion. Con clever artists were heard in the Port- Conservatory of Music, has resigned
note his impressions of the place. fucianism is not really a religion, as land City hall at that time,
from that position, effective Jan. 1,
The last Chinaman I talked with was so manv imagine. It is a system of Mr. Maier gives inimitable chil- 1931. As director emeritus, however.
in New Orleans. He told me confi morality and ethics; it is a sort of dren’s concerts, and has done much Mr. Chadwick will continue to be
dentially that he had been happily moral culture. Confucius lived be-! to awaken an appreciation of fine connected with the Conservatory tn
married for 30 years; that he had tween 400 and 500 B.C., as did Buddha, music among young people. He is a an advisory capacity and as a mem
been in this country for 28 years, but And as culture in Japan was largely1 Buffalo man, has studied abroad, and ber of the executive and directory
In a list of New York concerts we
that his wife had remained in China. borrowed from China, you will find >s now 8 teacher at the University of committee of the school.
note a recital given by Gladys
You can admire a man who will talk Confucianism and Buddhism there. Michigan. His program is drawn
And again—"Geraldine Farrar’s Swarthout and Walter Mills at the
like that and never crack a smile. A Their religion of Shintoism is some- from
Bach. Mozart,
Schubert, first vocal effort before New Yorkers Hotel Astor. Who doesn't remember
Chinese never smiles. They are thing like the Chinese Taoism. Shin- Godowsky. Schumann, Chopin. Men- in two seasons filled most of Carne with delight the splendid singing
great listeners, talk very little, do toism is said to have eight million delssohn, Liszt and Weber, for the gie's seats. But the empty places, in given us by Mr. Mills in his two
not like to answer questions, and gods; really the old Chinese spirit classics; MacDowell, Ivert, Cheno- cluding a dozen or so boxes, put no Rockland concerts—one under the
tljeir vacant stare and innocent ex worship.
|ineth. Goossens, Cramm, Pouline, damper upon the manifestly friendly auspices of Dr. Chapman and the
pression will often deceive you. Most
Do you know that you, a Christian. Debussy, Chadwick, Scott, Bartok. audience which reminded one of the other for the Community House
of them a-“ very clever though you unconsciously subscribe to this Chasins, etc. for the moderns.
Gerry-flappers who reigned in the benefit.
would not think it to look at them.
Messrs. Maier and Pattison were soprano's Metropolitan Opera days.
religion of Shintoism when you say,
By the way. what has become of
The first thing the average Ameri “I haven't been ill in three years; I at the New England Conservatory of There were flowers enough to have
can thinks of when Chinese are must knock on wood." Your knocking Music in Boston when Miss Ruth ■ stocked a shop, but few notes of the Rockland's community house pro
mentioned is a laundry or chop suey. on wood when you boast, is to call Thomas of Camden was a student toppy variety. It was. on that ac- ject?
In a delightful letter from “Josie”
There are no Chinese laundries in the "wood spirit'" one of the eight there. She knew them both and has j count, monotonous singing.
Miss
China. There is no chop suey in million, and signifies you are sorry always been vastly interested in their 1 Farrar has to be vocally cautious in Cox, written from her home in
Beaverton, Ore., the day before
China. Chop suey is an American you were boasting; you ask forgive successes.
these days which hover so close upon Christmas, she mentions that "We
dish with a Chinese name, and the ness. for if you do not knock on
,
her
announced
retirement.
' ' " ’
have been invited to spend Christname is meaningless at that. Chop wood, the wood spirit, who is listenRadio listeners appreciate the
mas with friends in Cornelius, about
means hurry, quick, rush, or fast; ing, will punish you for boasting.
i music of Jascha Heifetz, violin virtuThose who recall the marvelous 10 miles from here. We Invited Jen
and suey means water, rain, or wet.,
<s>
<s> $
' oso, but not at the expense of Seth artistry of George Morgan in the nie Ingraham Newman and family
And so. when you say "chop suey
Of all these beliefs of the Chinese Bar-'cer That at least was the senti- final Camden concert of last summer and also Belle Hall Smith, formerly
to a Chinaman you are saying to
of Rockland, to be with us, but thev
him “hurry water" or "rush water" and Japanese, it may be of interest! ment expressed in about 500 letters will be interested in this item:
or "fast water." It might be all right to recall that the great god Buddha £rorn bsteners to the National "A musicianly singer is George could not come. We expect them for
if you were out in the open, point said. 500 years before the birth of Br°adcasting Company. Heifetz ap- 1 Morgan. Yet consistently interest- Sunday, however. You would enjoy
peared in a half hour broadcast the ing.There wasn't one unoccupied
being here and visiting them. They
ing to a rushing river, to say "chop Christ
"All acts of living creatures be- ni&ht of Dec- 21 over WJZ network, seat for his Barbizon-Plaza Hall pro- both keep up with their music. Belle
suey.” When you say it in connec
t'le stations which ordi- |------------------------------------------tion with food it has no real meaning come evil by ten things, and bv ®°me
avoiding the ten things, they become nan'>’ take Seth Parker on the WEAF
in the Chinese language.
good. I exhort you to avoid the ten c-'aln at that time were switched to
evils.
the violin feature. For this program
1. Kill not. but have regard for Heifetz was said to have received ap
Clarence Daniels of Rockland
proximately $15,000. In case there is
probably talks Chinese better than life.
2. Steal not. neither do you cheat: ' one person who does not know what
any American in Maine. Some day
when it is raining, just open the door but help all to be the owner of the the Seth Parker period is, let us say
that it is a semi-religious program
to his store and say "Suey!" and he fruits of his labor.
3. Abstain from impurity: let your in which the folks of Jonesport.
will immediately stop the surgical
Maine, gather at the Parker home to
work on the Gruen, or Waltham, or lives be chaste.
4. Lie not, but speak truthfully. sing old-fashioned hymns. Seth is
Elgin, and will probably answer, “Ah
foung yeouw," (spelling not guar Speak the truth fearlessly, but with portrayed by Phillips Lord, 28-yearold radio star.
anteed), which means, "come in my a loving tieart.
5. Start no evil reports, neither
friend." The reason he talks Chi
Mr. Lord has produced a book—
nese so well is that he was ship repeat those heard. Slander not.
wrecked down near Panama in 1928, but look for the good in your fellow “Uncle Hosie" is its name. It is a
with a Chinese crew on the ship, and beings, so that you may defend them small volume, yet wide and deep in
scope. It faithfully portrays the old
he had either to talk Chinese or quit against their enemies
6. Swear not. but speak with dig time Yankee trader in Maine at his
eating. So he learned some of the
best. Though subtle at times, the
language. It happened that he was nity.
7. Waste not your time with gos various “yarns" about the jolK,
on the same ship that took me from
San Francisco to Shanghai, two sip; speak to a purpose or remain shrewd town character are brimming
with humor and give the reader keen
years previously, and so we learned silent.
8. Covet not, nor envy; but rejoice enjoyment. The phraseology is not
the language from the same men.
overdrawn , and truthfully depicts
They were recruited from the Island at the welfare of others.
9. Cleanse your heart of malice, the various characters introduced by
of Hainan in South China. Neither
of us speaks the Manchurian dialect, and cherish no hatred, not even the author. “Uncle Hosie” is of the
but we confine ourselves to the Can against your enemies; treat all living same school of good people we know
through Mr. Lord's radio presentatonese or South China dialect. There creatures with kindness.
10. Become free from ignorance: tion of "Seth Parker."
are four altogether, and one cannot
«...
understand the other. No more does leam the truth, that you may find
an Italian in Sicily know what the the noble path that leads to life
We have the winter bulletin of the
Italian in Milan or Genoa is talking eternal.”
Peabody Conservatory of Music, and
♦ ❖ ♦
about. Nor the Frenchman in Mon
note with interest that two signifiThe next time vou talk to a China • cant additions have been made to
treal have any idea what the Paris
man or a Jap who is a Buddhist, re the faculty—Mieczyslaw Munz, teachFrenchman is saying.
And so I had hoped to find a Chi- j member that is his religion; those ! er of the piano, and Stephen Deak,
nese here and get his impressions of are his ten commandments; or. as ! teacher of cello. Mr. Munz and Mr,
the country, but there are none here, he calls them, "the ten evils to be Deak are members of the faculty of
and none of the natives can give me j avoided.”
the Curtis Institute of Music also.
There is also a brief item regard
ing Marion Rous, pianist, who has
STANDARD TIME LAW
REDUCED TO ASHES
been heard in Rockland as a recitalist
Old Square Rigger Built At Dam "Seems Silly To Have It On the before the State Federation of Music
Statute Books, ’ Savs Portland Clubs, and at one of the Bibb con
ariscotta Is Burned For Sake Of
certs in Camden. Miss Rous is a
Editor.
Metal
graduate of the Peabody piano de
partment. 1904. and the item reads:
(Press Herald)
A three masted full-rigged soiling
“It is always a satisfaction to hear i
It is reported that a bill may be
vessel, as swift a craft as ever raced
that one of Baltimore’s daughters
the winds on the Pacific and as trim presented to the Legislature to repeal has achieved success elsewhere, so we
the act which makes it) unlawful to
a vessel as one could see is now a recognize any other than standard were much pleased during a recent
visit to New York to hear of the !
cl'.arred mass.
A glorious career time.
Some years ago a law requiring really unique line in which Marion !
lasting 55 years has ended and the
Rous has made a name for herself.
Elwell, for that is the name of the that all clocks owned by cities or ) After graduating with honors from
towns be set on standard time was
tailing vessel, has endured the vicissi passed. Its purpose was to prohibit the Peabody Conservatory, Miss Rous
tudes of ships since she was launched the adoption of so-called “daylight betook herself to New York, using it
at Damariscotta before a throng of saving time,’ w’hich had become the as a base for the network of concerts
sea faring folks who cheered lustily practice in many of the cities and i which she gives about the country.
She is also the head of the Green
of the State.
as she swept down the ways from the towns
The standard time law has been wich House Music Settlement School
shipyard to take her place proudly more honored in the breach than in and has built up a fine school, a new
in the American merchant marine. the observance. Many cities and j addition having been added last year.
Now she has been burned at Rich some towns have refused to be bound
“In her concerts Miss Rous follows
mond Beach, near Seattle, for the by it. In Portland, for example, the a charming and original program, for
metals in her hull after having been people decide for themselves whether in each she takes a certain form of
purchased by Ntider & Marcus, Inc., or not they will regulate their affairs musical composition and develops it
of Seattle from the New England by daylight saving time and this they from its very earliest composer to its
Fish Co.
proceed to do regardless of the State latest exponent. It may be the
The Elwell, the fastest sailing law. So we have a peculiar condition dance, fugue, dramatic music, or
vessel on the Pacific in 1896 broke a prevailing in this and many other symphonic, choral or ballads, the
sailing record for the voyage between cities and towns in the State. The concerts or crude—which ever form
tydol
San Francisco and Nanaimo, B C.; clocks maintained by the municipali is chosen, its development is intelli
tire time she made has never yet ties are set on standard time but gently and delightfully followed."
been equalled by any sailing vessel those which are privately owned are (Those who heard Miss Rous in
between these two ports. Leaving set to daylight saving time. This re Rockland and Camden will always
San Francisco April 22, sh> arrived sults in great confusion. It serious remember with pleasure not only her
Hats off! To the new champion! But it’s quicker on the trigger!
in Nanaimo April 29. left Nanaimo ly affects business, proves of great pianistic ability but her charming
May 2, and returned to San Fran inconvenience to a great many peo personality).
Out today... to take the worry
cisco, May 7.
The season of 1930-31 marks the
And once started, it’s started to
ple and results in much confusion.
Like other vessels the Elwell,
third
anniversary
of
the
Students
out of winter!
There is nothing the authorities
crowded from the sea lanes by steam can do to compel the people who Association at Peabody Conservatory.
stay!
vessels found her way into thc Alaska want to regulate their affairs accord Earl Lippy is a member of the board.
It’s the New Hi-test tydol.
fishing trade. She was purchased at ing to daylight saving time from do He was heard in the first concert of
Those are strong claims ... but
a United States Marshal’s sale by the ing so. The standard time law is a the Camden series last summer, and
World
’s fastest starting gas by
firm of George T. Myers & Co., of oke, so far as its observance is con- | also was Miss McLaughlin’s assistthey’re provable! The table at
Seattle, who used her as a barge to . cerned. It is just one of those laws 1 ing artist in her Rockland concert
actual test. Starts in less than
carry supplies to their cannerv at w eh because it is not observed, where he made a most favorable im
the right shows how the New
Chatham, between Juneau and Sitka, help' to throw contempt upon all pression by his art. On Nov. 12 he
four watch ticks at zero . . .
in Sout.neastern Alaska. A year ago laws.
Hi-test tydol led all others in
was a soloist in a concert held in
takes the splutter out of get
last spring she was sold to the New
There are some people in the State, Davidsonville, Md., and won the
a quick-starting test of 12 gaso
England Fish Co.
possibly constituting a majority of its Baltimore division of the Atwater
away ... gives roaring, surging,
citizens who do not like daylight Kent Radio contest held in October,
lines at zero . . .
saving time. These people largely He was also one of three soloists from
flashing acceleration.
live in the rural sections. In some of the Conservatory to give a recital at
Try it, at least! You can’t lose
the cities the working people and the Hamilton Street Club (Baltimore)
For your Motor’s Sake use
And costs you not a pen ny extra!
business men prefer to have the recently, and has been appointed
... for the price tags on every
clocks set ahead an hour throughout soloist in the Eutaw Place Baptist
the period when the days are long. Church.
tydol pump show that it
The
New
Hi-test
tydol
is
still
One item reads: “Mr. Bibb spent
They do not wish to have their habits
the. summer
regulated by other people who live in , „
, at his home in Camden
TYDOL. That means premium
costs no more than every-day
The low-pour point of veedol Winter
the country. So long as the stand- j Malne' where he gave three concerts.
I ard time law is not generally ob- [ Many of his Pupils went to study
Medium assures easy starting in the cold
quality. That means silper- fuel ... A premium product
I
served and because there is no way \ with him, and work and play were
est weather. It flows freely at zero. Saves
Bug: Hay. what’s the Idea?
power. That means freedom at not a penny premium in
i which the people can be forced to haPPiI-v combined in Camden’s lovely
your motor bearings in the wintriest cold,
Worm: Practicing for my wed comply with it, it seems sillv to have \ setting- Since his return this fall,
. uiy io nave | M,. Bjbb has accompanied prjeda
ding ring.
but retains its body at all motor heats.
from knocks.
price.
such a law on thc statute books.
Hempel in four recitals, three of
which have been Jenny Lind concerts
given in costume. He has also ac
companied many other artists and is
continuing his teaching at the David
Mannes School and also his coach
An Old Family THE DEMAND IS GENERAL FOR
ing in his studio in New York. Three
Doctors Favoritf
of Mr. Bibb's pupils, one of them
Prescription
Ballard’s Golden Oil Earl Lippy, have been awarded schol
arships at the Little Theatre Opera
A Specific for Croup. Coushs, Cold,
Co. in New York.”
Chills and Spring-time Ills and Ails.
There is mention of Mr. Bolek who
A Standard Household Remedy.
assisted Mr. Bibb in Camden as ac
Should Be in Every Home. Safe for
companist; also of Miss Josephine
Children. Not Expensive.
McLaughlin whose character songs
— ’ in the Camden recital of Aug. 23
TIDE WATER CIL SALES CORPORATION ... CONGRESS BUILD!

HE IS THANKFUL
L. J. Thomason Wants To Go
On Record In Favor Of
Sargon
“I have been thankful a thousand
times that I took Sargon. It's simply
wonderful the way it benefited me.
I was all out of fix from head to foot
before I started taking it.

L. J. THOMASON

“I feel better than I have in years.
It has helped me so much I often
stop friends on the street and tell
them about it.”—L. J. Thomason.
1102'Y Houston St., Ft. Worth, Tex.
Sargon is now having the largest
sale of any medicine of its kind in
the world today. Its fame is based
on actual results, not empty prom
ises. Millions use it, millions praise
it.
Sold by The Corner Drug Store,
Inc,, in Rockland; by George H.
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa
in Waldoboro.
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THE WORLD’S

ASOLINE

AT NO
EXTRA COST

KICKS OVER MOTOR AT

ZERO IN 3-/.o SECONDS!

Actual Stop-Watch Test with 12
Competing Brands Proves New

Hi-test

Easy Winner!

WINTER VEEDOL

“ALL AFTER IT NOW"

CLOCKED!...
AND FOUND FASTEST!
By actual, impartial stop-watch
test. Hi-test tydol started at
zero in

34/io SECONDS!
15% faster than Brand A
tt
tt
18.9%
Brand B
tt
tt
26.0%
Brand C
tt
tt
31.0%
Brand D
tt
tt
35.3%
Brand E
ti
tt
42.5%
Brand F
tt
tt
45.7%
Brand G
tt
tt
50.0%
Brand H
tt
tt
52.0%
Brand ft
tt
tt
56.7%
Brand J
tt
tt
58.2%
Brand K
tt
59.0%
Brand L

tt

TYDOL
NG, PORTLAND, ME.

